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ABSTAACT 
LOUISE PJ1!\,lSEY l~NDR.ES. A Computer Based Infor:.nai:i.on Sy~-;t.em 
for the study of Multi-Component Pop~lati8ns in South 
CaroliLa. (Under the direction of Boyd Loadholt.) 
The infor~1Eltion s:'{·stern ~.:iccepts data on. r:,ul t.i. ·-compon.::nt 
populations in South Carolina, and produces distribution 
maps,. !d.f:~tcqra.ri'~=', tables and othe::..- su.i.rc.:r~ary display~). 'l1be 
initial applicdtioll illustrated is to the population of 
insects in t:he £ aJni 1y Tabanid in Sout.h Carolina.. :rh0 s~iS­
tem is a series cf FORTRAN prog-rams wri t:ten fo:.c an IBH 
Syste1n 360 t'lodel 40 unde.r DOS. 
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CHAPrrEH I : INTRODUCriON 
As the volume of data generated by new technology in tbe 
biological and medical sciences increasesr the ability of the 
researcher to perceive, retain and process all data unaided 
is sharply reduced. Computerized storage and retrieval of 
masses of data in these fields has become a necessity. 
A computer information system has long been recognized 
as a versatile, accurate and efficient method for storing and 
retrieving large amounts of dat.a. Schenthal ( 1) proposed an 
experimental information system for clinical records as early 
as 1961. Although this was largely a system for storing 
patient records, Schenthal recognized the need for addressing 
individual j_tems within each record for scientific informa-
tion retrieval. Schenthal and Y~der (2,3) later designed and 
implemented an informa~ion system for medical record storage. 
At e.bout the same time, Juergens ( 4) designed a system for 
processing both clinical and laboratory records, merging the 
two files, then compiling summary reports for researchers. 
More recently, Ausman (5) Greenes and Hall (6,7) have devel-
oped similar systems. In 1971, Dynamic Computer Systems (8) 
rele~sed a general information system which incorporated the 
latest and most advanced features of information science. 
This system, which is currently in use at the Medical Univer-
sity, ac~epts both scientific and business records, and pro-
duces inc1i vidual and sum.ma:r:y reports on any. data in any 
A number of scientists in South Carolina working in the 
disciplines of medicine and biology expressed an interest in 
a more specialized information system. This system would be 
for the study of multi-component populations in the state, 
and would produce South Carolina maps and geographical tabu-
lations of the data. These reports could not be produced by 
the general systems discussed above because these systems 
2 
must appeal to a wide range of users. They must produce re-
ports that are of use to businessmen and scientists alike. A 
general system cannot devote core storage and CPU time to re-
port segments that would be employed by only a portion of its 
users, and thus cannot produce the specialized reports requir-
ed by the South Carolina scientists doing multi-component pop-
ulation studies. However, a system that did any less would 
be of no use to them. What was needed, then, was a new sys-
tem which incorporated all the report features needed by 
these scientists, but only those features. This new system 
had to be capable of storing data on occurences of population 
components, displaying in the form of histograms, maps and 
tables, and calculating selected statistics. These reports 
would summarize the entire recorded population or any portion 
of the data base. Such a system might also be applied to 
such diverse studies as the examination of the migratory pat-
terns of birds, with each species of bird serving as a compon-
ent of the population, and the study of the incidence of 
cardiovascular diseases, with each disease being a component. 
The distribution of either-of these components across the 
state could readily be studied with th~ statistics generated 
3 
by an information system, yielding valuable information about 
temporal and areal fluctuations of the components, and of the 
entire population. 
Several faculty members of the Entomology Department cf 
Clemson University were particularly interested in a sophis-
ticated information system capable of monitoring the constit-
uency and size of insect populations. Since they had already 
acctunulated large amounts of data, the initial application of 
the information system developed was to the population of 
insec.ts in the family Tabanid in South Carolina. rrhe system 
is, however, readily applicable to other populations with 
only slight modifications. 
The information system is a series of FORTRAN programs 
which verify incoming data, form a data base, access that 
data base, and compute and display reports and statistics of 
interest. The system is written for an IBM System 360 model 
40 computer under DOS, but can be adapted to any computer 
which has a. FORTRAN H compiler. 
Chapter II explains the data and forms used in the 
initial application and the preparatory program , which 
readies the data for input to the report programs. Chapter 
III discusses the AREA-COMPONENT report and gives examples 
of the report. Chapter IV discusses the SC MAP program in a 
s:Lmllar manner, Chapter V the HIS'rOGHAH report program, 
Chapter VI the VARIABLE PRINT OUT program, and Chapter VII 
the con·c 1 us ion. 
CH.A.PTER II: DATA COLLECTION, .STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 
The data used in the initial application of this informa-
tion system was supplied by the Entomology Department of 
Clemson University. Entomologists and students periodically 
collect and identify insects in various parts of the state. 
These collections are made by both net and trap using a 
variety of attractants. In the field, each collector records 
pertinent location, time and environmental data, as well as 
identifies and records each sp~cies of Tabanid represented in 
the collection. Using this data and a general computer-based 
information system, the magnitude and fluctuations of occur-
rences of species across time periods for an area, or across 
an area within a period of time can be closely monitored and 
st~died. The forms used by each collector and the instruc-
tions for the use of the forms are illustrated in Appendix A. 
Section 2.1 of this chapter discusses the data, while section 
2.2 discusses the preparatory programs. 
2. 1 THE D1\.TA. 
There are two card types involved in recording the data. 
Type l lists the environmental, time and location da·ta, and 
up to three species with their counts. Type 2 again lists 
the collection date, collection number, and collector, which 
forms a unique key for the data base, and up to eleven a.ddi-
tio~al spe6ies with their counts. There can be up to eight 
cards of the second type, so that a m~ximum of 91 species per 
collection can be recorded. A keypuncher transfers the data 
directly from these forms to punched cards, which are then 
input to the preparatory programs. 
2.2 PREPARATORY PROGRAMS 
The purpose of these programs is to convert the data 
from card storage to a more manageable and efficient mode of 
storage, and to check the data for erroneous or missing 
values. Upon these programs rest the success of the infor-
mation system. If the data is correct when stored and. 
easily accessible, facile generation of accurate reports is 
assured. 
The first consideration, then, is of storage mode. 
Under FORTRAN IV only three data file types are possible: 
card, sequential tape, and sequential disk. The data must 
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be punched from the collection sheets onto cards for proc-
essing, and there is much to be said for leaving the data in 
card form. However, computer cards are bulky and easily dam-
aged. Cards are a very slow input method, and multiple 
searches of the file are impossible. Too, a multiple card 
record of a single record can easily get out of sequence, 
rendering any report program inoperable. 
A sequential disk file can be acces~ed much more rapid-
ly than a card file, and removes all danger of scrambled re-
cords. However, disks are very expensive for the storage 
space they yield, and give much more rapid retrieval than is 
necessary. A sequential tape file has an access time less 
t.han that of a card file, but greater than that of a disk 
file. It removes all danger· of sections of a record getting 
out o~ sequence and stores many records for a small cost. 
6 
Consequently, sequential tape is used for data base storage. 
The original punched cards serve as a back-up. 
The primary function of the preparatory program is to 
create and add to the tape file from punched card records. 
The major complication is the variable size of each collec-
tion. A logical record must have at least one card record, 
and may have up to nine cards; that is, one type one card 
and up to eight type two cards. Each card record must there-
fore be read in such a manner that it may be properly handled 
whether it is a card type one, or a card type two. This is 
accomplished by use of a T format, which effectively allows 
each incoming card to be read twice as illustrated below: 





If ICARD(l) = 1, a new record is being processed, and the 
program branches to process ICARD(l) - ICARD{37). If 1 < 
ICARD(l) < 10, the car4 is a continuation of a collection re-
cord already begun, and ICARD(l) - ICARD(3) and ICARD(38) -
ICARD(59) are processed. 
Each card is checked for errors as explained below, then 
type 2 records are appended to the current record, while type 
l records are used to begin a new record. When a type 1 is 
encountered, it is stored, the number of species associated 
with the new record just completed is calculated, and the 
complete record is stored on the tape file. The logical flow 
of corr~ands is shown in Figure 2.1. 
Error detection is a vital function of the preparatory 
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program. Although data which is incorrectly entered, but 
which still falls within the allowed range, can not be de-
tected or corrected, the error checking routines can detect 
gross deviations from acceptable values. 
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Most of the variables such as date, county, collector, 
number, land resource area and collection method require only 
simple procedures to detect errors, since each has a range of 
acceptable values. Within this range, an observed value of a 
variable is acceptable; outside the range, no value is accept-
able, and the record is rejected. 
Two of the error detection routines are more complex. 
The first of these is the coding to determine if the collec-
tion point, as defined by the latitude and longitude, falls 
within South Carolina state lines. This is extremely i~por­
tant, since the map report program uses the record latitude 
and longitude to pinpoint the collection site on a map of the 
state. All of South Carolina and parts of North Carolina, 
Georgia and the Atlantic Ocean lie between latitudes 32°3' 
and 35°14' and longitudes 78°30' and 83°30'. Hence, the 
latitude and lon~ritude r,1ust be verified as a pair, since cer-
tain latitudes within these limits are acceptable with some 
longitudes, but not with others and vice-versa. 
Consider Figure 2.2. All points defined in areas not 
in the figure shown are eliminated by the simple check men-
tioned above. The sections remaining that are invalid are 
labsled A, B, C, and D. All points defined in A are iden-
tified by checking latitude great~r tha11 34°52' and longi-
tude greater than 83°16', or less than 80°50'. Any record 
meeting these standards has a collection point defined in 
North Carolina, and is rejected. The records with points 
defined in B, C, a~d D, are in the Atlantic Ocean, the 
Atlantic Ocean, and Georgia respectively, and should be 
eliminated also. This is accomplished by defining a line 




FIGURE.2.2 TANGENTIAL BOUNDARIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
defines the maximum acceptable latitude for each longitude 
in section B, and the minimum acceptable latitude for each 
longitude in sections C and D. The latitude and longitude 
for a collection are first expressed in terms of minutes. 
·The longitude is then used to calculate the limiting lati-
tude using the linear expression: 
LL = LSLa+ (( CL- LSLo) * STL) 
where LL = limiting latitude 
LSLa = lowest latitude in section 
CL = collection longitude 
LSLo = lowest longitude of section 
9 
STL = slope of tangential line 
The collection latitude is then compared to the limiting 
latitude, and if the collection latitude is greater in sec-
10 
tion B, or s in section C and D, collection record is 
rejected. Some borderline collections escape even this de-
tection, but most erroneous latitude-longitude pairs are re-
jected. The most frequently occurring error is the reverse 
of the latitude-longitude values which is easily detected by 
this procedure. 
The second of the more complex error checking procedures 
is that for eliminating invalid species identification num-
bers. There are 344 identifiable species in the insect 
family Tabanid, but the species identification numbers range 
from 1 ·to 900, leaving many numbers that are invalid as 
identification numbers. An obvious method of checking is the 
statement 
IF (( ID.EQ.l) .OR.{Ib.EQ.2) .OR •.•• OR. (ID.EQ. 
900)) which checks for equality with any of the 344 valid 
ID's 1 but this is awkward and inefficient. The solution to 
this problem utilizes a data matrix, INSECT 1 initialized a 
BLOCK DATA subprogram, and made available to the report pro-
grams, as v1ell as to the preparatory progrfu'11, through a 
CO~MON statement. The matrix is 6 rows by 900 columns. The 
24 bytes of the Ith column contain the insect species name 
if I is a valid identification number, and blanks not. 
'I'hen an identification number 1 IDNO, is valid if the state-
ment 
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IF (INSECT(l,IDNO) .NE.BLANK) is true. 
As shown by Figure 2.1, after checking the data for 
errors, the next consideration is the formation and retrieval 
of a tape record. Two factors, time and storage space, must 
be considered in selecting a tape format. 'Since a collection 
may require up· to 528 bytes, and DOS FORTRAN allows tape re-
cords to be a maximum of only 260 bytes, multiple physical 
records for one logical record of a collection often may be 
required. Fixed length tape records are impractical. Fixing 
the length at the minimum size, 18 bytes, virtually eliminat-
es wasted storage space, but requires as many as 30 time-
consuming reads· to get the logical record into core. Con-
versely, a maximum of 3 reads are needed if the length is 
fixed at the maximum, but up to 259 bytes of storage might be 
wasted on a single collection record. Fixing the length of a 
record anywhere between 18 and 260 bytes only combines the 
worst features of the two extremes; many reads, and wasted 
storage as well. 
Variable length records are much better suited to this 
information system's ~eeds. This record format allows all 
but the last physical record of a logical record to be full 
size, and the last record to be the exact size needed. Thus, 
using vari.able length records, a maximum of 3 reads are nec-
essary, and no storage space is unused. 
However, FORTRAN is not constructed to easily deal with 
variable length records. Writing the record to tape requires 
only 2 statements: 
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\\TRITE(NFILE,470) (SPECNT(M) ,SPEC(M) ,M=35,NARRAY) 
4 7 0 F 0 Rl-'.tA T ( 8 6 I 3 ) 
INIT2170 
INIT2180 
This will write a record of 18 bytes (the minimum for FORTRAN) 
if NARRAY is 35, 60 bytes if NARRAY is 44,and 258 bytes if 
NARRl-\.Y reaches its maximum for the second physical record of 
77 species. The problem arises in trying to retrieve the re-
cord in the same manner, that is, by stating: 
READ(NFILE,470) (SPECNT(M) ,SPEC(M) ,M=35,NARPAY). 
If NARP~Y is less than 77, FORTRAN issues a message declar-
ing that the record defined by the FORMAT statement exceeds 
the size of the record being read, and terminates execution 
of the program. This means that, in order to read a variable 
record, its size must be known ~efore reading it, and a for-
mat that precisely describes the record must be used. 
The solution to this problem requires a slightly revised 
tape format. The records are written on tape as shown in 
Figure 2.3. The first physical record of a collection is a 
fixed length record of the number of species ID's associated 
with the collection. From this species count, the nunilier of 
variable tape records for this collection, and the size of 
each is calculated. As shown in Figure 2.3, the species from 
the first, second, third, and· part of the fourth input records 
are combined into the first variable length record. The rest 
of the fourth record, the fifth, sixth, seventh and part of 
the eighth go on the second variable length record, and the 
rest of the eighth and the ninth go on the third variable 
length record. This record structure does require one more 
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structure proposed above, but is still more efficient in terms 
of both time and storage than any purely fixed structure. 
The entire record retrieval problem is then handled by a 
subroutine, READR. The subroutine first reads the fixed 
length record. If the species count is 34 or less, only one 
variable length record follows. If there are 35 or more 
species associated with the collection, a second variable re-
cord is present, and if there are 78 or more, three variable 
length records exist for this collection. vV'i thin the READR 
subroutine, two arrays, one IF.HT ( 14) and the other IFM'r2 ( 4) 
are initialized in the following manner: 
DATA IFMT/'I2,' ,'Il,2','I2,3' ,'Il,I','4,Il' 
1, 1 , 2I3' 1 1 1 2I2 1 1 ' 1 
DATA IFMT 2/' ( 
,',3I4' I ',4Il',',5I2' 





Note that element 12 of the array IFMT and element 2 of the 
array IFMT2 are blank. Now,when the second record is being 
read, IFMT is co~pleted by 
IFMT(l2) = ANO(NMOVE) READ 450 
where ANO is a 43 element array with a '1' in the first ele-
ment, a '2' in the second, and a ti' in.the ith element, and 
NMOVE is the number of species in the collection if NSPEC is 
less than or equal to 34, and 34 if NSPEC is greater than 34. 
IFr.1rr is now a format that defines a record exactly the size 
of the next record on the tape, and 
READ(IFILE,IFHT) (INFO(M) ,M=6,30)' (SPECNT(H) I 
SPEC(M),M=lNMOVE) READ 460 
retrJ.eves the second physical record of a logical record per-
fectly, with the time and geographical information in INFO, 
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and the species collected up to number 34 in the species ar-
ray. If NSPEC, the number of species, is less than 35r the 
complete record is returned to the calling program at this 
point. If, however, NSPEC is more than 34, another tape re-
cord associated with this logical record remains on the data 
tape. NMOVE, the number of species on the next tape record, 
is now set to NSPEC-34 or to 43, whichever is less. Then 
IFMT2(2) = ANO(NMOVE) READ 550 
READ(IFILE,IFMT2) (SPECNT(M) ,SPEC(M) ,M=35, 
NHOVE+34) READ 560 
retrieves the third physical record. The fourth, if it exists, 
is retrieved in the same manner: 
NMOVE = NSPEC - 77 
IFMT2(2) = ANO(NMOVE) 





and the entire logical record is returned to the calling pro-
gram through the COM1'·10N block READC. With this subroutine, a 
report program need only state 
CALL READR 
to obtain an entire logical record, whether it contains 1 
species or 91. 
CHAPTER III: AREA - COMPONENT REPORT 
Quite often information concerning components is needed 
on a county or land resource basis. One is sometimes inter-
ested in simply determining the presence or absence of a com-
ponent in certain areas, while in other instances the 
frequency of occurence for a particular period of time is of 
interest. These frequencies may be used to estimate popula-
tion sizes, or to detect changes in the population over time 
or area. A statistical test such as the chi-square test of 
independence could be used to determine if the frequency of 
a component changed over time for a particular county, or if 
the frequencies for a component varied between counties. 
Similar determinations might be made on the present-absent 
. 
data with non-parametric tests such as the sign test. 
This component within area breakdown is generated by the 
area-component report program. The report lists horizontally 
from one to 46 areas in the statei these areas may be 
counties or land resource areas. Listed vertically is every 
component, species in this case, found in at least one of the 
tabulated areas during the period of time specified by the 
user. The report itself consists of a present or absent des-
ig11ator for each combination of species and area, or option-
ally, a total count of each species found in up to any 
coniliinatio~ of six areas within the state. 
Section 3.1 of this chapter discusses the cards required 
for execution of this program, and the error detection 
methods used by the program. Section 3.2 explains program-
ming methods. Section 3.3 shows the methods used to print 
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the reports, and Section 3.4 gives examples of the in-
put to this program and the resultant outputs~ 
3.1 PROBLEM CARDS AND ERROR DETECTION 
Each report progrrun requires a set of problem cards for 
execution. These cards provide identification for the problem, 
specify the portion of the data to be examined for the report, 
and determine the units in "t~hich sum..'ltary information is to be 
expressed. Five cards are necessary to supply this informa-
tion to this report program: TITL, DATE, AREA, SPEC, and 
RPRT. Each set of these five problem cards will produce one 
report. The format of each card is shown in Figure 3-1. 
A large portion of each report program is devoted to 
reading'these problem cards and checking each for errors. 
The set of problem cards as a whole i~ also verified for pro-
per sequence, since juxtaposition of two cards, though each 
is correct in itself, will result in rejection of the entire 
problem. Each card is read and immediately checked for a 
valid card identification code in the first four columns. 
If this is the proper code, the card is processed according 
to its type. If this is not the proper code, or if other 
errors are found, the entire problem is rejected. This is 
accomplished by reading further cards~ and checking the card 
identification codes until a TITL card is found, indicating 
the beginning of a new problem, or until a FINI card is found, 
CA.RD COLUHN 
1 1 -· 4 
5 - 80 
2 1 - 4 
11 - 12 
13 - 14 
15 - 16 
19 20 
21 - 22 
23 - 24 
3 1 - 4 
6 - 8 
9 - 10 
11 - 12 
13 - 14 
15 - 16 
~ . 
79 - 80 
4 1 - 4 
6 - 8 
11 - 13 
15 - 17 
5 1 - 4 
6 - 8 
6 1 - 4 
TI'IL 
any identifying information 
DATE 
beginning month for report 
beginning day 
beginning year 






























indicating that program control _is to be returned to the 
supervisor. 
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The function of the five cards shown in Figure 3.1, and 
the tests performed on each is as follows: 
1) The TITL card provides a heading for each page of the 
report. After the card identification code is verified, 
the remaining 76 card columns are printed without fur-
ther editing. 
2) The DATE card defines the period of time for which in-
formation is requested~ The begin a11d end dates are 
checked for day between 1' and 31, for month between 1 and 
12, and for year equal to or less than the current year. 
In addition, the program verifies that the end date is 
equal to or later than the begin date. 
3) The AREA card defines the areas to be cross tabulated 
with the species in the report. The first test detects 
the presence of one of the three keywords: ALL, FEW, or 
LRA. If ALL or LRA is coded, no further editing is per-
formed. If FEW is coded, the counties listed are con-
firmed to be in the range of 1 to 46. 
4) The SPEC card defines the species to be cross-tabulated 
with the areas. The first test detects the presence of 
the keyword ALL, RNG, or ONE. If ALL is coded, no fur-
ther editing is done. If RNG lS coded, each species code 
in the range defined is compared to the INSECT matrix un-
til one non-blank entry is found. If all entries in the 
range are blank, an error is noted. If ONE is coded, the 
insect identification number that follows is compared 
to the corresponding entry in INSECT, and an error re-
corded if the entry is blank. The variable IDl is then 
set equal to the lo\vest identification number requested, 
and ID2 to the highest. 
5) The RPRT card specifies whether the output is to be in 
the present/not present format, or in the form of total 
counts. The only test confirms that either the key\vord 
EXX or the keyword TOT is present. 
3. 2 PROGP~..1'1ING I·3THODS 
The area-component program depends heavily on several 
large matrices which are used for tallying purposes. After 
verifying the pro})lem cards, the program initializes each of 
these matrices. If a matrix is to be used for totals, it is 
initialized to zero, while if it is used to denote just the 
presence of a species, it is initialized to FALSE. The 
characteristics and function of each matrix are explained in 
the contex·t of its usage below, and are sununarized in Figure 
3~2. 
Each record of a collection is processed individually. 
The record is read into core by the statement 
240 CALL READR AREA 2330 
The record date is first checked against the date range 
requested. If the collection was made before the begin date, 
or after the end date, the progra~ branches to read a new re-
cord, effectively discarding the current record. 
Upon meeting the date criteria, the record is checked 
against the areas requested. If the AREA card requests a 
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MATRIX SIZE TYPE FUNCTION 
FCS {900,46) Logical (1) element (insect ID, county 
or LRP .. ) set .TRUE. to indi-
cate presence of species in 
the area 
res (900,6) Integer maintains total counts for 
each species in each of six 
areas 
FCP 46 Logical '( 1) element (area) set to .TRUE. 
when collection is found in 
the area during the request-
ed time period 
RCNTY 46 Integer each element contains one of 
the area numbers requested. 
each time, the first RCNTYN 
elements are used, where 
RCNTYN is the number of areas 
requested 
SKIP 46 I.nteger Alpha elements inserted 
to variable format to con-
trol report column spacing 
RFMT 6 Integer variable format for totals 
IFMT 6 Integer variable format for print-~ 
ing present-absent desig-
nators 
RIT1 1 RIT2 46 Integer {2) arrays in HEADR subroutine 
used to print county numbers 
vertically 
FIGURE 3.2 MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
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breakdown by land resource area, .the record automatically is 
accepted. However, if the AREA card requests a county break-
down, the matrix RCNTY is employed. RCNTY is a 46 element 
array which is filled when an AREA problem card specifying 
ALL or FEW is encountered. If the A.REA card specifies ALL, 
then RCNTY(l) = 1, RCNTY(46) = 46, and RCNTY (N) = N. If the 
AREl\. card specifies FEW, then RCNTY (1) = first county re-
quested, and RCNTY(RCNTYN) = last county requested, where 
RCNTYN is the total number of counties requested. In this 
way, counties may be reported in any order, rather than being 
limited to ascending sequence. 
For the reports requesting a county breakdown, then, a 
record is included or rejected by testing its county number, 
ACNTY: 
300 DO 310 I = 1, RCNTYN AREA2510 
IF (RCNTY(I) .EQ.ACNTY) GO TO 315 AREP'"2520 
310 CON'riNUE AREA2530 
GO rro 240 AREA2540 
315 continued processing AREA2550 
This compares the collection county of a record to each of the 
requested county numbers, and branches to continue processing 
the record as soon as a match is made. If all RCNTYN compar-
isons are made for a record and no match is found, the program 
branches to read the next record. 
In this report, an asterisk is printed above the number 
of each area in which no collections were made during the re-
quested time period. This allows on~ to distinguish easily 
between those areas in which at least one collection was made 
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and the species not found and those in which no collections 
were made. This collection - no collection tally is maintain-
ed by a 46 element logical matrix FCP which is initialized to 
.FALSE .. When a record passes the date and area tests, re-
gardless of whether it contains species within the requested 
range, the statement 
FCP(ALRA) = .TRUE. AREA2460 
or 
FCP(ACNTY) = .TRUE. AREA2570 
records that there was at le~st one collection in land re-
source area ALRA or county AC~·:TY duri.ng t.he time period re-
quested. 
Finally, the record must be checked for species within 
the range of species requested. When the SPEC card is read, 
two variables, IDl and ID2,are initialized to the lowest and 
highest insect identification nillnbers to be included. If the 
SPEC card specifies ALL, then IDl = 1 and ID2 = 900. If ONE 
is coded, then IDl = ID2 = the requested species :r.uinber. IDl 
is the lower limit of the range and ID2 is the upper limit of 
the range if R:.\JG is coded on the SPEC problem card. The 
NSPEC species identification nQmbers coded in the record 
being processed are then checked against IDl and ID2. If 
SPEC (I) < IDl or SPEC (I) > ID2 then the program skips to the 
next identification number in the record. However, if SPEC 
(I) falls \vi thin the range, then one of two actions is taken, 
depending on whether EXX or TOT is coded in the RPRT card. 
The EXX report, or pr~sent-absent tally, uses a 900 by 
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46 logical matrix, FCS, that is initialized .FALSE .. Pre-
sence of a species SPEC(I) in a collection made in county 
ACNTY is then recorded by: 
FSC(SPEC(I),ACNTY) =.TRUE. AREA2630 
The TOT report uses a 900 x 6 integer matrix, ICS, that 
is initialized to ~. 'rotals for a maximum of 6 counties can 
be obtained with a single request. The proper column of ICS 
is determined by the position of the requested county in the 
RCNTY matrix. Thus for the Ith insect species collected in 
county ACNTY, the statement 
IF (RCNTY(J) .EQ.ACNTY) ICS(SPEC(I),J)=ICS(SPEC(I) ,J)+ 
SPECNT(I) 
adds to the existing total the SPECNT(I) insects of species 
SPEC(I) collected. 
Once a 11 NSPEC sp(~cies in a collection have been tallied, 
the record has been completely processed and the program re-
turns to read the next record. Only after the entire file 
has been processed does actual report printing begin. 
3.3 REPORT PRINTING 
Report printing utilizes one subroutine and several 
large matrices. The subroutine invoked by the print portion 
of thE"~ report is HEADR.. The main program passes RCNTY, 
RCl\Pi:Y::\1, FCP, the beginning and ending dates for the report, 
the title 1 an indica t:or 1 FLRA 1 as to whether the area break-
down is by coun or land resource area, an indicator FEXX, 
as to whether the report is of the present-absent or total 
county type, an indicator IRST, as to whether this call of 
HEADR is requesting a page trailer, a page header, or both, 
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and a matrix called SKIP which is used in the variable format. 
The HEADR subroutine is invoked each time that a page header. 
information at the top of a page or trailer, information 
printed at the bottom of the page after the report body, is 
required, while the body of the report is printed by the main 
program. 
The HEADR subroutine first checks IRST for a negative 
value. IRST will be negative the first time the subroutine is 
called and indicates a request for a page header only. If 
IRST = ~' the main program is requesting both a trailer for 
the current page, and a header for the next page of the re-
port. When the end of the report has been reached, main in-
vokes HEADR with IRST set at 1, indicating that only a page 
trailer is needed. 
The header includes each area number for which informa-
tion is.requested. If all 46 counties were included, and one 
space were put betvJeen each county number, then the header 
would require a minimum of (46 X 3) or 138 print positions. 
Since a computer page is at most 132 print positions wide, 
and since additional print positions are necessary to print 
the species name in the left margin of the page, another 
method of header print has to be used. Since only one 
coltmin is necessary to print the present-absent designator, 
a header of only one column per county is desirable. The 
area number is therefore printed vertically over each column. 
The matrices RIT1(46) and RIT2(46) contain INTEGER*2 values 
used to print the county numbers. RITl contains S in the 
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first 9 elements, 1 in elements 10 through 19, 2 in elements 
20 through 29, 3 in elemen,ts 30 through 39, and a 4 in the 
last 7 elements. Thus RITl(RCNTY(I)) references the first 
digit of the coun-ty number being printed. RIT2 contains 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5 1 6, 7, 8, 9, and~ in the first 10 elements, and 
repetitions of that sequence in the r~maining 36 elements 1 
so that RIT2{RCNTY{I)) references the second digit of the 
county number. 
The header/trailer printing uses two variable formats, 
IFMT{6) and AFMT(6): 
DATA IFMT/' {lH+ t 1' ,24X l f' I 
DATA AFMT/' ( lH+' I ' 1 24X t , I I 
l ' ; 
' 1 , 
','X, I 
I Il) I I 
' 1 






The county digits are printed one at a time, using the IFMrr 
variable format.. The Hollerith '+' in the carriage cont.rol 
position of IFHT assures that each digit is printed on the 
same line. The format is completed by one element of the 
SKIP matrix, which defines how many print positions are to 
be skipped before the RITl digit is printed. After all 
RCNTYN digits from RITl are written on the first line, an 
area identifier, either 'COUN1rY' or fLRA.' is written on tht-) 
next line using a blank Hollerith in the carriage control 
position, and all RCNTYN digits from RIT2 are then printed 
usi.n9 IFMT.. If this is a page header the matrix AFMT is used 
in the same variable manner to print the asterisk over county 
or LRA numbers in which no collections were taken in the time 
period covered by the report.. Before the area numbers are 
written, a null line is printed, then an asterisk is printed. 
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Note that the '+' Hollerith .in the variable format pre-
vents skipping to a new line. 'rhis allows the program to de-
note prbsence of a species in each county as it is encountered, 
rather than constructing the line internally and printing it 
all at once. 
Likewise, if the RFR1"' card specifies TOT, the RFMT vari-
able format is used to p~int the tctal county found in the 
area. RFMT lS completed by: 
465 RFMT(4) = SKIP {J*5) 
and the count printed by: 
AREA3140 
470 IF (ICS(I,J) .NE.0) WRiTE(3,RFMT) ICS(I,J) AREA3150 
SKIP(J*S} is used to space the six multi-column counts evenly 
across the page. 
As soon as the designator or count for every area in the 
report is printed for one species, the program skips to the 
next identification number 1 until all requested species are 
processed. The program then returns to process the next set 
of problem cards. 
3. 4 EXAMPLES OF AREP~-CONPONENT REPORT 
Three exmnples of the area-component report follow. The 
problem cards and resultant output are given in Figures 3.3 
through 3. 8. 
TITL AREA - SPECIES REPORT - FIRST EXAMPLE 





FIGt!RE 3. 3 PROBLEH Cll4RDS FOR FIRST AREA-COMPONENT EXAMPLE 
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TITL AREA - SPECIES REPORT -· THIRD EXAMPLE 
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CHAPTER IV: S.C. MAP REPORT 
In many cases a visual display of the distribution of 
a component over an area can be of use. If this display can 
be generated for several successive time periods, it might 
show migration trends of the component in the area. Howard 
C. Hopps (9) has developed such a system as reported in 
Computer-Produced Distribution Maps of -~~seases. His pro-
grams produce displays of disease distributions in South 
America, using an offline Calcomp plotter rather than an on-
line printer. A more versatile system developed at 
Northwestern Technological Institute by H. T. Fisher and 
0. G. Benson (10) uses an online printer to print a single 
contour map from dist1:ibution data. A pro9ram ·was vJ-ri·tten 
to produce similar maps on an online printer, of component 
distributions in South Carolina. 
For each execution of this program, two maps of South 
Carolina are produced. The first illustrates the location 
and number of collections made throughout the state during 
the time period selected by the user. .The second map shows 
the presence or absence of a particular species at each col-
lection point of the first map. If several of these maps 
are generated from s~ccessive time periods, such phenomena 
as the spread of a disease across the state from one infec-
tious source, or the path of an insect infestation could be 
clearly illustrated. 
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Section 4.1 of this chapter discusses the cards required 
for the execution of this program and the built in error de-
tection methods. Section 4.2 explains the programming 
methods, Section 4.3 discusses report printing, and Section 
4.4 gives an example of the output of this program. 
4.1 PROBLE~1 CARDS AND ERROR DETECTION 
The map program requires only three problem cards: a 
TITL card to provide page headers, a DATE card to define the 
time period for the report and a SPEC card to define the 
single species required for the report. The TITL and DATE 
cards are formatted exactly as the TITL and DATE cards shown 
in Table 3.1 for the area-component program and are subse-
quently verified as before. The SPEC card identifies the 
species to be examined. Since only one species may be includ-
ed in the report, the RNG and ALL keywords on the SPEC card 
are not valid for this program. ·The SPEC card must be format-
ted as follows: 
COLUHN 1 - 4 
SPEC 
11 - 13 
requested ID 
The SPEC card is read and the single insect identification 
number compared to the corresponding entry in INSECT. If the 
entry i!J blaJik indicating an invalid ID, the entire problem 
is rejE~ci::.ed. If how~ver, the identification number is val.i.d 
and the TITL and DATE properly formatted and in the correct 
order, the problem is accepted and the report tabulation is 
begun. 
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4.2 PROGRAMMING !v!ETHODS 
The South Carolina map, printed eight lines per inch, 
occupies an area that is 114 print positions wide and 70 
lines long. Thus, information for the two maps is tallied in 
two 70 by 114 arrays. The first of these arrays is PTNUM 
which tabulates the total number of collections made in each 
position during the time period. The other array is a logi-
cal array, FSPPRS, which is initialized to .FALSE .. When the 
report species is found in a position, the corresponding 
element of FSPPRS is equated to .TRUE .. 
After the problem cards are checked, the first record is 
read by the statement: 
141 CALL READR MAP 1320 
It is im.rnediately checked against the report. date range to 
determine its acceptability. 
If the date is accepted, the record latitude and longi-
tude is then converted to a pair of nu..-nbers that will identi-
fy a point in the 70 by 114 print matrix. The northernmost 
point of South Carolina has a latitude of 35°14', while the 
southernmost point used is 32°which results in a difference 
in latitude of 3°14' or 194'. These 194' must be apportioned 
across 70 print positions, giving .366 print positions per 
minute. The record latitude is first converted to minutes 
and stored as a real variable, ZATITD. The latitude in terms 
of print positions is then obtained by the statement: 
LAT = ((ZATITD- 1920.)*~366)+.5 ~~p 1410 
~here 1920 is 32° expressed in minutes. Adding .5, and 
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equating the expression to an INTEGER variable rounds the re-
sults and truncates the decimal portion. This produces an 
integer value between 1 and 70. This result is then adjusted 
as follows to reflect distance from the top of the print 
matrix rather than the bottom for ease in printing: 
LAT = 71 - LAT MAP 1430 
Likewise, a longitude range from 78°30' to 83°20' is 290' which 
is apportioned over 114 print positions giving .383 print posi-
tions per minute. The record longitude expressed in terms of 
print positions from the easternmost point of South Carolina is 
calculated by: 
LON= ((ZONGTD-4710.) * .383) + .5 MAP 1420 
The distance measured from the westernmost point is then cal-
culat:ed by: 
LON = 115 - LON MAP 1440 
Once the record latitude and longitude have been processed, 
the count of collections at that point is incremented by: 
PTNUM (LAT, LON) = PTNUM (LAT, LON) + 1 HA.P 14 50 
If the species requested is among the NSPEC species in the 
record its presence is noted as follows: 
FSPPRS(LAT,LON) = .TRUE. ~~p 1510 
The program then branches back to process the next record. 
4.3 REPORT PRINTING 
After all records have been read, the program branches 
to the print position. The printing of each map is controlled 
by two nested DO loops as follows: 
DO 230 K = 1,70 NAP 1730 
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DO 225 J == 1,114 Ml\P 1760 
The map outline for each map is printed by the subroutine 
SCMAP, which is invoked for each new line, i.e., for each new 
value of K. SCI.ffiP prints the X' s necessary on that line to 
produce the map outline by means of a computed GO TO. The 
subroutine then returns control to the main program which 
in turn prints the collection counts or for the second map, 
notes the presence of the species, for every longitude at 
that latitude .. 
The first map, \'-lhich show the nu.t-nber of collections, 
uses the array PTNUM. If the collection count in PTNUM(K,J) 
is greater than_ 34 \vhich is the number of letters and digits 
available for use as count indicators on the map, the count 
is changed to 34. The count indicators can be 1-9, A-W, Y, 
Z, where 1 collection is represented by the digit 1, 10 
collections by A, and so forth until 34 or more by the char-
acter Z; X is omitted since it -is used in the MAP outline. 
The proper count indicatot is then printed in the Jth posi-
tion of the Kth line of the map. The.digit is printed with a 
"+" Hollerith, preventing a line skip until all 114 longi t.ude 
positions of the current latitude row are printed. 
After the collection map is printed, the program prints 
a map showing where the species was actually found. The map 
outline is again printed by invoking·SCMAP for each line. 
Then both PTNUM(K,J) AND FSPPRS(K,J) are examined. If 
PTNUM(K,J) is g, then no collections were made in this posi-
tion in this time period and the next column is examined. 
If PTNUM(K,J) is greater than zero but FSPPRS(K,J) is .FALSE., 
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collections have been made at this point, but none of the re-
quested species found, and a 0 is printed in the Jth position 
of the Kth line of the map. If FSPPRS(K,J) is .TRUE., then 
the species was found and an * is printed in this position. 
This process is agai~ controlled by two nested DO loops so 
that 70 lines are printed. After both maps are printed, the 
program returns to read another set of problem cards. 
4. 4 EXAMPLES OF S . C. MAP REPOR~l' 
An example of the S.C. Hap Report follor,·.rs. The problem 
cards and output reports are given in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 
4.3 respectively. 
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CHAPTER V: HISTOGRlJ-1 REPORT 
Often a visual disp'Iay of the frequency of occurence of 
a component over time is of great use. Such a display re-
veals the time-dependent changes in any component of the 
population. For example, the spread of an epidemic and its 
subsequent decline could clearly be displayed, a~d the month, 
or even day, of its peak could be accurately pinpointed. 
Likewise, an infestation of insects could be displayed, with 
the day of maximum population clearly charted. This type 
display is prod_uced by the histogram program. 
The histogram report is by far the most complex and 
versatile program in the information system. It requires 
specifications by the user of not only date and area, but 
also of a time interval, a species or range of species, a 
collection method, an attractant, and a scale on which the 
histogram height is to b6 computed. 
The program computes and prints a histogram. The histo-
gram scale is in units of either total number of the request-
ed species, number per t.rap day, or average percent of the 
species within a collection for time intervals of one day, 
one week, or one month. The histogram is then printed with 
the maximum count represented by a column extending the full 
height of the page and the other bar heights scaled propor-
tionally. 
Section 5.1 of this chapter discusses the cards required 
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for execution of this program and the error detection methods 
used. Section 5.2 explains the programming methods and 
Section 5.3 expl~ins the method of report printing. In 
Section 5.4, five examples of the input and output of this 
program are illustrated. 
5.1 PROBLEM CARDS A.ND ERROR DETECTION 
The·histogram report requires five problem cards in the 
following order: TITL, DATE, AREA, SPEC and RPRT. Only the 
TITL and SPEC cards are identical in appearance and function 
to the problem cards described in Chapter III and in Figure 
3.1 .. 
The DATE card specifies the time scale used in the histo-
gram, the number of years to be included, and the report begin 
date, if the report is by day or week. The report end date is 
then calculated according to the time scale used: the end 
date is 23 days greater than the ·begin date if a daily break-
down is requested, 83 days (12 weeks) later if a weekly break-
down is requested, and December 31 if a monthly breakdown is 
used. 




10 - 11 
12 - 17 
DATE 
DAY or WEE or .HON 
Number of years to be included, 1 assumed 
if blank 
Report begin date in format mmddyy 
The AREA card is the same in format and processing as 
that used in the area-component p~ogram except for the addi-
tional possible entry: 
COLUMN 
6 8 
11 - 14 
15 - 18 
LTL 
latitude of collection point 
longitude of collection point 
Using this option, only those species collected at this 
point are included in the report. The only check made of 
this latitude and longitude is verification that the lati-
tude is betv1een 32° and 35°15', and the longitude bei:we8n 
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The RPRT card defines the units to be used in the count, 
the attractant, and the method of capture. 




11 - 13 
15 
1.6 - 17 
19 - 20 
RPR'J.l 
TOT if the histogram is to represent 
total counts 
TRP if the histogram is to represent 
number per trap day 
PCT if,the histogram is to represent 
average precent in collection 
ALL if all collection methods to be 
included 
ONE if only one collection method 
Collection method identifying number 
if ONE coded above 
ALL if all attractants to be included 
ONE if only one attractant 
attractant identifying nt:unber if ONE 
coded 
After the card is verified as a RPRT card, the presence 
of either the TOT, TRP, or PCT keyword is ascertained. Then 
the ALL or ONE keyv.1ords for both the collection method and 
the attractant are examined. If either is ONE, the associat-
ed identification nt~1ber is verified-to be in the acceptable 
range. As soon as the RPRT card is accepted, report proc-
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5.2 PROGRANMING METHODS 
The data for the histogram report is accumulated in the 
real matrix ZOTVAR(24). The corresponding collection count 
is maintained in the integer matrix TOTREC(24). After veri-
fying the problem cards, the program initializes each of 
these matrices. The entire file is then read and processed 
before any report printing begins. 
A single file record ·is read by invoking the READR sub-
routine. The date of the record is the first variable to be 
checked. If the record year is not one of the years to be 
included in the report, the record is irrunediately rejected. 
Otherwise, the record day and month is compared to the speci-
fied date range and rejected if outside the range. 
The record area is then examined. If the AREA card 
specified ALL, the record is irr~ediately passed to the next 
; 
test. ~If it specifies FE\q or LRA, the record county o:c LRA 
is compared to the county or LRA codes in the problem card 
and either passed or rejected accordingly. If the AREA card 
specifies LTL, the record latitude and longitude are convert-
ed into minutes and compared to the report latitude and longi-
tude. Only if both latitude and longitude match exactly is 
the record acceptable. 
The report program then checks the record for information 
requested in t.he RPRT card. The record is accepted irmnediate-
ly if ALL is requested for both method and attractant. Other-
wise, the report attractant or method must be the one present 
in the record in order for it to be accepted. 
Finally, the record is examined to see if any insects 
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were captured. If NSPEC = 0, indicating that a collection 
was made but no specimens were captured in the collection, 
the total and the number per trap day will validly be zero. 
However, a record is rejected if NSPEC = 0 and the RPRT card 
requests a PCT report. 
It should be noted that no processing of the informa-
tion on the SPEC card has occurred. This information is used 
solely to determine percentages, totals, or number per trap 
day on a record already accepted under date, area, method and 
attractant criteria. 
After the record has been accepted, the next step in 
processing is determined by the histogram scale. If the RPRT 
card specified PCT, the report is in terms of average percent 
of the requested species in each collection. Each of the 
NSPEC entries in the record is examined. For each entry, the 
species count is added into the total for the collection: 
TOTCOL = TOTCOL + SPECNT(I) HIST 3810 
Then, if the species ID is in the requested range, the 
species count is also added into the total of acceptable 
species: 
TOTSPC = TOTSPC + SPECNT(I) HIST 3820 
After all NSPEC counts have been processed, the percentage 
of requested species in this collection is calculated by: 
ZPT = TOTSPEC/TOTCOL HIST 3840 
The program then branches to insert the percentage into the 
proper time interval. 
If the RPRT card specifies a TRP report, the report is 
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in terms of number per trap day. In this case, the number 
of trap days in the record is examined first. If it is zero 
or absent, further processing will result in a zero divide 
condition, so the record is rejected. Then, for both TRP 
and TOT reports, each of the KSPEC entries in the record is 
examined. If a species ID falls within the report ID range, 
the corresponding count is added to TOTSPC: 
TOTSPC = TOTSPC + SPECNT(I) HIST 3930 
After all entries are processed for a collection, the result 
is floated by: 
ZPT = TOTSPC HIST 3950 
If the RPRT card specified TOT, the program then branches to 
insert the total in the proper time interval. If, however, 
TRP is specified, the total count of species in the report 
range found in this collection is divided by the number of 
trap days: 
ZPT = ZPT/INFO(l8) HIST 3070 
Then the program insei:ts the nurnber of trap days in the pro-
per time interval. 
Once either the percentage, total, or number per -'crap 
day is calculated and stored in ZPT, the program must find 
the report time interval in which this record belongs. There 
are 12 intervals for the weekly and monthly breakdowns, and 
24 for the daily. If the DATE card has MON coded, the ZPT 
calculated from a collection made in.month RDATE is added in-
to the RDATE·th member of the array ZOTVAR: 
466 ZOTVAR(RDATE) = ZOTVAR(RDATE) + ZPT HIST 4020 
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If the date card has WEE coded, the ZPT calculated from a 
collection made on the Julian day ADATE is again put into the 
RDATEth interval 
475 RDATE- ((ADATE-BDATE)/7) + 1 HIST 4090 
where BDATE is the Julian report begin date. Likewise, RDATE 
for a collection made on ADATE to be put in a daily interval 
is calculated: 
470 RDATE = ADATE - BDATE +1 HIST 4060 
As soon as ZPT has been added to ZOTVAR(RDATE), and TOTREC 
(RDATE) has been incremented by 1 to denote another collection 
in the corresponding time zone, the program returns to process 
another record. 
5.3 REPORT PRINTING 
After all records have been examined, report printing 
begins. Of course, if no records with the requested combina-
tion of date, area, method and attractant are found, a mes-
~age is printed and the problem is terminated. Otherwise, 
header information, including the title, the dates, the years 
included, the species, the method, attractants, and either 
the counties or latitude and longitude is printed at the top 
of the report page. 
The print matrix ZPRNTH(50,12) is then cleared. The 
total number of records for each interval is floated and, if 
non-zero, divided into the corresponding ZOTVAR for number 
per trap day and percentage reports to determine the average 
per collection for each time interval: 
ZBL(I)=ZOTVAR(I)/ZREC(I) HIST 5270 
50 
The height of the printed histogram can not exceed 50 
print rows by program definition and physical printer limita-
tions. This restriction is inconsequential in the percentage 
report since each print row in the histogram bar represents 
2% giving a ran9e of 0 to 100%. Thus, the number of rows of 
XXXX's that will comprise a given histogram bar is: 
BLOCK~ ((ZBL(I) + 1.)/2.) - 1. HIST 5350 
The top row of the bar will be a printing of the percentage 
that the bar represents. Thus a percentage of 54 will be 
represented by a bar of 
BLOCK= {(54+ 1) / 2) - 1 
= (55/2) - 1 
= 27 - 1 {the .5 is truncated in· this integer 
calculation) 
= 26 
26 rows of XXXX's and a twenty-seventh row on the top that 
contains the literal '54'. Likewise a percentage of 1 will 
be represented by {(1+1)/2)-1 or 0 rows of XXXX's and a '1' 
as the only row. A percentage of 100 is represented by 
(101/2)-1 or 49 rows of XXXX's and a '100' as the top row. 
The height of the total and number per trap day histo-
gram bars are slightly more complicated. No maximum figure 
can be established for these reports. Rather, the time inter-
val containing the highest count is.located and defined as 50 
print rows high, and the remaining intervals are scaled ac-
cordingly. This highest count is divided by 50 to become the 
value of one print row in the report: 
ZNDIV = ZBIG/50. HIST 5490 
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and the size of each interval is then determined by: 
BLOCK = (ZBL(I) / ZNDIV) - 1 HIST 5540 
As before, the top row is the actual count. For example, if 
the largest total count is 10,000 for one interval, then 
ZNDIV will be 200. Each other histogram bar will be one row 
for each 200 total count, so that a total count of 2053 would 
give BLOCK=(2053/200)-l = 10-l ~ 9 rows of XXXX's with '2053' 
as the tenth and top row. 
Once the value for BLOCK has been obtained, each of the 
time intervals in the print matrix are filled from 1 to 
BLOCK by XXXX's, and the (BLOCK+l,I) position is filled by a 
flag, 'AAAA', which indicates to the print portion that the 
histogram bar value is to be printed in that position. For 
exarnple, if the first time interval of a percentage report 
contains 50%, BLOCK would be 24 and the first column of the 









Thus, the print routine need only print ro\v by row beginning 
\<lith row 50 and going to row 1. Each column within a row is 
examined and, if not flagged by 1 AAAA', is printed as it 
exists \vi th an A format. If it is so flagged, either the 
percent, total, or number per trap qay for that interval is 
printed from ZBL with a numeric format. 
After the entire histogram is printed, the prog-ram 
prints the time intervals at the.bottom of each bar. For 
monthly intervals, this process is simple as the first month 
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is ,January, the next. February, and so forth for the twelve 
intervals. It is interesting to note that for daily and 
weekly intervals, each interval has been defined by the pro-
gram thus far only as a displacement from the begin date. 
Thus, the day and month of each interval or, for a weekly 
breakdown, the begin and end day and month of each interval, 
have never been defined. The only substantial problem here 
is detecting when the addition of one day begins a new month, 
so that August 1 is printed rather than July 32. This is 
done by a table t-1AX1-10 ( 12) , ,.,hich defines the maximum length 
of each month. When the day count, DAB, for the current 
month, MOB, exceeds MAXMO(MOB), the day count becomes 
DAB-:t-1AXHO, and MOB=.HOB+ 1, and the proper date is obtained .. 
After the intervals are defined and printed, and the 
total number of collections taken in each time interval are 
printed, the program either ~rints the second page of a DAILY 
breakdown report or returns to read ~ new set of problem 
cards. 
5.4 EXM1PLES OF HISTOGPJ\M REPORT 
Five exillnples of the histogram report including the pro-
blem cards are given in Fi~ures 5.1 - 5.10. 
TITL HISTOGPAI--1 PROGRP.lvl-FIRST REPORT 
1-1ATCHES COUNTY AREA SECOND REPORT 
DATE MON 2 70 
AREA FEW 6 4 810222340 
SPEC RNG 1 300 
RPRT TOT ALL ALL 
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FIGURE 5.2 HISTOGRAM PROGRAH - FIRST REPORT 
TITL EXANPLE 2 OF THE HISTOGHAM PROGRAH 
DATE ~\TEE 2 10570 
AREA ALL 
SPEC ALL 
RPRT TRP ONE 3 ONE 19 
FIGURE 5. 3 PROBLEM CARDS FOR SECOND HISrrOGRAH EX&"lPLE 
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FIGURE 5.4 EX7Uv1PLE 2 OF THE HISTOGRl\M PROGRA!>1 
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TITL EXAMPLE 3 OF THE HISTOGRAM PROGR.fu\1 
DATE HON 2 70 
AREA ALL 
SPEC RNG 001 450 
RPRT PCT ALL ALL 
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TITL EX1'.J·1PLE 4 OF THE HISTOGRl\.~.\1 PROGRAM 
DATE . .!>10N 2 7 0 
AREA ALL 
SPEC ~,JG 598 900 
RPRT PCT ALL ALL 
FIGURE 5.7 PROBLEM CARDS FOR FOURTH HISTOGR~ EX~~PLE 
I· 
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TITL EXAMPLE 5 OF THE HISTOGRAM PROGRAM 
DATE DAY 201 0570 
AREA ALL 
SPEC ALL 
RPRT TOT ALL ALL 
FIGURE 5.9 PROBLEM CARDS FOR FIFTH HISTOGRAM EXAMPLE 
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CHAPTER VI: VARIABLE PRINT 
Statistics which might be of interest are generated in 
the A_rea-Component and the Histogram Reports as a byproduct 
of visual displays. These statistics may be used in tests 
to verify statistically trends that have been noted in the 
displays, and to predict future peak densities of components. 
The Variable Print program, however, is primarily a 
source of statistics for further analysis. Records may be 
selected on time and area criteria from the master file. 
The selected record is examined for species in any of five 
requested ranges. The time and location data and the counts 
of insects from the collection in each range are then printed. 
The information may optionally be written to tape as well, 
for use as input to further progrB.!t1s. The user may either 
request number per trap day or ·per cent of collection rather 
than total count. 
The value of this program, "'chen, lies not so much in the 
printed report, which is not designed to be easily read, but 
in the tape that is output, and in the further statistical 
tests that may be performed with the data on that tape. 
Section 6.1 of this chapter discusses the cards required 
for execution of this program and th~ error detection methods 
used by the program. Section 6. 2 explains the progranuning 
methods, Section 6.3 explains report printing, and Section 
6.4 gives three examples of output of this program. 
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6.1 PROBLEM CARDS AND ERROR DETECTION 
The variable print program requires a TITL card, a DATE 
card, an AREA card, five SPEC cards, and a RPRT card. The 
TITL and DA'I'E problem cards are identical in appearance and 
function to the problem cards described in Chapter III and 
in Table 3.1. The AREA card is identical to that described 
in Chapter V and specifies the dounty, land resource area, 
or latitude and longitude to be used in the report. Each of 
the five SPEC cards is identical to the SPEC card described 
in Chapter III and Table 3.1, and each describes one species 
or a range of species on which a count is to be maintained. 




10 - 11 
RPRT 
TOT if total counts to be printed 
TRP if number per·trap day to be printed 
PCT if % of species in collection to be printed 
number of output file, right justified in the 
field 
If the output file number is % or blank, no tape file is -vrri t·-
ten although the printed report is produced. The RPRT card 
is checked for the presence of the TRP, PCT, or TOT keywords; 
if none of these is present, the problem is terrninated. The 
only other error checking performed is a test to assure that 
the specified output file is not the same as the input main 
data file. If this condition arises, no tape output is pro-
duced. After all problem cards for one report are read and 
verified, report processing begins. 
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6. 2 PROGRAMMING ME'I1HODS 
This report is among the simplest in the information 
system because processing is strictly on a record by record 
basis, i.e., each record is read in, processed, and written 
out before the next record is read. There is no accumulation 
of any sort of file totals. 
A record is read in by call to the READR subroutine and 
the record date is checked against the report range. If the 
date is in range, the area is compared to the report area: 
county, land resource area, or latitude and longitude. If 
the area is acceptable, the entire record is accepted, even 
though it may later prove to have no species in any of the 
five ranges for this report. 
The counts for each range are maintained in one element 
of t.he REAL array ZTCNT ( 5) . If NSPEC=O, indicating that no 
insects were captured in the coliection, the record is im-
med:iately printed with 0 in each range, and the program 
branches to read the next record. Otherwise, each SPEC of 
t~c NSPEC entries is checked against each of the five ranges. 
For each match, SPECNT is added to the corresponding range 
total in ZTCNT. After all five ranges are checked, whether 
or not any matches were found, SPECNT is also added into 
ZTCNTA, the REAL total count of insects captured in the col-
lection. 
After all NSPEC entries are processed, the report type 
is examined. If TOT is specified, ~o further processing is 
needed, and the program branches to the print routine. If 
· 'J'RP is specifiedf and the number of trap days is 0, then the 
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record is rejected, and the next record read. Otherwise, 
each of the ·5 counts, and the total count, is divided by the 
number of trap days. If PCT is specified, then each of the 
five counts is divided by the total count, then multiplied 
by 100. The program then branches to the print routine. 
6.3 REPORT PRINTING 
First, the header portion of the report is written, 
which includes the title, the included dates, the report type, 
and each of the five ranges. The report itself is difficult 
to read without some knowledge of the contents - the time and 
location data is printed without column headings or even 
spaces between fields, although the columns containing t.he 
species counts are clearly labeled. The unlabeled time and 
location data contains the information shown in Figure 6.1 
and differs from the original input data only in that the 
latitude and longitude are in terms of minutes. After the 
record is written to the printer, it is written in nearly 
identical form to the output file specified in the RPRT card. 
The only format change is the elimination of any X specifi-
cations and the writing of the counts in a Fl0.4 format. The 
record produced is thus 121 bytes, 61 bytes of time and loca-
tion data and six 10 byte counts. After the record is writ-
ten to tape, the next record is read. When end-of-file is 
reached, the next problem card is read, and a new problem is 
begun. 
6.4 EXN~PLES OF VARIABLE PRINT REPORT 
Three examples of the variable print report including 
the problem cards are given in Figures 6.2 - 6.6. 
PRINT COLUHN 
01 - 02 
03 - 04 
05 - 06 
07 - 08 
09 - 10 
11 - 12 
13 
14 - 15 




21 - 24 
25 
26 - 29 
30 -c33 





42 - 43 
44 - 47 
48 - 51 
52 - 54 
55 - 57 
58 . ., 59 












Nearest Water Resource 









Attractant or Host 
Latitude in Minutes 





FIGURE 6.1 VARIABLE PRINT RECORD CONTENTS 
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TITL FIRST TEST OF THE •nuMP' PROGRPJ:.1 
DATE 01017"1 311271 
AREA FEVv 51014 9 842 
SPEC ALL 
SPEC RNG 001 150 
SPEC RNG 151 300 
SPEC RNG 301 600 
SPEC RNG 601 900 
RPRT TOT 
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TITL TEST OF THE NU:t-1BER PER TRAP D.AY 
DATE 010170 311271 
AREA LRA 1 
SPEC ALL 
SPEC RNG 001 150 
SPEC RNG 151 300 
SPEC RNG 301 600 
SPEC RNG 601 900 
RPRT TRP 
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TITL TEST OF THE PER CENT 
DATE 010871 310871 
AREA ALL 
SPEC ALL 
SPEC RNG 001 150 
SPEC RNG 151 300 
SPEC RNG 301 600 
SPEC RNG 601 900 
RPRT PCT 
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CHAPTER VII: C0~4ENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The primary objective of this project was development 
of a management system tailored to the specific task of 
studying multi-component populations in South Carolina. The 
system more than meets this objective. It edits and stores 
the data and produces maps, tables and histograms. It will 
also select records on certain criteria and produce a file 
for input to any other data processing program. 
As intended, the system may also be altered to accept 
data on any multi-component population in any state. Applying 
the system to another population would require rnajor changes 
to the preparatory program to edit for different data speci-
fications and to the BLOCK DATA subprogram. If there are 
substantial changes in the data elements required, the file 
format and READR subroutine will also need to be altered. 
However, if the altered format retains the same names, little 
will need to be changed in the report programs. 
Conversion for use in another state will require few 
alterations except in the map report, which would have to be 
completely rewritten, and in checking latitude-longitude 
pairs and county i~ the preparatory program. A state with 
more counties than South Carolina 1 s forty-six would need to 
redefine the matrices used in data surlunation in the area-
component report, and perhaps to reformat the report lay-
outs. 
76 
Such changes to the source programs for conversion to 
use with other populations in other states would be involved, 




DATA COLLECTION FOR.:·1S AND INSTRUCTIONS 
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TAI3ANID DISTRIB 1JTION I~ SOUTH CAROLINA 
(I) Card !'~ (2) Collection ;.• .z ~ J 
1
, ~ ! , 'b -h->o-h-J (3) Collector 






(4) County ________________________________________________ 
4
,~~~ ~ 
1 L 1 1.) 
(5) I~and Resource Area ______________________________________ ~!~ 
I J. -t 
(6) SoilAssn. __________________________________________ -+1~~~~ 
I J 5 I 16 
(7) Drainage Basin _________________________ l __ _;lf---
i 17 I 18 
{8) Re servoir ____________________________ l__ _ 
j 19 
(9) ':'ype area_____________________________ ! -----rzo 
{1 0) Nearest water re sour ce _________________ ___.__-+l-::z-:l-
(11) Nearest weather sta. index fh j I _L_j(l2)Map div. ___ +- . 
l22 23 24i2Sl 12~ 
(13) Elcvatior{_~_! 1 1..., [Tirne:(l4)from 1~ )..., I ! ,ltd,...,_: . ~ __ !..., ., 
12 ·n 2 8! 2 9 i .) o I ,j 1 p 2 3 31 3 .,1 1 ..> :::>:3 o , j i : .:; c 
{15) ~umber of trap days~ 0 6 )Stage coll.! _ !( 17 )Sex coll. [ 
1391 1'401 i ·ll 
(18) ColJ.. met hoC. 0 9 )Attractant or host: ! r 
I 4 2 I i 4 3 , -l-± 
(20) Latitudel....__L_J__J.__j (21) Longitude _____ _j_J__J __ j ___ _ 
145146147148 I .149150 1511 5~ . 
{22) Number of Chrysopsinae 1. _j___f __ _ 
I 53 l 5-i I s 5 
(23) Number of Tabaninae ______ ·----------...~-.--+-: ___ _._I_,_ 
I So ';)' 1 5 £f 




, ,.,--, .. 
.., J l Ql.) 
(25) Identifier __________________________ ,~,_-. 
(26) Tabanids identified: t61 i oz-





ID # I I I 
• 66 ; b ·; i oS 
Species # 2. ~\lrnbe ~ of spe r.ime ns-------------:--f...-_ 9~! -=7-::-0...._1""'?::-:l-
1---------------------::..:.ID~#-------l-' =---=-J_] ___ _ 
j 72. 73 i 7-l: 
Species # 3. Nue1hcr of spf.::cirnens 1 1 1 
-----------------~,~7~5 ..... 1 ~7'~6~T/ 
ID # 1 ! ; ..____,_ ____________ __., ________________________ __::_::_:.:..._ ______ ~---+--__j.. __ _ 
I 78 1 t9 I 80 
Number of cards to b0 punched for this coi.lection # ( ). Verified ( 
79 
TABAI'\ID DISTRIBUTION IN SOUTH CAROLJNA 
Collcc~tion # ! I L_j I L...J_~ 
~15 [6Tij & 19 
___ ....L:...: 1 mo. I day j col.# 
1 
Collector 
Card t1 I 2 I · r_rr-r Card#~-




S?ecies # 15: Number of specimens! I ! I 
T' 1311 1~, tl2(131Hf ID # 1 I ID f!! I I ! 
--------:-;_ -1.-=>,.._ +-l...,.l...,.6-J1-......-1 rl 11 => 1 ·n>TITi 
Species # 5: Num.ber of specimens i I ! .. 
1
Species # 16: Number of specirrlensl r 1 1 
tlt>lrt;II.JI i18tl~j.::ui 
ID # 1 r 1 _ ID # i I f I 
1"7ITZ2'-+t~2.,.....)-+t----- ---T2TT2.2~ 
Species# 6: Number of specim.ens-+-....,....~......-.....,..,...-1species ~ 17: Number 
::>I wO 
of specimens! I 
rr/n L::> I Zv~ 
_____________ I_.D __ #-+:~z~,~:-z~o+:-G~~~----------------------------~I_D~#·~6tz~: 
Species # 7: Number of specilnensj_ __ L ~_Js?ecies # 18: Nmnber of specL"TTensi r : 1 
mJJTD 2 'I rmrsr;s7~ 
ID # ! , 1 ID _#I ! : ~ I 3.:$ ,-1"4..,....;..1 ..... 5~::>-',i----------------- 13 j I 3-± ; .) :) : 
Species# 8: Number of specimens! f I 5-:Jecies # 19: Number of specimensl ! l l 
. 1-3 b I .:1 'i I ITT . I TiiiJI"T3"'~ 
- . ID _jf_j __ I ! I - ID #I I I ! 
_1.)9:-'1-4-r· O,.+l ....,4r!1
4
,--------------- ---n-9 1 <1: o 1 '% 1 , 
Species# 9: Number of speci:nens I 1 '1-r-r-~S?ecies # 20: Number of specimensL__ , l f 
421 <::J 1 ~.::":rl. TTLI -::.:J 1 rr: 
ID # I I I I ID #! ' ' I 
------ 4=> I :±61 4/1 j4~ 1 4o i"Tti 
· Spe.cies #10: Num~er of specL"nensj 1 1 S?ecies # 21: Nurr:ber of specimens! I 1 1 
4o i -:91 :>0 I l4B 1 49 1 :;I); 
ID # I I I I ID #i ' ! 
~ 1 , => 2 1 ::>3 ··--rs-1T3"2T31I 
Species #11: Nurr!ber of specin1ensLt::L.I
1
, ........ ' .... 
0
,rS::JE:!cies # 22: Ntrmber of specimens1 1 ! 1 r ...,. .u 1 ..., t :>-±. :> ::> , ..)0 1 
lD # f I : ID .li , i i 
--------+-~-=>~Si5"9~- . I:> • 1 :>o 1 -:;'-J i 
Species #12:Number of specimens L 1 . 1 !::,?ecws .. 23: Number o! specimensJ__J 1 ! 
lbUlol!b~, lbOibL!oll 
ID # ! I I I ID #I ! I I 
i o 3 , u ":t , o :> j --rr;JToT!o:~·i 
Species #13: Nmnber of spec~m~ns L____l___ 1 .S?ecies f 24: Nl!Inber of c:pec~~n"'.,...""i ' • I 
• fb"5T6 l I ,; 3 J - .._ ~ ••-·roz;l·b i i 00·~ 
ID ff I l I I ID .¥: l I 
------n-9 I 7 0 I 711 i 0 9 I ilJ I TrT 
S?ccks # 14:Nt<moer of specimens! _J.._J 1siJccies # 25: Number of specimensl ' 1 1 
J"/2 I 7 J 1 7 4 . I '2 I I J i I~ ; 
ID # +--- ID #I + I I 
18o
tl75 I 76 7711 • 7 'S 1 7b \ i?-':. 
__ _L_t ___ l_j ___ -t-;· :;-;::+· ----l-~--+1 ~~~----r'~llf-----1~1~.-







}~UAL FOR f?.L?A.?.ATIC:i 
OF TABt .. mD DiS".i'?JBJi'IO:l" 
COl-2UiZR I 0?~·::3 
T. R. AG.kir:s, Jr., Profe~;sar 
Department of Ento~~.olcr;-J z..:1d Ecc:1ccJ.c Zoology 
Clemson Unive1~ity 
This m::.ber id;:;nt.ifies t~c IB~-~ ca:::d ur.;cr. r:hich the data are punched. One 
fom. (f::-o:1:. e..r:d back) con:-ains enough- spe.ce for 3 IE:·1 c::.n::ls_- If a larg8 
collecticn :::'€quires more "t-ha.:1 3 carG.s, eitLe::- fill out 2 fc:::":"'$ or use a 
contbuc:.tlcn s~ec;t. 1: cte: Fc.zes 1 and 2 1-;-ill suffice for 25 different 
species. ~ou are limited to .9-cards at ar~· cno collecticn perioti and 
collector. 
This n:r::ler is a code •;hich i::co!"porates the year, nonth, da_v of nmth, and 
collect:.c:1 n'.1::1ber for th:..t cay. For e.;;:.a:;-,ple 700628.01 -..:-ou1d be the fir::;t 
collection of. the day for J·c::-.e 23, 1970. liote: This m:z::'::Jer r.ust be pinned 
on each ind.ividue.l i..'1sect collected di.U'int; th2.t collection period •• You ar-e 
lil>.itsd to 99 collcctio:1 per.icxis c-uring a::.y one day. For trap collections, 
use date trap -vras e:::ptied. 
(3) Collector and (2,) Ido~~~ie~: 
10-11-- Usc 'tl-:e foilo-,ring code nu.-:::-ers for each person eitner collecting or iden-
and tif;r .... r:g~ If the ide:1tificaticn "rias cor.fir:-;:ed by a specialist, then use his 












































































































()) Land Pescurce A!'cas: 'I'he:::;c areas may "t:e d::.:':.e:r:-:ined by consulting Cle::-..son t
1ni..-ersit:;r Soil 
14 :-:an L€aflet 4 7. :.. ~: to c.~tcr.:Jine the ~<act area "Lmt the collection 




(9) T-roe area: 
20 
was r.1ade. 
Blue IUdce r:: 1 
Southern Pied.-.o:-.t 2 
Carolina GBoreia .S2..-.:::-2Js 3 
Southern Coastal ?::..e:.:L"1 4 
Atla'1tic Coo.st Fl::::.:::.::.-:s 5 
Coast 6 
~:~c~~tf{~~r~:;rs~~-~s ~~~e~~J~~-~f~~~~o~~~~ ~·~~~~~e~~~o~~s~:~o~~?.~;l~ 
book a·,d enter t:-.s :·.·..:..-.":s:- c.:cpearing on the r::a? at t};.e r;o::....•t ::c·J. :-:-.:::.ce 
your collectic;1. ::-..:..s ::~--:":Jer alor:g vith th~ col!Dty n·...:;·."y;;r c:1 t:-"e ccr;:-
puter sheet <;ill 'ce t:-.e 'r.e:r to soil associations. 
These arc the areas d..:-a.:.r,ed by the rivers in South Carol::.::a. 
Black 1 Pee Dee 6 
Broad 2 Saluda 9 
Ce>.taHba 3 Santee 10 
Coast 4 Sava.'lnah •11 
Congaree 5 rlaccamaw 12 
Edisto 6 Hateree 13 
Little Pee Dee 7 
Use this cata,zor-J c::l:.· if ycu are coJ.1f:ctirJg i...'1 the vicbi "':y o=~ en e. of 




































(10) Ne;;.rest ·r~ater rescu_._--:::e: 
Look aro·..:nd you <:: . ..:.::.e :::·.1 ar2 coll'-"ctinG. ·Use the foD.c:."iJ:g catego~::ie::: 
to C.escribe t:-.~ nea:--:;:;:, "..:,~e of <ial;er. 
Fresh r:ater river 
Fr..."sh v:ate:r s trea...., 
Fresh W.:J.ter. dj tc:1 






Old m.l1 pcnJ 
C:;press s~·:a":"lp 
TidaJ. !.l2.j_'Sh 















t'-•~u~~ • « 
·=-=~: .. ' ...... 
:~~(J~~~ 




(12) \·leat.r:e:::- ~:s"J Divisions: 


















Deter.T.:L,·w this fro:-;J tcpo :..aps or altbster. Elevations are k.1c::n for 
air-::lor'.;,s r:hich nay be near!T.r. !rote: Be sa.re elevation is fec-c. ubcve 
meall st:a level {l-i3L). 
Recori t:ir:e as militzr:.r ti::c to hbutss. P.ccord begi...n..'ling to end. If 
tra? is left up for c.::e cay or ::-.ore lea·,;e bla.c""1k. l''or insta'1tan8otl5 
collections, record sa:::e ti:-,e in bo-:h J:2_ac.::s. 
(15) J.rur<:~er· o~ tr~-o da.E. If a trap is used, record the nn:::be1• of da:rs that it ·Has operating for 
3"9 this collection ~~. For trc.p collecticns usc date of c:rr,ptying. 
(16) Stacc c~llected: 
40 













2 (Fill out ne1-r fom for all nales) 
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(21) L"ncifc·-'~ . .,. 
Ii?-.s;:_s1:52 
or hc~t: 
;;~t = 1 P'~toba trap 5 
In ·.-.:::ll.:.cle or building 2 "t:ing trap = 6 
Plastic canopy trap 3 ?-hlaise trap 7 
11-:nni..Tlg trap 4 Digging 8 
9 
!-~'1 = 1 Green ball 8 Black :pyra:nid = 15 
Eo·.r:-'-'1e 2 Blt:e ball 9 Black c·ubc = 16 
Equ.:.ne 3 Yelle~-: ball -10 Black blado:::s = 17 
CG..·rli .. "1e 4 \>,'hitc ball ll Black s~irt 18 
C02 = 5 Alu.:·::im:.'":l ball 12 co2-Black baJ~ 19 
Black ball 6 Unpainted ball 13 C02-Black pyramiJ 20 
Red ball 7 llo ball 14 
Detc~e from map. 
Deter.~e from map. 
{22) Nu.:;;ber of C!-lrvsc:csbG.e: 
5.3-54-.>5-r----:;:::is is o:-.e of the st:b:'2..":',ilies of Tc:.b<midae. Host of them rlill ce deer 
flies in genus Ch!J~so:;s. 




See catcgorJ number 3. 
(26) Taba'1i.ds Ic'e:1t:ifi.E:d: I:,ter the species a..'1d the ID# along "rt"ith the m::nber of speci."'nens C<lp-
~to bO tll!'2d.. Do not enter· data ill this colU:"":I..Tl until speci."'11en3 are posit.ively 
identified. 




PA~G)!:IIN!.E 1 - 49 
ID # 






cow:.e.s t es v ar. 
willfstoni Brennen 




















































































SILVIUS (SIL\~US ~eigen) 
gigantulus (1oe~) 
microcephalus ~ehr 











SILVIUS (ZWXI~:'IIA Philip) 
80~89 
philipi Pec..i.t:::w 


















CP...?..YSO?S (CHP.YSOFS Meir..cn) 
100-299 
eb&tua Phil~-P 100 
~:b~rrc:..ns Philip .l.QL_ 
eestU£ns V.ulp .lQ2_ 
aes tu.n:.a vcr. 
abaE:Gtc-ans Philip 1QL 
6.-eatus..ns vc:.r. 





eter Y.£cqULrt JDfl__ 





















cr.l V\!5 Pechurr:c:I u::.d Tee: key __ _ 
cnrbonariu~ ~c.l~~r 119 
ceh:.tug Pcchu:cnn 120 





























~cquarti Philip 157 
(univittatus authors before 1961) 
cl.tis o. S. 158 
moechus 0. S. 
JllOUtBrtUS 0. S. 160 
mont~nus ;yar. 












noctifcr su'!Js.J?_. 167 
?ertinez Williston 
obsolctus \-:iedt:>l'lr:.u 163 
obsol<::tus var. 
lue,en~ileclcr::.:.1n 169 
pec:hycerus t.iillis ton rto 
pa:::hycc:-us V[!r. 








hunger£-;-;;di Brcn.nan 172 
parvulus Da.ecke 
pechumani l1 h:!.lip 
pikei }.l}litncy 






atric"(;rnis B:i.&ot 177 









sordid us o. s. 
strlatus o. s. 









pice us Philip 189 
tidwelli Philip nnd J01!es 190 
univittatus l=ccou.-2::-t lSl 
(uieclt:.n::~nni Krob~r) 
upcilon Philip 192 
venu5 Philip 193 _ 
virgulatus BellF-rdi lS4 
vittatus \lieden:..!:...'1n 195 
91 
___________ .. ___ _ 
CHRYSOPS cont. 
vi tta tus ..BJ.Z>Q. 
floride..1u.q Johnson 
'lolile:yae PM lip 
zinzalus Philip 
CHRYSOPS (LIOCHRYSOPS Philip) 
hy alinus She.nnon 
NEOCHRYSOPS Walton 











STEl\OTABA..'WS (STt:~OTABA..t-,""US Lu~z) 
410-419 
daedcolus Stone 
flavidus (Hine) 4ll 
floridensis (Hine) ~12 
guttatulus (Tow~send) 413 
(cribclh-:::l Hine et al! not. O.S.) 


















pygmaeus (~11lis~on) 410 
CHLO!WT/> .. 31-.XUS LL•t z 
45o-459 · 
crepuscularis (Bequc:.crt) 45:J 
L!::UCOTAPAJ~US Lutz 
h6o-!-i69 








































csrolinensis (Hacquart) 521 
(scitus ~lalker) 
sexfasc~atus (Stone) S22. 
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-·--































































wrighti (Uhitn~y) 562 
illota (O.S.) )63 ---
itasca (Philip) 564 
lanifera (!kDu..··mough) 565 













phe.cnops (0. S.) 
phil:ip:!. (St:o:~0) 
















































abdi tus Philip 
abdominalis Fabriciu~ 
ec:utus (Bigot) 












fulvopilosus Johnson 709 
atratus v;:;.;. 
ne..nt~-c"kens is Eine 












col u::~e ns is ~!i:.cq ue r t 
(~plifrons Krobcr) 































fusconei-vocug Yv.:-::qu2r t 
(recedens Falker) 
gilE.Uus To;..-nse:.nd 














longius cule.:> lline 































gaculipcnnis Wiedemcnn 751 






















































· rein-v:ardtii i.;tiedet1d.nn 
rufofrater Walker 
sackeni Fairchild 
saeax 0. S. 
similis Hacquc.rt 
(scutellaris ~alker) 













stoned. Phi lip 786 
stonei var. 
jellison~ Philip 787 
stygius Say 788 
sublongus Stone 
subnigar Coquillett 
subsinilis Bellardi 791 






superj u:::;entari0us \-!hi tney 
tE"xanu:s Hine 
trijunctus ~alker 








venustus 0. S. 
vivax 0. S. 
wiede~anni 0. S. 
wilsoni Pcch~an 
zythicolor Philip 












U:mECOGNIZ.ED NEARCTIC TABANIDAE 
Chry-so:Js fasdpennis Hacquart, 1834 
Tabanus (Evbo:-·:i trc:) co:nes Walker, 1249 
(n.n. for I· jnsc~~Walker, 1848) 
~ Philadelphia 
9 Hudson Hay 
lhcr:f.c";)lectes (Hybo::1itra) frcnchit Harten, 1883 9 Montana 
TherioPlectec; (Bv'bositrc.) susurrus Harten, 1883 ~Montana 
~CaroH.na 
TEbanus dorsonotc.tus Macquart, 1847 o"carolina 
Tabanus~~ PaJisot de Beauvois, 1819 c1J. S. 
'Jab a..~~ c~nr;ul.:d::us ?-facquart t_ 1838, .!!.9..!:.. Thunberg, 182 7. 
Taba::n:<.s ferrugfp_~ P. de B., ·1819, not Str~b, 1768. 
Taba.'1us guttlltus Wiedemann, 1821, E.?..!. Dor.OVa.;l, 1£05. 
Tabanus nebulosus P. de.· B., 1819, not DcGeer, 1776. 
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f ' ' 
f 
' I r-:sc 8 t. 2 2 I 1 t . ' I I f I 1\!SC ;~ 6 :: 
() 
5 • ' 
I I t I • t ' INSC '~ ~~:.. 
8 ' ' • I ~·lSC ;~;;S 
8 1 t J :,JSC ,::,7? 
' t: • f I • ' 
t INSC ;J7::C., 
F 
G 
H ' ' I I t INSC .J?f:_ 
01\T A 8UG4 5/ 1 t t ' I t>iSC :Hl 
3 I f f f ' I t t l INSC .;.') s l. 
4 ! 
6 t ! I • v ' t t • 1 ":SC p_.q 
9 INSC SGO 
A 
c I ' ' INSC 
R c; 3 
0 
' ' ' ~ . ' • t t ' . ' ' • ' INSC F~ ~ t 
' ' ' ' ' . • t ' INSC ,1Q'f 4 'T FR 1 ,tt,T 
-->~*-:E-~fQ -..-------~----~- .. -·-- ·-··- -·------ -·-
130 
131 
------- ----·sLTE~c-tTr-n~t--1;-[,fti{ ---~Et;c--1 o-
C T~E RE~CP SUUROCllN~ RfhCS ONE lOGICAL ~ECC~O FRC~ THE FILE IFILl, REAC 20 
C ~~C RFTUR~S T~~T R RA~ THRCCGH TH[ CC~~CK REAC 30 
C ---- ~-l (t ,.z---' i[-;\-(( • --;-· E A(;--4 S-
C SC~E CF T~E MAJCR V~R~~~LES OF l~TER~ST ARE REAC 50 
C I F r' T - A V ,f;. ~ l f, P l t: F 0 ~~·A T T r A 1 C :, 0: 8 ;: :.. 0 J l S T E C L S I :\ G A f\ C ( f\ S P !': C ) P c fl C 6 G 
---·c-·--------r~--fts-·iT.LCvrr=--r>i:fsrrro·:~---'r"i:S·--n~~-T·x·;;-c-·r·-cc~~c-fr:r-·c-F--,FcT·r\ctr-<·i~.-G--·-R~::.c 7,J--
c P~YSICAL, RFCCRD IFMT IS LS~O ~h[f\ RfAGlhG THE FIRST VARIAPLE~E~C PC 
C LF~GT~ RCCrRC OF REA~ SO 
·----···c:-·-·-fri;-f-2--=·-A-·v·t.i<-l ~., c 1 c:; 
C P~YSICAL RECC~CS GF A LGGICAL RfCCRJ. ~E~C llC 
C ~SPlC- NU~2ER OF S?ECtES FCL~G l\ h GI~Ef\ CCLLEC11Cf\ REAC 120 
-·--··c-----fr\F_(_..:-_/~R-~fi-y-~~-CTCq;Tn~-G-ifLLTt'l:~i\~fit·f:-A~\D--lT:1 :: ct;rA-F1<C1..-AGTVFI\ ____ Kff,c··-120-
C R E C C R C T 0 H· E C 1\ L L I :.1 G P ~ C G ;( .~ ,'-' f? E t> C l 11 0 




IE- SPEUd(il IS 11-iF. NU'l3[.:( CF Ii.SEC1S CF THE ClASSifiCATICI\ R[t.c 17J 
STGREC 1~ SPECll) FOL\G I\ C~E CCLLECTIC~ REAC 12J 
fC-RCA-C-rA-r;:-R"C-CCf'fc-f.·~c----R E-AL--J; ~---
REtC E~C-CF-FlLE INSTEA0. REAC 2CO 
H' P L ! C I T I< E .~ L ! Z ~ , I ; JT c G [: R ( A- t: , G- l' ) , ll G 1 C .'. l ( F } R t f• ~~ :?1 0 
-------·--·-c-c·~·:;tf:;--TP.-f"ATc-i-r:s;)-~c-,-r;:~·~'=-b-,-3cT~-s-~-c"t'<_s_l_i __ ~-,~-?EC:i-:-rTsTr-;-rr:-ccr,Frccr=-------!ft:--Ac--22~.--
c I 1-' E ;\ S I C i\ I F ~ T ( 14 ) , A:--; 0 { 4 3 l , f F ~J i 2 ( 4 ) REP. C 2 3 :.:; 
C t. T ;, I f /-' T I 4 C. I 2 , : , • I 1 , 2 t , ' 1 2 ~ 3 ' , ~ I l , 1 ' , t 4 , I l t , 1 , 3 I 4 ' , ' , '': I 1 t t ' , 5 I 2 ' Fi E A ;:: 2 4 0 
~---------·-r; c;·2-::·3 ,-f--,--;-;_;Tt ,-;-c;--•;·-·--·--;-·-r2T:r--;-crr--,-,----------------rrF.·A c-?.:; 0--
c ~ T t; 1 n~ T 2 i ~ { 1 , ' ' , '( 2 1 3 ' , ' i } 1 I P. E A C Z ~~ C· 
CAT! TZf.RC/' C'/ REAC 270 
-----·--·-------·r.-,,-( ; ... --:;:\ c·· jTp-;-··,-2T-;-.--:p-;T:p-;-,-5-,-;--··r,··;yr:-·,--,-t-,-~-,-s-•·-;-c}·-~.f ~·-;-qTy~-q-2'-;-•T3··-;·:~ 'E~\ c·---::.:: c --
1 c 1 t, ' ? I 1 5 ' f • 1 f. I , ' l -, • ' I t t •• '·1 <; ' f i 2 c t , t 2 l ' ' t 2 2 t ~ I 2 3 ' ' • 21-+ I ' I 2 :> • ' t 2 6 t t R E.:~ c ;: ::; ) 
'2?','28' '2S•,•3C','3l 1 t 1 32','~3', 1 3Li',•35','36c,•37't'3o 1 t 1 39', ·:<~:~C 3CC 
' ' ' C REAC le 8YTE ~ECC~C. 
c~ ro·-
~t:Ac 320 
R ( /l C { 1 f I L E , 1 C , 1: f•: S = 2 C C ) N S P E C , ( I r..; F 0 t :1 ) , :~ = 1 , 5 ) H c /:-. t.: ; 3 ;) 
·----fO ___ FCR·\.·-;,j--f{f[l-------------·--------.....,------------·-----n-,_:-~-1C"3A\T-
C IF ZE~C SPECIES R~CGRCEO,_REAO 1I~c Ai,;O LCCATICN CATA C~LY. REAC 350 
IF (~SPEC.NE.CI GO 10 2C REAC 360 
_______ .... _¥--~-~ r :,.-r-·r 1_2_) __ ;;--1-z-.~-~~.-t; 
R E t. C t 1 f- l L E , I F ;" i l ( I N F 0 ( ~1 ) ., il = t. ., 3 C l 
RETlR~ . REAC 3~0 
--·--c-Tr::--·-~t;-~.·t:r~--cF---$"fftcrrs---rs-c·~~;::\·1'TiCil-~\5-z.-,-sFTi\-FCV""Fic-1·11-v-r:Tr1t:1rhTS""E--·---~::-:;.c···,c.:··-
c SEl FC~~L TC ~S?EC. ThEN R~AO liPE A~O LCCATIC~ CATA, A~C '~PCVE'RE~C 4JQ 
C S ~ £ C 1 f S US I ~; G I F :··. T • f"<f:l·C 4.2;) 
·--------------------rn:·-~ r--,~ ::~.;--
lf- 1:\SP::C.Gl.JL,) :~f<OVE-:::: ~~4 Rf;i;.C t.,t,Q 
l P· T { : 2 } = ,) ~' C U: Hi V 1: 1 , R E ~\ C .:. 50 
---- ---------~ (t: :.·---(·1-iTCt: .. ;r F::r ~---·crK·r;_; ( ;n-,--;-~-t:;J1:T;\SPEC~\TrFI-;s-v-FCTl"1-;F:1-;-t~"l--cv·c:--r-·-·r2 ::.YC ·.:; ca·-
.lf INSPEC.GT.?4) GO TO 3C RF6C 47~ 
R[TL~~ REAC 420 
---·-·c-Tr-___ :\t.; : .. ::·~ :<-c r··s-l1Ccrc·s-rs·--~ETi,FCi\--3· r;-·,:.xnit-;-~r,SI;·i\··s--p;:t:-::'JT:iFFcTs-l~Kc----REJ\ c··-;; g ') --· 
C C C U :".' T S .. lf G R E .t:, T E R . T hi~~ II , R t: AD 1d S P E C l E S I C. S A !\ C C C U f\ T S • US E R c _;: C >.: :~ C1 
C iF~72. RE~f 510 
·--- -------30 i"\ t-'C (·r···::,·-r-; S P c c-::.·--3A--- --~~F.\ C --:J 2 .J'--
lF I~SPEC.GT.77) ~~OVE=43 REAC ~30 
~C~T ~ ~~CVE f 34 R(~C 5£0 
----- ___ .. ________ T.i"f···r "it·;·r·-;.-·-·t·r~·tr··{ t~-:~~-tl'[£1____ ~t :.1.:-5 5 :_;---
R t :'. :: \ i F i l E , l F :< 1 2 > ( S? r C ~ T \ ,.· l t S r':: C ( 1-~ ) , i'; ) 5 , r\ C !\ T ) R E A 1.: ':- 6 0 
!~I~SPEC.GT.l1) CU TO 4C ~EAC ~70 
132 
Rt: ~N 
C IF ~UP~CR CF SPECIES IS GKE~TtR TrAN 77, RE~D ~SP£C-77 SPECIES A~D RrAC 5~) 
.. _, __ j:. _______ CCUi\ TS __ US l Et.C lJCO 
40 ~~CVE = NSPfC-77 E~L 61~ 
lf~T2(2) = ANO(~~CV~) RE~C 620 
........ _______ 13E.~CU_£_L~_J_,_l.E_C':.:U.:....U2.cJ_~...:·~ T ( 1·1 l, S_Pf~Jl1J . .!I"::7_~Ji\S_fE=---c::....:.....) ----------~~_!IC __ ~)O 
~ETURN REtC 640 
C SET ~E\Cf.TG TRUE IF E~C-Cf-FILE HAS BEEN REACHED. RE~C 65C 






AREA-COHPONEl~T REPORT PROGRAN 
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' ' ' CATA CATE,C~TY,SPEI/'ChTE','4RE~'t'SPEC'/,IF~l/'Fl~l 'I 
CATA EF~,ALL,LRA/'~l~' 1 ALL','LRA 1 / R~G,C~[/ 1 ~~G' 'C~E' 














es •,, e7 •,• 89 •,• 91 
' '105 •,'107 t/ 
C C t-' t: 0 N I R [ t~ C C I q S P F C ., i \1 F 0 ( 3 C l , S P t C ( 9 l l , S P [ C 1\ T ( '1 1 I , l F f l E , F E :\ C F 
<}3 










C WIT~ ~FILE. AREA 230 
C THERE ARE T~REE SUPPROG~A~S ~HIC~ ~CST B( l~CLLDEO AREA 240 
t K-- ct:-rt.-STJl'fp·rrtrC;fifM~Ch--I11:FTf~'l$. 7.-c-·E-y---,J Co- 'S"PECIT s-1\A't-'T·---Jrfrt J--25 o-
C ~ATRIX ChLLED !~SECT. P~ESENCE OF A ~A~E ASSCCI~l~C hlfb A~ AREA 26J 
FCR THE V~liCITY CF ThAT lC. 
-~7=-----~·,--.-,,~-,-~--~-7:.-~----·--·~----"-~-~-~~ 
CALLI!~G PROG~~M-i hiH- H-E FIRST 30 V:\fUABLcS 10. l~FC, Et.Ct: AREA 200 
c --c.·--- RECCRCEC SPECIES' 10 IN l~E ~AlRIX SP~C, A~D Th[ ~LP2ER FCU~D AREA JC ll\ --tF ECOl'f;<"'(S-f'-t'l~ D r~·(;--r-:1--sTTTCH;-n:r--s'Pt:-CXT:·----i(IHEX -;::T\-c-Trt=TCt1S-~TIE/i'""'31·a-
c REAC~EC, T~E VARIABLE FE~CF tS R~TLR~EO AS .TRLE. AREA 320 
C 3) ~EACR PRINTS A PAGE TRAILER, ~~AUER, CR BCTH, CEFE~CihG C~ T~E AREA 3~0 --c---------v;rco c-cn:--nfsT:---------- in< FA -?-An--
c ThE PAl~ VA~IAPlES OF INT~R~ST ~CT ~ENTIC~ED ABCVE ~RE AREA 350 
C ~SPEC - NU~eER OF SPCCIES ASSOCIATED hllH A SI~GLE ~~CCHC AREA 360 
-----c------MNfYr;rTCH Y2-.::--Co'h·c ST ... <:!iTCF2:SI-CO C '\TY-ccm:s--F t: R FTTTEt:·--........,_.----.,_.-R rr"JTJ--
C £\SP£Cl,hSPtC2- LGnl:ST & FIGt-LST SPlCIES·iD PtRiJITTt.:G A~f:6 380 
C B IV C, 8 Y R yt:;t-; C t E Y R - n f G l U l\ ,·; lJ E \0 D A T E S ( H, C.l L S 1 v E ) F C R ~ E F CRT A 'K E A 3 9 J 
--c---f--LR·A--.:.~r'RuC·-n=-(K.~-1fttj-iJRT~Er,;CE3!ED-;-Ff-lrsr=-TF-CCC?;iy:-- lii{FA-.:t·co·-
C RCNTYN- NU~eER OF COL~lt~S 3EI~G REPCRTEO C~ (VALLE l TC TCTAL ft?EA 410 
----~-------~~~-·~N_U~,A~c_e ___ f_R CF COUNTIES) AREA 420 
' C RC~TY- VATR(X ~ITH RC~TY~ ELEPE~TS LSEO. CCL~TY ~L~tE~S RE'U~ST2CA~EA 4~0 
C F C S - l 0 G I C /ll r·: t\ H~ I X S ll E S C C C 1t 4 6. S (: l ·T C fA l SF 1 ~ ~~ E G I ~ r--. l 1\ G, h. R E.~ <-t 5 J 
----,----.--n=Tr:;-·rcurrr:n-rnrsFC!lD-;-cT-c:-;;-rrn-st 1 1 c 1 rrn:-TL:' c·;:cr!SPEo~--~RE~-z..E:r 
C IN A P-ECORC. AREA 470 
C SKIP- r'i\TRIX SIZE 46- EU::r'ENT POVEO Ii\TC Cl;TPUT FCR~AT, lFt-'T, TCAR'0A 43J 
--c-·---------·ctt\1 Rtr---rrrFn;rr--:-s v;-..-cn~-c . --,.REA--.r; s ~:;-
c FCP - LOGICAL MATRIX Silt 46. I~ITIAllY SEl lC FALSE, THE~ AREA 500 
t FCPlCCCNlY) SfT 10 .T~LE. AFTER RECCRD FCL~C TC BE I~ 1 ARE~ S\J 
------··c R"rCuEsn:·c-r1t-n:vr;-nun:--cst:o-ro--INDl c:.rn:-ccui\TT::·s-,;vc-Rtl\c---.,.,rt: .~ ·-s 2cr· 
C CCLLECTIO~S M~O( tRf~ 530 
~FILf = ~ AREA 540 
·---c:,-;H-:1~-c-F·i ifS"IC7iift-·,rm:r-ccN"rt :nriEA T I T I !)TTTl-----r-ARu l<"E~--5::.-c' 
5 RfJ\C (l.,lO,I~NC='tG) IDcl'HdllllE(tv),:-':-:ld9} ~REA 560 
lO.FC ~Tt20A4) AREA 570 
135 
I F ( ICE t: T • E c;; • T I r L l G 0 T D 1 t 
1F <TCH~l.E~ .. IU~Il GC TG SCC3 MJ..ff. 5'10 
_______________ W K.J T.f .. {_3 r_}_SJ__j_f)_tl~_T_ t.lJJ. 1L_!:_C_;.'_> __ ,_t'..:=...Ld5t ___________________________________________ ~ R E I• ___ 6CO_ 
15 f-CR:-'AT ( ll-l,2G..l4,' £:.'~COV'-lTtREG hhEP.f: TITL C.li~C Rfr:L:JKf.C. PRCCLEfl f.i<ft• 610 
lff\CfC 1 ) J\PEA 620 
____________ G_r; __ IL..3.5 - A-~-~-~-~_3g __ 
C PfUf\T C!!T TlTL .6Rf./• 640 
1 8 h R I l E ( "3 , 1 <; ) { T I T L f { 1-~ ) , ~ = 1 , 1 •.; ) A i< E /1 6 ~ 0 
________ 1.:-?_F_(_R:.i,'\I __ () I·:J .. ~ __ l9_A '1) ~.f<f:ll ___ ~)-~0 
flCT .FALSE~ AREA b70 
NC'NT == 1 ~Rfl• 6PO 
R r.' ) I 
ICENT,BC~,d~OtB~R,EDA,E~C,EYR, 
__________ £Q_£f_f,_E}} ___ L/.':~!.t.~~t_3.l.?_f __ :?!:.!J.L?. '-'.....::....:.-· ... : . .:......:.~----- ------------------------·------·-·----------~------·: . .-
! F ( I t: t r-. I • f. C • t: /\ r C. ) c; r i 0 
~; x I 1 E { 3, 3 C ) ( ~\1--'C· L ( :-~ l , ;; = 1 • 2 C l 
3 0 f l H •" ,<\T { l !· ___ :......:::.--"----------- ~----~_::. ____ ........:... . .:: :::._ __ ..:.::..: ::-:c: .. :..::.........:::__· __ ;_:: ____ _::__:..._:__...:::_ _ _:_:_:_::...::..·:-__:_.:....:.::..::...:. __ :_· ___ _-: .. ::.: ------·-----
·-------·---·--1-f·i~-C- r·c-t )---- ---
c P. ~-~IT l!': t Fli R Ct\ H C E L L F C P H 0 G l >: ~~ • ~ E ARCH E S F C R f\ E X T 11 T L C M~ D C R F L R f 1 r\ I AI< C i\ 7 7 0 
---------~-?. __ I_f.__(_ t l_CE!_U:_d-_C ~~l.llLL~ D2_.J_j_ c E ~: i ._F,S~L!:=.?L! .. U_ GC T_t;_~----· M·! Ft. 7 8 o 
R f: A C { 1 , 1 C , E h Z:.""!.. C ) l C ~ N T t ( I I 1l. E ( t·· } ., t' = l , 1 S ! ··-ri·"f~ E /l -- ~, ~i C) 
GC lC 35 AREA BCO 
-----~t_Q_.\'J.~ D _;:: ___ LJ_.! ... ..::.._: ____________________ _ 
45 ;:CR!Yt.•T ( 1 
GC TC SCC3 AREa 830 
C C~ECK FC~ VALl( [hTE ARE~ 8~0 
---------5o·-rr··(·{·i-:;-!i'c ~-(~f- :T1' .·r.::b-~Ti~::·u·~-c·c:i-2T:/\ ~o-:·re~R: G c-:-1 c r:-i\~c. ( ti75"A-:G·t-.--T1 ____ A_R_F /~ 
1 • M\ C ., \ d C tl • I. t-: • 3 l l } G •J T n · ? 11 A R C. ,~ D S :) 
W R I T f. ( 3 ~ 'J 2 ) t~ r. A • 0 ,., D • d " ~ 
---------·s-T~Fc-f<, ... .t>1-C1 ___ s-::-c··ii-Jc-z·~:: -s-i->tcT'f:1"'cp, -.-;yz-;--'7'-;-fz·-;·•7--.-;n·, •. 
f.i{ <::: {5 8 0 
r s A i\ 1 "v ~~-cTc~n~TT--t~-~-;- r:i 
MH:~ 8(;c; l CAT E. PRC£1Llfl, E:JCEC.') 
GC TC 35 tRE~ 000 ------·----s-.;-·-rr:-·c-< r:~.-; :~-:"fc:f-r:-:~-;:-;-s·:-r~-c: :L ;: • 12,. A N-o .-rE_v_R:_G""E""~1C1:-;r;\t-:-TEc A .. Gt:. I_i ___ ::._R_r:,:---c.,·ls· 
1 .t>.NC.(EC/·,Ltc3l}l CD TO 52 AR(t~ <i20 
lr. P. i T e ( 3 , 5 (: ) !: C ::. , c ~·· C , f: Y :::<. A R E f, ~· 3 ;~:· 
-------5-::;---rcR-::·"AT'{ ,--·[;.;T·-o:·Tt-s!'i'i':"(:rr:-ccrr-;-•;-T2-;-•7'.l2 I ·-rt;T2;-.- t r s A A 1 f\ v 1\ lit "'E'i-P""tT"'0 4;)" 
1 t- T E • P i! m~ L EY E 1\ C F r. ~ ' ) M< E A 9 5 0 
M~ (P ·:;1::.0 
~--~~-:~--:~-:·c~~-~=c--~~~-~c=·~~----------------------------------------~-,~ 
' ' 7 0 \-: ;~ ! T E { 3 , 7 5 i ! . C ~ , 8 ;"" (l , F. 'Y R , E Ct. , c ~ C , t Y R f. R E ~~ t Cl 1 Q 
to T ( f P C G i ;-; C /\. T tc ' , I 2 , • I ' t l 2 , ' I 1 , I 2 , ' 1 S t t, T E R T H A i\ E :-. C C AT t ' ,-. P f. /• l • ) ? -J 
r 'i I -~-f?;"'ii .--;-~-2~ ·--:-PR-Cltfl :: fJ 8ict D .-q---. -----------------"A"R't_:",l ~-(} '30 
(; r l (I -~ ':i A R [ l· lC; 4 0 
f.Rf/liU5C 
----'-------------------------------------------- -....:,·o_,..;_ ... · 1"0 6o· 60 fLR ~ M ~LS~. 
n E t· C { } 1 t; 5 l I C F ;, T , · ! · G ti , R C·: 1 Y N , ( R. C NT Y ( f-1. ) , tJ-= 1 , 3 5 ) t { \-1 H C l t: ( l-' ) , t' =~ 1 , 2 0 ) ~REAlO?J 
J\RE/11020 _________________ _______::/J_t{_(i)-f(i '] 0 
A~E/lllOO 
ARf:i\lllO 




~5 IF ((FGx .. u: .. Altl.OH.(t·Gh.F:C .. Efh}.Ci\.fHCn .. E,.LtUd) GC TC 110 I·K-E/lll60 
/.?.ftll70 t', _-_..;:.:.  .o~-; .. , - --... .:. .. ~-, _;---,~-~~_;_·:,--··-:·:-------,-,-..,_---,, •. _----::-··-:-!::-_-.o·-,-.·..,-~-·--::•··~...,-"-~··o·-·:· -- E t, l J 8 G 
lll, FEW, GR LRA CESIREC. P~CBLE~ E~CEC. 'I ARE/lli90 
RElll2CO 
:.:=.:; . .:..== .. ·~·-::-,--~:.......,:-~---::-::.-.-:-:~-------·-------_:_--.----a--~---..:.. .. "''-:- Y2 1 rf 
I!REA1220 
-----·---:-':--::--::--:.' .. .c: •• ;·-~---::--.:.·--::-7·,::..;-;_:-_~-.-:·:c:··:=7--~.,;..__-.:. .• _,.;., ______ ~_,::::...;.:...:._::..:;.,.:..~_;;-·::._··______::--~-=----·------------···-~·------~A __ R ,__ A ~-~~g. 
115 lS CUTSltE THE P~~Elll2S0 
---------··=-·A-::"'·- •. -~---~~.-------~----~---~~~---~-_:_~~_:_~--~-~_:_ ______________ ~-----~-----ft~R-~E~Al260 
C IF SC~E CGU~TIES KF~UESTEC, CHECK THAT E~CH IS ~llHIN PERPITTEO 
GC TC 35 
GC TC 150 
ftREAl3't0 
.bREA135C 
SET tP CNTY RC~TY~ ~~TRtCES TC ~~XI~U~S. 
tC 139 T= NCNTYlt NCNTY2 
RC!\TY(J} =' 
~--·~----·"--.....,...,,--:::---~ ·-~-
- NCNTY2 - NCN1Y1 + 1 
AREtll'lCO 
AflE:Al4lO 






-Gf TO 135 
AREA\1490 
t.REA15CO 
-·--r·-··~·-,:-.c":-~-t-,..,-,.-,. .. ;-r-:·r'--~"''"''"r--""'"""'";,.--,~-!"",.,.."i.,..-"!",..,_~·~·-'~'<"··--.-,.,-,-.,~-.-.~-~--------------·------. nT51Tf 
l~Et'~C (1-,lSSl IGnH, l-Oh, 101, IU2,(;..HClt:{:-.'}.,i-'.:.:lt2C) 
fCRPAT I A4 lXtA3,2X,I3,lX,I3 ll,2Cl4) ----·---------... -~----:--.-
APEli-1'52(:; 
Af<EI>b30 
r:Rilf (3,H·Cl O~!-OLEH~),t-1=l,H:) tiREAl550 
FCt<,.,...\T t H· 2C,14, • Tt:REC ithCRt so;,:c CA~D t-n::CUII-'<ED. PRCBlEt-' f:A;<E::l5t~C 
(;C TC 35 
C SPEC1£$,. o~:E, OR A RANGE CF ~Pt:ClES I$ RECt:ESTEC. 
rc·w ·;t=-,:t\ru--·ccr!c-nn:-- ---------""# F<t:;, 1 ot ;::r 
IF (~(h.fC.R~Gl GO TG lYC A~EA16:J 
lF 0-C~~.EC.Cf~ ) GO TG 2CC /!RE~H620 
--------·-··\·rffl"ft"( f'.tl. 6"3 \f 
175 FC~~AT tlh ,•GN SPEC CARD *t2C44, I • FAILEG lC PRCFERLY I~CICAff tPEtl640 
----~------·-----l ____ I,_F .. ___ .. __ flllt R·M~ OR ONE SPCCI S },._\;.TED. PRCOLEl* Ef\CEC.,t) · ~RE/d650 
~ 01 
180 ltl = NSPECl ~REA 
lt2 ::: N~PfC2 JREA1680 
l~/J lf tiCl.,LT,~iC2l GO TO f<;5 
C !f R~~ C~ECK VALIDilY CF 
ARE:Al70v 
/IR€1>1710 _ .................. -~--------- .. -----------
' 
137 
Af<tAl720 \\ R IT E ( 3 , 1 S 3 ) ( h 1--0 u: ( ::, } , ;-1 = 1 , 2 C ) 





____ --------~/ _ _'_ Pf_:c ~~l __ E~ __ t;_~;_LEO._· '_:)~---------------­
(( TO 35 
195 IF ( { ICl.Gt.r~SPFCl).A:'~D.( Il12.LE.t\SPEC2l l GC TC 205 
_. ___ l_'U_.J~8_I _!_E ___ !)_,_]_5_E2__LU_J:_CJ-_F C _1-'_l_, t-'=l_,_2_Cj_~~~l~~_l_,_:'\ SPES:_~ 
l9b FC~~AT (ll· ,2C.'I~ / 1 s~~~CIFitS A,\ ID THAT IS Lt::SS THA0i 
lf:,'ITER r•-t~r.:•, 14,'. PROSLEr-1 E:t\OE0. 1 ] 
___________ c_r,__r_c_;_s _ _ ____ _ 
C lF Ct\f S?~CTES, C~ECK ThAI R[~LLST IS I~ PFR~ITTEC RA~GE. 
200 If((JCl.LT.i\SPFCU. CR.(lDl.,Gl.NSPEC2l) GC TC 197 








C C !- E C K T r A T ,\T L E 1\ S T c· i c ~ W ~;-BLANK .SPEC I E S I D I 1\ T H f R E C u f: S T ( C R t> t\ G E • 
205 CC -;07 I = ICl,IC2 
t-P-E/,-f ;• _'i_C:_ 
ARE~lo5C 
ARE~l86G 
-----------------A-RtA-12 7-Cf ___________ _l_F_U~~ ~-LU_l_,_!_L~-;_~_. s ~~-~~)___f_Q__I_Q_]__!_c ___ _ 20-/ CC~Tlt\UE 
ViR 1 T E ( 3, 2 C E l ! h ~r: L E ( to: l , i-i = 1 , 5 ) AREA lilAC 
____ 1_Q.8 F_~T"'~l _ _!_l i- ' 51\4' t 
1 PFC~Lf::--'. U~CED' l 
S Pi: C IF IE 5 A~ I D ( C i\ A R A i\ G E) n; AT IS r, C T VAl I C.~ REA 1 b S:; 
~REA 1 s-c 0-
GC TC 35 /1 REA l 1:1 1 J 
___ ?_t9 __ R_ E_.'l L: _(_L~_?-~_~_)_ -~i~ T 'Y P _E _,j_\:_bj::_~ E ~! _L, ~ = _ !_~Q_L_ __ ------··---- ~REAlS20 
2 2 :, F C R t,. A l { i~ -'1 , 1 X , A 3 , T 1 , 2 C /J lj l 
IF (lCE~T.EC.PPRTl GO TO 22f 
ARC:AlY30 
AREAl(J40 
_______ ___t_i~_LT_i_jj__: _ _?_~! t. } ( ~-; 1- C"! L E ( ~~ l f r-'"' l , 2 C } ARE A 1 '-i 5 ·) 
2?6 Fc:<:··.n ! H· , '2CA'1 1 1 ENCOLN1EREC lr.Ht:Rt: RP~T CARD REcuTR'Tc. FRcf:TEr,-t:Rt-~-fr;-i..~S-
1 Ef\CtC.' l ARE~1g7,; 
__________ _g_u_~_ }_?_________________ An r A 1 ~~2 o 
2 2 8 1 F <T Y P E • f: G • t: X X } GG Fi 2 3 C ARE /l 1 '1 cl G--
IF lTYPE.EC.TUT) GO TO 23r AREA20UO 
______ !;_R_UE _J)!l_~5l ARE/1201J 
2 2 9 F C ;.:: f.' :. T ( 1 F A ll E C T 0 It W I C /\ T E E .>: X C R T C T C i\ R P R T C t. R C • P R C e L E fV E N C E A rfOi 2 ::y 2 v 
lC.'} AP.E.02030 
______________ G_~_'f_C 3' ARE t. 2 0 '1 0 
230 fE:XX =.TRuE. iRt-~-ic)~G--
GC TC 23~ ARE~2J60 
2jJ f~X:<:: .f .. ~LSE. --·---------------- - ____ .. ____________ -------------·---
If- (l-iCT) GO TC 234 
\-; ~ 1 T r: < J , 2 3 3 > :\ c: J 1 Yr-.: ft~E/l2GSC 
? 3 3 f C Q :: t. f ( l r· C ~ 1 2 , 1 C n L N T 1 f: S R E C L E S T E D ~ I T H 1 C 1 ,'\ l S - S I X 1 S ,.- A X I r-' U tJ. 
------r~~-L Lc~; EC"-~---rRLs-co· t:::;-c-cc-:•, 
ARf/l2lOO 
Ain-A--zr:.-u-
CC TC 35 
2 3 ::. i c :-: " A 1 { ' c :, L L I ~: ? L 1 c r, :{. o s \i A L I o • 1 l 
L C · ? 3 7 .J = ~- C:' T Y l , i ~ C i\ T Y 2 
____________ •=. CJ::J _J__} __ .=__._£~l ~-l_;_~----·-·--·---
CC 236 l t;SPECl,:JSP[C2 
fCS(J,J) = .ft.LSt. 
236 CCi\TI\lJ:: ·- --------- ---·- --- --~----
2.H CCi'T I\U;: 
IF (FEXXl CC TO 239 
l c 2 3 8 ,J = 1 ' ~ c.~~ 1 y ~~ 
----·-·-------CC-23_8 ___ 1_;,-~-;s-r(Cf-;-~j SPEC 2 
ICS(l,J)::: C 
2 3 8 C c, T I ~ U f -------- --·-···-- -· ---- ------
2 3 9 P ~ I\ I ~ C t. f l L E 
IFILE = NfJL[ 






/1-fff_ /. 2 Ct~)-
AREA2lf.O 
AREA2lqo 
A-;{ (i i/( c--
AREA22lO 
ARf:,'l222.J 
-----------.cp· ff(A ;(2 3 0 
AREA224G 
ARf,}2250 




F~ST = -1 
FC:\TE = .FALSE. 
fC!\TY ::: .F/lLSE. ___________ _ 
·- -·-··-·-----yi ;,s t r -~ ~ FAL sC~-
240 C~U. RE~CR 
IF CFE~CFl GO TO 325 ________ /I_Y_R ___ = __ r~:fcT1) --------------
t>t-0 = I:·,FC(~l 
A(f\TY = INFC{l:) 
-------/lli">..t = -Jr,·rc(7)~-·----------
c C 1- E C I' f C: R H E C C R C C 1\ f E p, ~ p.; G I N ll· F R F. C L E S T f D R A r-. G E 
280 ECATE: = (BYR*lCCCC) + (HIIl)*lCCl t ADA 
--------tt-iTt =-Tt"Yf<-*·rc:cc(f~---n=r-'"o-~; 1 c c>-+-·E;)_A _____ _ 
ACATE :.= (INFU(ll * lCCCCl + (It;FC(Zi >'i iCC)+ It-.FC(3} 
IF ((~CAiE.LT.BCATEl.(~.CADATf.GT.EDAJf)) GC TC 240 

















-------A R t: A 2 4 '' 0 -
/lRf:/l245C II- (.NCT.fLRt) GO TO 3CC 
FCP(ALR~l ~ .TRUE. 
---j = ~,-~...-~n. ----------------· 
/l R f /12'• 60 
ARt/l247t1--
J 2= /~l fUi 
CC TC 316 
----c-e;-~-n:;-~-Fc ;C-p R-C-P-ER ___ t1J-c-t\·T y 
300 CC 310 1= l,R\:NTYi~ 
IF CRC~TY( ll.fC.AC~TYl GO TO 315 
-----Trott:\ T ; :\Ul 
CC TC 240 
::Sl5 J == RCi>.TY( I J 
/lREfl~'i80 
ARE.024q0 
---------·-·-----------tdJ. t (l 2 ~ 0 \) --
/1P.EA2'510 
.0Rf.02"J28 
---------------·---P~t A 2 5 30-




FCPC~C~TYl = .TRLE. 
C CHECK FCR INSFClS PRESf~T IN RECORD UEI~G A~C~G RFCLESTED SPECIES 
/JRE/l2.:l70 
/IRE~25fl0 
-------3T6--n.f-.. ry··:- -:TRUE~ ·---------------------ARE/J2)C10·--
C C 3 2 0 I "' 1 , N S P f C f.IH: t 7 6 Q 0 
1 F C C S P F: C ( l ) • L T • 1 C 1 ) • 0 ·~ ~ ( SPEC ( I ) • G T • I D 2 ) ) G C T C 3 2 0 /1 REA;: 6 t C 
·----·:f17-K-·:: .. S i' t C "( c,--------- --- I'\ REA 2 6 2 0 --
f- C S ( K , J ) = • T IUJ F. • /! n c f, 2 6 3 0 
IF (f[XX) CU TU 31S 'RE~26~0 
----------·-res·( r<"-;-·J-2l~-CC$TK,T2r:t-S?cTNTfTl ARE t.26 50--
319 FI~SCT = .TRLE. AREA2660 
J 2 0 C Ci\T l :, U E A R F. !J 2 6 7 0 
------·-----((,. T C 2 4 C- ----------------------------,..REA 2 6 8 0 --
C .- R Irn r E ~ C ll\ G A R E ;.'l 2 6 9ll 
3 2 5 C t. L L ~- t .'. L -~ { I'; U' r Y: ~ , P. U; T Y , S l< I P , ~3 ~ C , 8 Y R , t ~ C , f YF< , Tl T l E r F C P , f l R A , l R S T , A R E /12 7 0 iJ 
--------i 2 C, t., F [ •', F f: X X ) . ----- ---------- ---------ARc t. 2 7 10---
IF .( FCA IE: l CC TC 328 At<EA2720 
\•! R I H.: ( ~ , 3 2 t ) /l R E t> 2 7 3 0 
---------TY6 -rc ::<t-' AT '1 Fc·;·rs-x-~-p:~·o-cccct.--clrcKs-vATit:"GIRr:-i·~TTt-rc-Fc~Tcc-svrciTTET·:·ll:< E /121 4J ---
1' l J\Rt:~\27~0 
GC TC 5 AP.EA2760 
---------_;2e·· 1 F. < tU.; fYT-Ct.T!U-J]c------ fiQF.A277o-· 
'.-If< IT t: ( J , 3 2 G l f. R F. t> 2 HW 
3 2 9 r C ? ~· 1'1 T ( ll· C , i. 'J X , ' ; i 0 C C L L E C 1 ! C !'\ S ~ :\ 0 E I ~ S P f C I F I L 0 C C U !\ T I E S C R L R A Ar~ E.~ 2 7 9 0 
.. ------ -· 1 CUi~ I~ .. C l i- 1 S f : ~· f P t R 1 t'. C. 1 ) ····--·- -----------------~-----·------- -/J REA 2 fi C 0 -· 
CC TC 5 AREA2810 
3 3 0 I f ( F P" S C l l C ,_1 T U ? 3 '' Is R E ~2M 2 C 
---------- hR.[ If ( ..!-,-~~:f2·l----------------------- ··-ARE~28?G·--·-
312 FCR,'·'.'.T ( li·C, lSX, 0 in.·,r: OF H'L ~L~LL:STE!i SPtCit.:S r,/,S FCUi'C If\ THE SP/IREA284G 
1 £ C 1 F I t C (. 0 L !\ l I E S C K. L K A 0 U~ 1 t\ G T H 1 S 1 I I' c ;:: E R I C C. ' ) ARE /12 8 ~ 0 
CC TO 5 




[C_SOO I_-=_ ICI,_ IG2 ____ -----------------------------·--------------/:IRF/1211~0 
1 r ( H; S F C T ( 1 , I ) • ;::: C • n L .'\ N K ) C C T C 5 C 0 f; P E f. 2 2 c:i 0 
C [ l 1 r-' I f\ Ill t F P l1/", PH Pi I I·~ G 1 HJ S E I i'< S [ C T S T 11 A 1 hE~ E t\ C T PRES f t\ T t. R [ /l 2 9 C 0 
____ . ____ c c _ -~ 3 s J _ =- __ l , f) u n Y ~- /1 P E 11 2 9 10 
lf CFC~(I,RU~fY(J})) GU TO 337 /II<EA2'i2,J 
335 CCt\TI!\UE 
______ _c_r:: __ TC_ 5CC --------------· 
337 llt\F."" llt'-.E + 2 
If (Lit\l.Lf.'j 1i) Gf1 TO 340 
____ J__li\ F __ =_ . J_ __ ---------------
/1 R E /12 CJ3 G 
_________________________ ! H Ef, 2 'i '' 0 
/IRE!>2':J)0 
f\ R E /12 ·; 6 0 
/l R t: /12 "J 7 () ----- ---------
CALL ~E~CR CRC~TYN,RCr~rY,SKlP,D~C,BYR,E~C,EYR,TITLE,FCP,FLRA,lRST,~RfA2g~a 
1 ~C~,E[A,FfXX) AREA2~90 
_____ C ___ t!_8_I T [ _ _l ~SF C T __ ;.4_~ ~· f:_ -------------·-------------·------------------ /1 REA 30 G 0 
3 4 0 h R l T E ( 3, 3.;:; l ( I;, S E: C T ( ,,; , I ) , i~ = l , 6 ) /1 R t /l31) 1 D 
345 ICR~~T (J~C,6~4) /IRE~3020 
___ C_~_P:_LI_E ___ ~)_fi ~ ___ ,, LT ~~ --~~:~[ r:~-~~1_-'_._~;_~~~ T"l' CR LRf\ PRE SUd A R f:/l3u 30 
iF (.~CT.fEXX) CG TG 4LG ARE/!3040 
l C 4 ; 0 J =- 1 , R C "J T 'C·J ~ H E t .3 n 5 0 
_________ lfrT __ !_j_)_::_~ISlf.J_J_)_____ ---~------AREA3 1J60 
P = J ARE~)U7~ 
iF ( FLRA) P = J*5 /IRE/J3U81) 
______ t~JJ ~ t_::__s_~.J_cJ..r~L__ ~~ R ~:" 3 c 9 o 
I F { F C S ( 1 t H C I H Y ( J l ) ) \\ R I 1 E ( 3 , I F :• 1 )". X A R~ ~ 3 l G \)-
450 CC~Tl~Ul AREA3ll0 
_____________ G_I: ___ _T~---~-CO -------------- /JRf:A3l2Cl 
4 6 (l ( C 4 8 0 J = 1 , R C ~ T 'i (J /J R E t. 3 1 3 (1 
~65 RF~T(4) ~ SKIP{J*5l ARt~3l~O 
470 IF (lCS(!,Jl .~~E.Cl ~RITE (3,RF-t-'1l ICS<I,Jl I\RE/l3150 
----4--Ro--c-C~~T-i-f.TUE - ttR_E_t_3--f6o·-
~oo CC~TINUE /IREA3170 
_______ _li~_f__-=_1_ A R f f, 3 l e 0 
C I• L L 1- E /l C R l R Ci'H Yt11 RCN T Y, SK u>-;-UPC ;u\R;'(t'C,-"[y 1<, TilLE-; Fe P-;-FL R t•, ftfsY-, -ARE~~ 3 19 o-·--
1 cC/.,EC~,FE~X) /1Rc/132CO 






-------------sTje iicii-Ct N-c-.-=-cK'r;r.~-f~~cr, y~-ff;Rc''fFr, s!<TF-; or~ c ;l'fl'n-;t-fl-c;-f:'{R;n-·n:--;rt-P-;n:-RT;--.=t K---10-
lRS1.t!Cf·,EC:.,f[XX) t-CR . 20 
Ii•PLICIT PE/lL{Zl,li'ilEGC'<(A-t:,G-'r'),LCGICI\UF) 1-CR 30 
C ;t.· r:r.;s I u~· RCt. T Y I 4-t·), si\ I r (4-t f;-l{~·n cY~-ll I'L ( fgy-;-ffCTT(4-6 l-;R·Cl-2-(4_6_)--} C ,.~--40 
LCGICAL * 1 FC? t-CH 50 
C H' E :, S 1 (' N F C P ( 4 f.:. ) t\ H' f ( t t- f. ~ 6 0 
---------------cr. r/l-- 1 F ~" 17,-C , 
C/JTI\ t.FFT •,• '•'All)'/ t-C~ €0 
CtTA AST 1-CR SO 
-----y~ T 0~ t , C ;{ 
C t T A R IT 1 I C, C, C, C, C, C, C , C, C, 1 , 1 , l , 1 t 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2, 2 , 2 1 !- C K 
1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3,3,3 4,4,~,4,4,4,4/ 1-CP 
' ' 1 ! • ' f ·' ' ' f ' ' ' t f t ' ' 
1 9,0,1,2t3,4.,5,t,7,C,S,C,l,2,3,4,::,t/ 140 
C FCP IS A ~AlRIX S~G~lNC IF t Gl\~~ CCL~l'r' HAU A~Y CCLLECTIC~S t-CH 150 
----t--F[R·:u-x-s·---fklTf ___ f(--[AiiD-R-:!::sc·c:ZC."f:--~-.-:rr.:...··a·r{·E-AK-0t'h!\ ____ !-fETLl __ S_Tct------------------------"FCR-lcO-
C IRST IS -1 If T~IS IS T~E FIHSl TI~E TH~CLGH A~O C~LY A TC?-CF-P~GE 1-CR 170 
C L If\ E IS T C BE P R PlT E C , C : F l:~ C T H B 0 T T C 1-' A~. D T C P C f\ H- 1: 1\ [Xi' P A G c , 1- C K 1 B C 
--c-----;;~\t1-CFEKLY_A_8TffTt.Lv.-Cr i-.. r--- FCA-It-1 c--
If ( lPST l £:5,· 5. 5 r.CR 200 
FeGT = rCR 210 
---------~---·---------~--
15 FCRFAT ( H- ) 
If (fLRA) CC TO 3C 
------c-t--2·o--t--~~-r;--r~Ti~TYN 
1Fr-'T(4) = SKlt:>(l) 
I F ( • ;-.~ 0 1 • r E X ;.. ) ! F- ~·1 T ( 4 } = S K T P ( I * 5 l 
--------2-0\;RTT C-( ::;TF·vn··-!fl'T.l(IU:f~l VTIT) ----
v.RITE (3,25} 






~ t R--L B o·-
rCR 290 
t-CR 3CG 
------<:·c··rc-:c. o ---------------- ----vc"R--3 ro·-·--
30 hRliE (3,35) t-CR 32G 
35 FCR:1 •\T Clb ,1SX, 1 Lf<A') t-CR 330 
-----i;o-·cr-·s·o- t-~-1.-Re~·ry-N -------------------------..........., ·c R-~A o-
J::: I l·CR 3SC 
IF (fli<A) J =I* 5 t-CR 360 
------rr-r:-i,cr;T-EYXT--:J-=-n·~ 
IF~T(4) = SKI?(J) ~[~ 360 
50 t:RITE (3¥ If;,•T) ;.~.IT2fRC.'H'r'( I)) i·CR 3'10 
rr:-c~ ~~c-r ~-F t:trr-cu--lu-:rc-c ·r:c~-·-.; 
IF CFASll CC TO 63 ~CR 410 
IF (FLRA> ·.-..~ITE (3,55) J-CR 420 
------5-5-F-CR ;..-~..-~---( 1 F (;4-Cx ~-.--*-C'idl-C:. Tt-~l:rOTIT'CIT( t\S-I -:\TtlT5-Cin---ccrR1i\l;-1Ft=I R --4 ·; e--
llS REPCRT PER ICC') l-CK 440 
IF (.~CT.FLRA) ~RITE (3,6C) ~C~ 45J 
---------t~;j·-·n;Rr··. AT r n- c;~·.: x-~-,- ·rrHD-rct;-r cs--:~c-currn:-rrcl\·s-·r;:..-irrrs-c-ccf\~-c:mrTr~n- c:::·-.; E: \r---
1 Tt-IS RfPt;;n i-'[RIOC') t-CR 470 
63 !F ( lRST) 3CC, ?C, 3CC t-CR 48C 
-- -------6·')-·1 r{-sr----~- __ o___ FeR-,. c; o--
F~sr = .TRLE. t-CR 5CO 
t r (: R I = 1 , R C i JT Y ~~ H: R S 1 0 
·-~~--·~------------ 1 r -~ · t f c P { R c ~; r v-< r ·r) ~l--~ o-T ote -r:~c R --s 2 u--~ 
ftST = .FLLSE. t-C?. ~30 
CC TC 7C l·CR 5'10 
--------·-6·~---c c'~-f n~u-[____ ---------·--,.::c R----s ':i o-
7o F~C1 = .F.'.tlSE. t-tR ScO 
.. _______________ w. ~ -~E~ ___ ( _3. '/ 5_) _i_:!i_!_~ { N ) t p,::: 1 t 1 <; ) •· c R 51 0 
141 
----·-------------- --------------- ---------- ---------------------
7 :> F ( R /-1 /1 T ( ~ t- 1 t l '-j 1\ 11 ) 1--CR ?eo 
If CCF:tJO.tC.e;•n).,\,·;c.CEYR.f,:.~'tP-).M~D.(f:DA.U;.BGi\))GC TC 90 1-CR ~C)\) 
i-CR ··---6CO _______________ \-:R J T ( __ C 3, r:C )._ _t::·~Cl, I'Ch, ~ Y~, F:}'C, fDfi_,F_Y_~--- ------------- ___________ --------------
60 FC~~AT ( lt-+,lCOX, 12, 'I' ,12,'/',12,' THRCLGH ',12,'/',12,'/' ,12) HCR 610 
C C T·C l C 0 1- C ~~ 6 2 0 
_________ _2_0 __ ~d~I T E __ U_ ,_~_5_)__l'_I~D __ ,_l'_~-~·-~-_)'_3_____ • C H 6 3 0 
9S fCHr-'f·T (ll-+,lCOX,I2,'/',l2, 1 / 1 tl2l i-CR 6 1,0 
100 >\RIT£- (3,15), 1-CR 6')0 
____________ C_C_120 __ L_:: _ _t_.__C,J:~~I~i:L •~c~--~ t. o 
l f { f C P ( R C N T Y ( 1 ) } ) G 0 T 0 1 2 C 1- C R 6 -, 0 
J = I 1-CR 680 
-----~~~~-~~~~~fXX) J -=~I~*-5~---------------~--------~-1-CR 690 
1 r c r: L ~ :. 1 J = I * 5 -..-r: ~~-ic o 
AFFT {it).:: SKlf> (J) t-'CR 710 
_____________ h'_R_I_TE~ __ _(_) !. f, ~ :-'. T ) /1ST HC R 7 20 
120 CU•T l>WE: t-C'R-Y3o 
CC TC 10 J-CR 740 
3 o o c_~~\.1J~"-~~- 1-- c R 1 so 
R E 1 u Rl'\ 1- CR---~fM5 __ _ 
t~C 1-CR 770 
--------------------------------------------------------
142 
S,C. HAP REPORT PROGRAM 
143 
---crFis-P'ti_c_GR~M-rR1NTs-r-;-oM.'<PS oF scL IH cl~-~:cL1TI-Fc~< EACfiP-((c!3LEr'-:-t~,..tlr--ro-
c FIRST PAP GIVES A CISlRlnLTIO~ ~NO CCL~l CF CCLLECTIC~S ~ACE flftP 20 
C n: R 1 :\ G rt- t T f :-.' E P t: !U C G R [-(:/ L 1: S l E 0. A l P? Pd E [i C i\ T H 1.: 'f' t; P '1 t-. C I C ~ f E S I"~ P 3 0 
----c--·-i·-·cti:L_E_C'T.fc-f~-,..;~-c·E-I~'fr:·:-,-i-T-tc:I\1Tc·~:.r;-:.-i:~~Tf;rt:·cTI\c1-c·ATE-:$--C6-----~~-A·P--t;O-
c CCLLECTlCI'.:S, :.:~c Sfl f;";RTH .. THE SECU.C ~A'? GivES THE CiSTl'Ut:lHICN PAP 
C Cf T~f SPECIES R ESTEO CLRI~G T~E GIV ~ TI~E PE~ICO. A~ ASTFRIK t'~P 
---c---~K-c-ft-ATf~s--u=-t-r-.--rE -c.------;.-
c CCLLECTICNCS) hERE ~ACE IN A LOCAliCN, eLl THE RECUESTE~ SPECIES 
c l} ELCC!< CATA SUEWRCG~A~ ;,..~ICI-: DEFINES A c B't· SCO SPECIES f\~f.'E 
·MATRIX CALLED FINSECT. ~ \~~E ASSCCIATEC ~ITk ~N 
T~E VARIA9LE FE/'\OF IS RETL~~ED AS TRLE. 
TIKE A~lD LOCATIGN Otd;; FR.CI" A GIVE~ RfCC!<C. 






C IFILE - (AT~ FILE NC~RE~ ~~p 230 
C F S F P ~ $- ? 0 e Y 1 1 4 A R R A Y , E A C H E l E IV E r,; T C C ~ R E S F C t-. C I 1\ G T C ( i\ i: F R t ~ T fl f.. P 2 4 0 
·------c-~------f-'(rstTTc~---u:riTAT.TY-SEITc-F'~Y'Crr-;;.:;--~"\:---r:-rFFt::f\TTS"'-5'FITL}T7;-p---z:; o--
C TRU!::: lH·£N Tl-[ SPECIE'S CF l~ilEREST I 5 FCL;\C lf\ THAT FCSlTICh fJl~P 260 
C PTr-.UM -A 7C BY 114 ,'\1-{f\AY SlCH AS FS;::P::tS H:AT ACCUI-'ULtHES H-E ,vflp 270 
--c--------7~{(J;vl~·E·;r-cr-coCCEC11-~--ivJfC·t:-nrt:--G·r;r.';-L:.'L~TTCi\'tCRTI;G"71T-tRTDUVll'l:;-2·8·a-
C CF TJMf. PTUli:~. IS CSEC IN PRlf'(i'I~G Tf-<E FIRS1 t'AP.. tJtiP 290 
C. !H'T - VAR IA2LE FG=1~'AT, ADJLSlEO IN THE 1HIRD ELEf.'Et-.T BY SKI PI\ t-'.llP 300 
C F l A S T - F A L S E I F : <0 ;.<. ,:\ P S P R I f\ 1 E 0 F R G i' . 1 h I S P R C Bl E fi , T R U E I F F I R S T fJ ~ P 3 2 0 
C PRINTEC euT S~CC~C ~OT. ~AP 330 
t 
C EYR,E~C- E~CJ~G CATE OF rEPCRl 'liP 350 
C IC - SPECIES IC t:SEL lN THIS REPC~T. ,_.AP 360 
--c----~~v-R-;-,;-vc--::.K-cr.nrc-mc:: --------------------r'1l~cr-
c ZftTlTC- RECCRC LATtll:CE IN f'lNL1ES ,_.AP 380 
C ZCNGTC- RE(CRO lO'iClTLDE lN 1-'lt\LTES ,_.AP ?SO 
c L t\r-=-·- CAr rrccr-·nr-c:TTTs---er--?nTi\Tt:J-csrn--;::\v n·p-£i·c-u-~ 
C t 0: - L C ~~ (; 1 T L C E Hi U~ I T S 0 F P R I i\ T PC S 1 1 I c;, S ~A P 4 1 0 
lf-IPLIClT r,Et.L{Zi,t:nEGE~( .. \-E,G-'t),LCGtC:.t!Fl ,_.AP 420 
------·------t-cv~-~/:---7:fct.Tt/-·rs-;:;-::c;-r:.;rur~rcT;s·p-ct.Tr;1 r-;-s;: c: ~..- r;; 1 < s 1 1 -;TF1TF'tm c F n-v--l!3v 
CJ-Tt: lllL~Ct:.Tf:,SPzi/'TlTL','CllE't•SPL:C'/,lFi\l/ 1 flr...I•/ fii>P 440 
r' o, I e I G I U~ S E C T { f::. , <; C C } ,_. /l P 4 50 
----------'-··,·-·-.---···--, .. - .--T7 np-----zi·!..v-
Tl1LE{lSJ,FSPPRSClC,114J,PT~L~{70tll4) t~HCLE(20) ~/lP 410 
t'liP 480 
~-~--~--A·~·"~i~----------------------------------------------------~·~p~~cr-
c I f.' [t, S I C N 1 H' T ( ~ ) , S K 1 P;.; ( 1 l 4 ) , C C l P R t.;< ?. 4 ) Jl A P S 0 0 
(.ATA lft-'T/'(lt-+',', '•' t,•)(,Al','l 1 / rr·t.p SlO 
···---------T-i\Tii._SKlPTi'/ rrc-•-;-rnr~•Tzr-;-tTJT;'l.~'-;rpr'7TT6 1 , '1 P---;-*T>:r'9'1'P..,-?D-T'-;11 P'P--?'20-
1 1 21','22','23','24 1 , 1 25','2t','27','28 1 t 1 21', 1 30 1 t 1 31 1 ,~AP 530 
2 • 3 2 I t I } 3 t t t 3 ~ f t t 3 5 t f t 3 C I t t 3 7 I t l 3 e I t f 3 9 f t f It Q I t I 4 1 ! t ~ l+ 2 t ' fJ /l p · 5 /i Q 
-----~--------··--J-·-------rt;-:rr-;-• 4 4~5-1--;,-,7t~7.17T-;'4-f"1-;:-T(;(jl.....,-s-(flt-T"51'-f'.'52"'J'~I5)'t;'}T]lp-)--'5Q-· 
4 1 54','55','56 1 ,'57•,•5?','5G',•6C't•bl 1 t 1 62 1 , 1 b3it'64 1 ,~AP 560 





• c•, 77 , , , , , , 
'€l 1 , 1 EE 1 , 1 PS','SC 1 , 1 Sl 1 , 1 S2*,'93 1 , 1 94','gS•,~96 1 t 1 97 1 ,ftP ~GO 
___ c <; t t t t c;<; I t I 1 ( C t f I 1 ( 1 f t I l C 2 1 t l l ( 3 t 1 t l 04 1 t 1 1 (I~ t f t l 06 t f fl t 
• 1 c?-· -;. -i "c e--,-~----1-CS-.--,- -.--llC··- '-,·-~-1-l-.--,- I 11-i' -~--,-~-~-3-.--;-. 'tT4 -,-~-·-f i~ .-.---,.,;' ..9 
A 'llc','ll7','llt 1 t 1 11S','12C','l21','122 1 t 1 123'/ 1'/JP 
C~T/1 RZE:><G/' 
l\fiLE = g 
C RE/JC TITLE CARC, CO TO ~TATE~ENT 21 IF E~D CF FILE. CHECK THAT IS 
---c-·------rn~L-cl:~-c 
5 ~EAC (l,ll,ENC=21) ICENT,(llllE(fl,,f'=l,lS) 
LAST = • 
IF (lCEhT.EC.Tlll) GO TO 31 
IF ClCE~T.EC.IFNil GO 10 PCC3 









16 FCR~Al (1~1,2CA4, 1 ENCOLNTERfO ~h~RE TITl CARD RECUIREC. PRCELEM Et-'.tP 77C 
________ l_f\_~JJ::.~-~_)_____ - -
C RCUTI~E TO H£JECT PROBLtM IF CA~O f'IIS-CCC::C. 
17 !HAC (J,ll,f.i'IC ~zu lDHHd1!1LE(I-')tl-'=l,lS) 
___ 18 I c_t_e ___ g:E_.~-T~JS .. TIT ~__)~QR. ( I 0 E t\ 1. E C. IF N 1 ) i G C 1 C 15 
GC TC 17 
21 hi<IlE (3,~~~ 
25 FGR~AT c: Ff\1 Ch~O OPillfD.') -------------c-c:-·r-c--(i( { 3---------·------------------,-
3 1 r: ~ 1 T E c ; , 3 : > c T 11 t F ( M l , P. = 1 ,. 1 s > 
35 FCRI-'AT (lf-!,1St.4) 
C REA c-(!--f\c C -i='T(Y.-C-.T{-C /\ R D 
R E A C ( 1 , .; 1 l I C [ r i T , 3 t~ 0 , C \ R. , E t' C , E 'r R , { '1'1 H C l E { t' ) , 1' ::: 1 , 2 0 ) 







l'tP e~.;c , _______ ;;-;)-~-.e-s -6-
fl/lP 860 
"'/lP 8"10 
t' ti-P-----e t -t':i-
flllP 8'70 
f'~P 9CC 
--------n=-fTEff~-r~--E;: .. c't~Tt->7j)-(cf5_l ___ _ ._,_.._.. ____________ "A F-i:1ro-
~RITE (3,45)(~~0LECM},M=l,2C) ~t:r q2o 
• 4 5 F C R r,. A T ( ' ' t 2 C A 4 , ' E N C 0 l N 1 E t1 E C rY c R E C A 1 E C A R C R E C U I R E 0 • P R C e l E F [ I' t1 P S 3 0 
------11\ c fc-:-f___ "p P-9t;o-
c:c TG 17 
C C~ECK T~AT E\C CATE E .. 
-------s1Ti=TE''ifi-.:.--t 
61 lF CF~C-?VC) 71,81,~1 
71 WRITE (3,7~} cf.'O,BYR.Ef'!.O,EYR 
-------75-TcR:v~\f-C'-Tf'GT~-C-ATE-,, I 2, 'I', I 2,' IS LATER 1HAl\ El\D CAT E 
980 
990 
• ' 12 t f I Tf{_il_P f\)C-()--
ltl2,'. PRCeLH' ENCEC.') - t'~P .101') 
GC TC 
------81--f:-C_tJ_f E- = t ~-,~~--~~~~~------------------------------------------------~~'.lP 1020 
~C~TE =([Y~*lCC) + EMO 
C REAC A~C C~ECK SPEC CARC 
1'/JP 1040 
--------R'Ti\c-( T~- 2-s i--rc"f.1~T;----cc;--T~Ci-:-ETrJ-) , ,•J = 1 , 2 c l 
l'AF 1C1'j0 
fJ-.rP-ro 63-
85 fCR~AT (~4,tX,I3;llt2CA4) 
IF flCENT~EC.SPr:I) GO TO 95 
---·---~-Riff:·--r;,·c;-}-lT~-i='GLCC.;i)01-~ l, 2C) 




,.r;ERE SPEC CARD ~ECUIREO,. PRCeLEt' E~t.P llCJ..., 
fi/JP 1110 
C Cr[CK FCR V~LIC SPECIES. ~~p 1130 
----~ Irtp:SfCT(l,JC).Nl.BlhNKl GC TC 121 flAP 11'•0 
----~--~~~----------------------------~~~~~-
145 
SPEC CA~O SPECIFI[O AN INSECT ID CF •,13,•, WHICH IS INV~AP 1160 
I'AP ·1\70 1 /ll I C -----------·c-c--T -----------------------------------------------------~; eo-
l 2 1 C C t\T I N U E 
cc 131 J = 1.,114 
FSFPRS ( 
----------r3-1P.Ti\-Gfi.Ci, 
\-i R IT E ( 3 , 1 ? (; } 
F C R /" .\T ( ' 0 ~ L 
C Cr ECK T I· AT R ECCf< C h I1 i- H~ ,{.[QUE SH:D RM;Gt: 
t.CATE = (INFO( U* lCC) t It\FC(2) 
151 ZATJTC =(INFCt23)*6C) t INFCC24J 

















---- C cTC"tuC£"n;--v;rp c f\TfSTO'·l- V15"P--T39o·-
C C C l\ V E R T L A T I T L: C f T G :-; I ~ ~ L T F S • ,_. A P l '' C 0 
tAT = ((lATllO- 1S2C) *.3cc) + .5 I'AP l:tlJ 
CC\---·:---rrtcTJGTc-::-47TI:-:r4~-ID-J+'-.'5.-------------------- v·p_·p--xt;-;: J-
LAT = 71 - L/IT ~AP 14~0 
t 0\ :; 1 1 5 - L G n " lo p 1 t, In} 
P fXuVfLAT~Tt-f\l :: P-fN LPTL"A""'f";--cc;o;;;-r·+-1____ YliP1 !.-so-
C C~ECK T~AT RECORC CONTAINS REQLESTED SPECIES. t'AP 146G 
CC lcl I :::: 1, NSPEC fi/lP hHi 
---·------·····-...-·· 
161 CC~TI~Uf flAP 1490 
GC Tr: 141 I"J3P lSGO 
-----y'fl-Fs·;;-PVSl"Lf·-T-,ToN I - • t;rre.-------------------------vJ!v-T510-· 
GC TO 141 flAP 152G 
C PRI~T CUT rEACER, CATE flAP 1530 
----.-os-w~n 1 r-r3-;·Tecr-ITTI[ E ( P. ) , ~T- A·p----;_·; L:·c·-· 
180 FC;<~·AT tl~l,lSA-4) t'J!P 1550 
C IF PRI~Tl~G SECCNC MAP, eRANC~ TC PRI~l PRCPER HEADER "~p 15~0 
-------·--n:--,·i=Ciis··r)--(Oi1TTE5 -v/l-y-T51D ... 
C PRIXT ~fACER l'tP 1580 
\·; R -ll E ( 3 , 1 e 2 l fl /l P . 1 ? 9 0 
--- --Ttf:t-(c-R ;.'".\Y--t ·n::-:r~-in"":i:-;·r:~TitffR-llt=CCITI.:C1 I C t\ S 1'"7\Ltni<TI\b'l-- ----v"/l·P-1 "6to·-
GC TG 187 t1 AP 1610 
185 hRITE !3t1Ec} (INSCCT(/-',lC),/'-':::1,6) 1'/lP 1620 
--------yi:{(:;-·n~-if;:·.-\1 .. ( i Fi77 e:c;q~ f:tTE-s-::>tTTt ~--r;·c:\-4-;-r-FCD\D--c-cRTl\G"'l --f·'"JYP-T63D-
187 lf ((fMO.E~.e~O}.ANC.CEYR.CC.U~RJ) GC TC 195 ,AP 1640 
\-;RITE {3, lEE) p:--~(J,()Y!{,(.YfJ,!.2'1'R 1"/IP l6SO 
-··----·--fif8--rCRV:tr( ,--r-, -c;·sx-~-f2-~17r-;-T2-;-1-TfiRC"CGli-t;T2-;-rJ'T9T2T ~v-1-660-
GC TC 205 t'~P 1670 
____________ 1 ___ 9_·c "'_..,, __ ~f) !T [ ( 3. 1 c; e ) 8~10' f) 'y ~ "~ p 16 e 0 
t 
C 1 i· f L :. .S 1 S T !{ U f. t P R I N 1 E G , G C T C P R I t\ T S E C C t\ C • t-' ~ P l 7 C 0 
20~ IF iF(ASTl GO TO 2'iC t'AP 1710 -----------------------------
146 
·----------------------------
C RCUii~E TC PRINT FIRST ~~p 1'/IP 1720 
[C 230 K = l,7C t'/JP 1730 
____ C_C.A.t-."-___ S u_ f,_R C L T.F~ L.£..CJ~ __ Y_iU NT I.~G. . .J1Ll_l,._l1_L_Q_f___t~-----------------.:fl ~ P _1 7 4 0 
C~LL SC~AP (KI I'AP 1750 
212 CC 225 J..::: 1,114 1'/IP 1760 
______ _j..t:__{_.e_ T_t\ _u~ (_K , J_) __ • -~<:;_._j::J__Q) ____ T_Q_)_?_ 5 I' ~-P __ !_?_ 7 (J _ 
IF (PH,Ur-'(K,J).GT.3'd PTfiCr'(K,J) 34 
IFI"T(3)-= SKIPN(J) 
___ ~_n R l.If: __ 0uJ.-~tJ _ _i3 __ Q.f__ __ c_:Q_L L E~.JJ..!:=i:!..~--t'~_llf _____ _ 
WRITE (3,IFPT) COLPRi'l(PH1LI-'(l<,J)) 
2 2 5 c Ct\T p; u [ 
____ 2)_O ___ _c:_C!:~J- !__~_\J-~ 
FLAST = .Ti.U.~E. 









_________ (_( __ T_( __ _l_]_~--- I' /J P 18 6 0 
C P R p, T S E C C 1\ C MAP ----------.:,..A P-fA c; G . 
240 cc 2'c K = 1,70 l'~tP 1aeo 
-----------~- L.!-: __ ~Li' /'1 E__ i t( l fl A P l a go 
cc 2<i 5 J = 1, 114 ·--------::,..-"' P-f9co 
IFPTC3l = SKIPN!Jl f//JP 1910 
---~- .f _P_, _ _L~J- _ Z E ~i ___ lE _ _(_ C'.:_! -~~ ~_I_I __ o_:~J.- .f_Ei_ S _I~i_l_ _ 9 J: .l. -~-!' -~-~ l_!:_i -~- ~ T ____ fJ_~_£ __ 15. 2 o 
lf C{.NOT.FSPPRS{K,Jl).A~D.(Pl~l~(K,Jl~GT.C)) hRiTE (3,IF~T)RZEHC tJ~P lS30 
C PRI1\T t.STERIK IF SPECIES PRESEI\1. fJAP 1940 
~/IP 1950 
-------fl A fi--1-e; !:;o-
"~P 1970 





5113 WRnE i.h13C) {>:{U,I~h 21 
GC TO 212 
5115 L!rl::Cl 3) 
2 
51!6 L3tlt:C> o:(n,.I=l, :n 
GC TO 212 
--·-··--·-s-r11--\~-;r~·r c .. ·r3·;·nn-l;rcTr;-r:::r;-J-i 
GC TC·212 
-·------·-----,."···-~~-~·~{3t16C {X{i)tl~l, 4) 
onn I=l 2) 
147 
tiA P$ 350 











GC TO ~12 
5 1 2 2 \~ R I T E ( 3 , 2 2 C ) ( X ( I ) , I = 1 , 3 ) 
_____________ G_C __ T_C __ 2 12 _________ _ 
5123 h'~ITE (J,23C) 
(C TO 212 
(X( I ),I=l, 
( X ( I l , r = 1 , ______ 2J_2_i_EG_I_T_F.:__!3 __ , 2 4 c l _ __o,...:....;_;__~ 
CC.TC212 
5125 ~RITE ( 3, 2~G) 
__________ G_C __ TC __ £1.? __ 
5126 WRITl (3,2tC) 
CC TG 212 
----~ll_7 __ ~·i R U :: _ (_3 _, __ 2 7 C ) 
GC TG 212 
5123 ~RITE (3,2SC) 
______ (_. ~(__?_12 
5129 v1RIT!: (3,2SC) 
















___________ }"'A p s --60 0 
fl/lPS 610 
fJ/lPS 62C 
fJ/IPS 630 --- -··----·--
t'A~S 6<1G 
fJ/lPS 650 







1-'APS 720 ----------------· ---·--·- --
f'lt>PS 730 
-----~-LlQ__~~l.~:_~_L~_,~lli_j} <I l, I= 1, 3_) ___________________ _ 
flAPS 7~0 
f'/IPS 7SO 
-----,.,-/1-P·s--::(6-o-GC TC 212 
5131 i-i;:;!ITE (3,31C) (X(l},l=J, 3) 
____________ g_L_I_G_ __ ?_l_? 
5132 hRifE (3,32Ci (X(l),1=1, 5} 
(C TC 212 
(X(J),t==J, 2) 
5 l 3 '• Vi R I T E ( 2 , 3 4 C l ( X C I ) , T = l , t. ) 







",6 p s 8 11 (; 
----5-i 3 s --~JRT r-r:-<3~ 3 s c_l_<_x_C r 1 , r =1~-2-~-----------··-·--·- -----o------ -·-·-t'/•PS B50 
c.:c TC 212 
5136 hRITE (3,3cC) (X(I),I=l, 2) 
t'/lPS 860 
t'APS B70 ___________ t_C_T_C __ 2_i2___ t-~ ~ p-s-crBG-
5137 t;RITE (3~37C) (X(I),I=l, 3) t'/lPS 8SO 
--------~_c __ I g __ 2_1 2 ,.. A P s 9 o o 
S 13 8 h RITE ( 3, 3 e G ) (X ( I l, I= l, 3 l fl,fps-g·io-
GC TG 212 ~~PS 920 
5 1 3 9 h'::: IT t ( 3 , 3 S C.....:)~(_X_:(_:J...:..)...:..':_::_I =--=--1 ~' --=--2 ...:..) --------------- t-' A P S 9 2 0 - -----~--,.--c·- i 12 ·-----oi' A r::·s--9-";o-
5140 1-iRIT£ (3,4CCl (XC I ),!=1, 2} ~APS 9'J 1} 
GC TC 212 V~PS 960 
----ffi~R"Tft-C3-;i~Tcl0;T1i-;1-=-;-l-,--;:2:;-;l;----------------------.v:-::;p-s97c! 
GC 1C 212 flAPS 9e0 
____ 5_1 't 2 kfL~-t-~}f~~C l (X <:_:_I ..:...l ~'..:..I_= ..::...1...:..' ---=.2_:>___________________ ~ ;-~-}-l~-~ ~ 
~ 1 t, J \~ 11 n E ( 3 , L: 3 c l 1 x < 1 > , r = 1 , 2 } 
_________ _c_r;_rc __ 2 __ 12 
5 i 4 't r: K IT E ( 3 , t; ~ C ) ( X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 2 l 
(C TO 212 
-------~ !_~2_ _ __\; __ ~_!}_E_ ()_,_~!.C) (X ( I l , I= 1, 3 l 
t~l TC 212 
~ 1 <, t. h ~- I T E ( 3 , ~ t C ) ( X ( I ) , . I = l , 2 ) 
CC TC 212 ---------------- ---··- -----~------
S ~ :, ? )·; ;-: 11 C I 3 , <. ·7 C ) ( X ( l ) , I = 1 , 3 ) 
cc Tf: 2 12 
_ _______ 2}.~-~---\:-: ~_l _I_~ ___ ! __ ~~'- 11 E C ) ( X ( I ) , I= 1, 4 l 
rc -rc 
5 1'. CJ \: r~ ! T t: 1 3 , •1 s c l (X(ll,I=lt 5) 
_______________ G.f __ !J~. 2 12 
fo!/1F.>li)l0 
i"A~SlJ20 
------------------- ~>' t·r·s-fcl j(j-
vt.Pslc4c 
fJ,\f1S 10')0 







,., i1 r·s-fT2_b_ 
f1 A PS l L~~j 
tJIIPS1140 
149 
:,1~0 H!<ITE (J,5CCl (X(ll,I=l, 3) ti-~~--P-!.-rf:..o­
t-~APSll60 GC TC 212 
'J 1 5 1 i·i R I T E ( 3 , 5 1 C l ( X ( I l , I = 1 , 2 ) fl f:t P S 1 1 7 (J 
---------~E-Y~2)~-~- ~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fj~S11~~ 
5 15 2 \I R IT E ( 3, 5 2 C I ( X ( I l , I = 1 t 2 ) fl s". P S 1 l 9 0 
GC TC 212 flf:tPS12CO 
----sis 3 -w-RTf E-·-,3-~ 5 ~ c ) ( X ( I ) ' I= 1 t 3 ) ti/J-r; s 1 2 l u 
(C TO 212 ~APS12~0 
__________ _?!_54 -~_BJT~ ___ (}_t _ _?~_f__)__~-~1 }, I=l, 3) ·---------------- t'/IPS1230 
GC rc 212 ti-A-PSl"i4J--
5 1 5 5 \~ r< I T E ( 3 , : : C ) 
(C TO 212 
---5 1 !> 6--~ -RT (~~-- ( 3 , 5 c G l 
CC TO 212 
5157 ~H~ITE (3,57\:.l 
(X(l),I::l, 








-----------ct--Yo-2 12 ---------- I" A-~~-Cj G :;-
sl~s ~RITE (3,5eC) 
GC TO 212 
-------5T~ 9 ~Tfff'CE--( 3, 5 ·; c J 
GC TO 212 






---vt; vs- r:r2 :;-
fJt·FSl3tio 
5 16 0 ~-; R I T E ( 3 , t C C ) i" A P S 1 3 5 J {X(I},l=l, 4) 
------ (T-rc-~-r£ ---·v/l P STj 6 c-· 
5161 \~R!TE (3,C:lC) (X(l),l=l, 5) t'/lPS1370 
CC TC 2:2 fiAF$1380 
----5T62\-:f<T'TT-\ 3, c~-CT-Txcn-;-r= 1~-,- --v-A"FST3"SO---
GC TG 212 t'APSl~CO 
516? hRITf 13d:3Ci (X(l)tl=lt 2) l'llPSl4i:J ----·----·----c c··nr-i-ri_______ --------------.~; --Ar-s1·z;;: c-
Sl64 HRITE Dr64Cl (X{l),I=1, ".) f/APS1430 
GC TO 212 ~~P~l44J 
-----:; 165--~.fif"fn?-( J~c5-(TT;(fTT";l = 1-, -6T -z.r-A?STI1-5C:"-
GC TG 212 f/APS14GO 
5:66 r<RITE (3,(:tC) (X(l),l=l, 2) ,..AP$1470 
-·---------tr.--to-iT2 ,.A.PST4 ~D-
5167 \·IRlTE (3,67Ci (X(l},l=l, 2) fl/lP$1490 
GC TC 212 fiAPSl~CJ 
------3T61f--\=it--rn:·-r3--;nn-TxriT, I-I, 2 -p'flFST5To-
Gc 10 21Z fl/lPS152C 
5169 ~-;RITE U,t-<:IC) (X{Jl,I=l, 4) fo'APS1530 
-------------------------------."P-FS1 :>4:-
~ 1 7 0 i·~ ~ I T E ( 3 , 7 C C ) ( X ( I ) , I = 1 , 5 ) t' /J P S 1 5 5 G 
212 RETLRN f/APS15tC 
·----ro·--F-C !<·;-:: l\1'-fTFc-;-·:-··0:--;-34·-:rl ) V"AP ST57 c-
20 FCR:--·~.H (11- ,3CX, 3.\l,Tt:S,Al} t-'AFS1520 
3 0 F C R -ii ;\ T ( 1 r , 2 t X , 4 A 1 , 1 f.: S , 3 ,\ 1 ) loi ~ P S 1 5 ~ ~.-:: 
--------,~ <f-Ft_H_;;;·t:r-- fTf:--;· ;:-cx-;--~lir,-n:-s·;~·n--;·Tx~7.T1·-----------------------v,.-r s 1 cc c-
5 0 F C I< ~· A T ( 11- , 2 C X , A 1 , T 7 3 , :\ 1 ) t' /1 F S 1 6 l C1 
6 0 F :· fl :• 1-\ T ( 1 1- , l S X , ,\. 1 , T 7 4 , .. \ l l I' A P S 1 6 t ~ 
-·--·----to- Fc_R_ ;;··:. r-rn=----;-rr-.;-.-2 ~,-r; rr s , ~Tl Yll F s 1 :::.·3 ;:;-
e C f C ~ ~· !• T ( 11- , l t X , 1\ 1 , l 7 '5 , f\ l ) fJ A P S 1 6 '· 0 
9 0 F C R ~· 1\ T [ 1 i- , 1 ~ X , A 1 , 1'1 'J , 2 5 .'\ 1 ) t' t. P S 1 .:_, 5 0 
··- ----·---f::f\)--F C R ;i",'\ T-T U--, il:;' X-;-AT~- TTC c-;-n --.,.,-i3 ·p ST6 t .J-
130 FCR,'-'/IT (11- ~l'1X,Al,T1Cl,All f.IAP$1670 
l 2 0 r C P :1 A T ( 1 t- , 1 :, X , .'I l , T 1 C 2 , 2 i\ 1 ) t' A P S 1 b F: 0 
------T.fJ--((;;,'-·:\ 1-. -<T'F"--;-i-S""x-;;.rc,-rTC4-;-:~T1 --------------l-i"f;T•S ~(:so-· 
1 4 0 F C g r: ;-, T . ( 11- , l (· X , 2 i\ 1 , T 1 C 5 , /\ l ) t-' .~ P $ l. 7 C .J 
_________ _!_50 _!_C_R_V_!:_!_( !_1-__ , _1_2_X_, 2_~~ 1, 1 l C t, A 1 i ~A P S 1 "!; 0 
150 
·------j"{;-0-FCR~AT--(i~·,-2-C-X-,-A-1-, -,-1-C 7, 2 .'\ 1 l f-1 A PS-f7To-
l 7 0 F C R :.o AT ( 1 r , 2 1 X , 2 A l , 1 l C S , ;\ 1 l f" I• P S 1 7 3 0 
______ l_c~_O_f_C_R y_:,l ___ ( 1 r , 2 3 !_,_3!\ 1_,_ T 1 l C, 2,\ P S l 7 4 0 
190 FCr>l1 t.T (l!-- ,25X, ld,Tlll,2Al PSl-15 
2 0 0 F C R i-' A T ( 11- , 2 (; X , A l , T 1 1 3 , 1'\ 1 ) f" /l P S 1 7 c 0 
-------~-~ Q _ _f(..8_~·_:._t_( __ l_t:: __ , __ 2_L_?:_, __ tl __ l_!_]_l_l_~_!l~ 1) ------------,--------------_:_fl.:_/. PS 177 
220 FCRVAT {1~ ,2PX,Al,1115,2~11 ~AF$1 
2 3 0 f C R ;' A T { 1 i- , ,2 ~ X , t. 1 , 1 1 1 7 , ;_. l ) i' A P S l 7 ·; 0 
_______ ?!!_9 __ ~_c___R_~0I __ LLt:._ __ _!_?__f!.~L.!.lJJ.f.! 2;\ 1 i ttt.PS lf:C: 
2) 0 F C R f·' A T . ( l r , 2 S Y, t1 l, 1 1 "2. C, 1\ i. ) f"' A PS 1 6 1 
260 fCP~AT (11- ,3CX,Al,T12l,~l) f"AF$1220 
_______ 2_1_Q __ £~_R_:~_~_T ____ UG 3 _l_~_!_}_1_, _ _T__l_]_2 't. 1 ) t' t. PS 1 ~! 3 0 
2e0 FCRVAT { lr ~31X,Al.Tl23,Al) f"f.P$124( 
290 FCR:-'/.T (lr ,32X,Al,Tl24,2;\l} t'/.PSlCSG 
-----~i_Q_f_C_.Q_:~_t::r__l_ll~_.!)_3_!__!_?_!~1-.!.l . .!. ~ 5 t_:_\) l f.' A P S 1 ~J, 0 
3 1 0 F C R :·· A T ( 1 !- , 3 5 X , A 1 '~' T 1 2 3 • 2 ...\ l } ,.:/; P S~ 1 i ~ I 
3 2 0 f C R ~· A T { 1 i- , ~ t X • 2 A 1 , T 1 2 C , J :, J. l f" /.. P S 1 3 2 0 
____ 3 3 0 F c R ;.; 1\ T { J f- I ~ 2 X' f, 1 ' T l l s ' :. l ) ,. f:. p s 1 ":< •; •J 
3 4-o-fc_R_:::t~ rT·1-~~3 :;x-,2 ~ l-,-1-Ci 7 ~-iATl________ ,., A P-s-1 
350 FCR~AT Cl~ ,3SX,AJ,Tllt,~l) ~tPS191G 
-----~_60_.Jc~:_"~(I.LJ ... E· __ L~.0 .. ~l_y _ _1_1) J 1 c; c 
3 7 0 F C R :,. ~~ T ( 11- , 4 l X , 2 il 1 , ; 1 1 5 , :,_ l A 
3 8 0 F C P i1 ~ T ( 1 r , 4 3 X, 2 A 1 , T l 1 1~ , ,\ 1 ) fJ /J P $ 1 CJ '1 C 
3 <) 0 F C K tJ AT ( 1 I- , .:, 5 X , A 1 , T 1 1 3 , ,\ 1 ) t" ;., P S 1 c; :: :) 
---~o-CFC"RT.:~Y--i}-~-~-~-5-x-~T~iT 1 2 , :. 1 l ----,.,--/i"Vs-1 s t c-
~ 1 0 F C R 1'1 II 1 ( 11-- , I; 5 X , A 1 , f 1 1 2 , 1\ l ) fl /J P $ 1 9 7 
_____ 4?-_(J _!:_(:~~-;~~_T- •· T ,.. L ;J S 19 (' 
Lt 3 0 F c R :- A T 1 ' 1 '7 ·-;. ~: 
it 't 0 F C R r,. t> T ( 1 t- , •i 7 X, A 1 , T 1 1 1 , A 1 ') f" f. P S 2 C (, :.) 
-----~-2Q __ _f:_~-£~ :~~_T __ C}~~-' ~X, 2/1 1, T 1 1 l , ;, 1 ) ,.. A P S?. J l C 
460 Fcr<;-.:;:.T <Ir- ,:cx,:d,TliC,\ll ,.,,-:r·s-i0-iC 
4. 7 0 F C R •'" ld ( H- , 5 C X , 2 .'\1 , 1 1 C S , 1\ 1 l f" /J P S 2 0 3 C 
4 8 0 F C R :.; A T ( 11- , :. 2 X , 2 t.:~ 1 , T 1 C 7 , 2 A 1 ) f' A P S 2 G t.. C 
------~"-9-oF"CP.-::i:.Y--u-::-··------ ----------··-· ----------,;--~p-s-;·050 __ _ 
500 FCRV~T 11~ ~A?52J60 
r< /lPS 2G-t 
' ' t 
~30 FCR~AT (1~ ,~tX,Al,TSS,2~1) t'APS2G90 
;.40 f-Cxr"AT (lr· .57X,:..l,TSE,2Al) ___________________ _ 
---·--;sc--F"c-R::z;----CYf...--, s7x ;·t:T;=rc;-s-~31-T) t-'/l?S21GO Vi>PS21T~.,.--
5 6 0 F C R 1·' A T ( 1 r , 5 7 X , A 1 , T S 4 , .'.. l ) 
5 7 0 F C R :1 AT ( 1 f- , : 7 X , :... 1 , i S 3 , ,'J.. l ) 
------ -52·o-Fc--p~·7j_f_ n-~ -s-?~~o:-;::. t ,1s·c··;·;-i~-I-r·------
s9o FCR~AT {]~ .~~X.Al,TeP,?Al) 
twt.-PS2l20 
t'APS2130 
----------- .., ti"i:>$-21 i,~"c,-
,., t..P$21 ·::: 
tJ;\f.$2'1[.0 , -:··-~.--;--.:._. _________ ..:._,. __________________ ,_....:__ s:·z·I-, ::;· 6:;o Fern: ----- -·- --·--·---~ 
610 f C R:·· 
620 FCR~AT ( 1~ ,t2X,Al,TE3,A1l ~APS2l~G 
(lr ,::;;_x,t..11lf? .\ll r.~PS21SG 
·c-Ri-1-~·;·r---r·i-~--;T~~-f~\T-; , , , 
t; 50 F C r< 11 t. r C 11--- 1 f:: : :<, ;\ i , T 7 [ , j_ 1 , 1 X , 4 t. 1 1 
--------~~60 Fcp,v_4f { Ii- ~ t. 3X, A l, 117,:, ll ___________________ _ 
o -;o ____ ((R·: .. :. -i-Tf~i-3:wT;r"~-r;-:~-i l 
r) 2 0 F C. R ~·· ,\ T ( 1 f- , t :1 X , A l , T 7 f.. , ~ l ) 
b~O F[R~~T ( 1~ ,f5X,hl,T13,3Al) 







----f! f; ;:·:..; -i~ (.:;--
flAP$2270 
151 
HISTOGRN1 REPORT PROGRAM 
152 
----------c-IT1s-rxt-t;{fi~~TN1s A -~~--rs-rc-c;;::,~--t.. c f:A-Tf-vt-furs·rs;-;..-rj H fl-s-cTcE-CF •- rsr--r( 
C PERCENT OF SPCCIES R~CL~SlEC I~ CCLLECliC~, lCTAL ~L~eER CF ~IST 2( 
C S P E C 1 E S , C !< i'. t_; i" i', F:: R 0 f R ::; C L L" 5 T :.; G 5 P E C I f S P ~ R T P A P C A Y • T i- ;: f I t' E ~ I S T 3~ ·----c ------e-~ s-1-s- ,..-.~-\:-ec :::fj:; r-~:-;-~.-{r":"t;--;--c·.~- z,-~-Y--i-o--:\(~-fl\r r:· t<v::t:·s-:-n=--c-.rrt.-y--c~r-~:-R \r;rc.::ys·r--4 c 
C I S S P E: C I F I E L: , Tf, n P .\ G t S i"' I L L ~: E P R I i\ T C 0 , \-. I T H 1 2 C ~ Y S Cf, U1 C H ~ I S T 5 C 
C P/lGE. Et.CI- Rf:PIJP.T 1S s~t:CIFIC FC~ A Ct:tntdi\ id ... !<B[R CF Yf:,qs, /1 J--IST 6( _____ c ___ R"A"i\Gf:--CF-s;JI"cTc_s_, -AG-1\-~-:-;-·ccc-L::: c nc;:;-~., t:: fHTC~-t.-c-E~TA-y~--:~-TTR-~~c-n;;::r--;-Frs-T--7( 
C At\ C A ( I V E ~ A R t; A i't 1 T H f ;~ T r E S l 1:,. T t: • i- I S T P. C 
C C ~ ~ Y C ~ E S U 2 ;:: l: Li T 1 ~ J t i•• U S T t: c I '; C LL C E (~ , T H [ R E J\ 0 R S l a R C L TI ~' E • T h I S ~ l S T Si C 
-----y---R-r:"'fiTRt\·s-·-u:--:1:-criC;-fC"rl['~ccT~cr:-::>-c~-;;:-rH"E"--:-o-A"r-c-r::-ccr-~-c·(~~-rFc:-F·r~-s-T--3o-~IsT-I cc 
C V~RJAeLES I~ INFO, A~~ lhF R~CC~CED SPECIES A~O THEI~ CCL~lS I~ ~IST llC 
C SPEC ANC SPfC~T. ~~EN E\C-CF-FILE IS REACbEC THE VA~IAELE FE~CF ~IST l2C 
C TrE f'AIN VAR u~t'LtS- OF lNTcKEST :.::u: 1-:IST 140 
C T I T l t - IC t :\ 1 1 F Y I N G I ~; F ;J ;( i ... ~. ri C ~; F C R El\ cr~ P R C 2 l E l' r 1 S r 1 50 
-----r-·--P"/ix:~c--=-TF!.RTY- s!)TcTP¥T\;-~·-:·,:Yf.vC:f7"-~~LP-8E_R ___ tF-;:Y/~-Y-S~tTC:R- to c ~' r h !- rs·r-r6o 
C ~CCUM - ?R~AY SPECIF~I\G lCi~l ~L~BER CF CAYS CF YEAR PASSEC 2Y ~1ST 170 
C E~C OF EAC~ MONTi- ~IST lPO 
---c:---cNf[.v.·-=--R-uiTr;:uv--Alfc t'-\x! ~-'.L:! \.:L r c ccc:d-T"K"CF-dE(~s •- rs11~:;-o 
C SPEC l r'i - 1-' I~~ I;.: U 1-1 A ii C ! · .'. X 1 ~· L 1-' \ :.L l C S? [ C I E S I C S • i- IS T 2 G 0 
FCR ~CCL!Ll~TI\G lCTAl ~L~~ER CF RECC~CS hiTbi~ ~1ST 210 
-----Frs-r-2"2 ·:) 
C ZCTVAR - ARRAY FOR ACCL~LLATI~G PERCE~TAGES, ~U~BE~ PER TRAP CAY, ~IST 230 
C OR TOTALS FOR Ft~CI- Tit'i: P·:~ICD. l-IST 2 110 
C Cf\TY- AR~U.Y ;::;F COUHlc: :::.c .• ;..tS1cG FCR .REFCRT ~,HEI'. FE~'i SPcC!FIEC rlST 26() 
C ~ET~~- hRR~Y CF NA~ES OF ~:l~CCS UF CCLL~CTICh riST 270 
---·-c---·l\-1-t-~~-:.--·-;:Rrrf.y-(fFi'~71f:1-CS_C_F~\-rT:f.i,'(-T ;:,.-~~ n---· FTST_2_8-iT 
C CF~T - FC~t'~T FOR ~RITING ~C\1~ ~A~E C~ I~TER\AL HIST 290 
C IFPT - FCPYAT FGR TGTAL AT 1C? CF OAR ~1ST 300 
-- --t:--A'F"iJ 'r--=-·n_:inn;t- nTrf---Frs-n,;-c-~-& _.... £-::. ;,.-, -.,_._,...-------------------~~-........ t ~-1"3'1 o-
c PFrT - FCRVAT FOR PERCE~T C~ ~L~3ER PER TRAP CAY AT TCP CF BA~ ~IST 320 
C ZPRNTh- :.!~RAY INClCATI';G R~L.:TI\E. HF~IGHT (l THRCLGH 50) C.F EACH hiST 330 
-------C----------cF-TFt---T~~-~cv·E-FIS.TCT;:.:I:l-2;-.'~"S-------- -FTST-341:1--
C S K I P - ARRAY ~' 1-:0 S t E l E..~;:_: n S !. ~'- E A S S I G 1'. E C 1 C 11-· E F C R tv/! T S 1 ~ T E tt E ~ T S ~ IS T 3 5 G 
C TO ~~KE T~EM SPEC£FIC lC liVE P~RICD aEI~G CC~SICEREC. 
----c---vcr~·-n-:s--=---:r~:-rfz;y-u-F--t~,-c~TF~T}·'C::S ____ _ 
C ZBL,ZREC - ~CCU~ULATC~ ~~TRiC2S 





-------t-·-----iT"Fi-:.-r-c£_(_P_lT1-f,TTP!{-;:;q::,--n_;-r:~oTGrTCIC"P-CF""hTS"TCG"K:l:.·-s~ t-l H -FTST-,t-::;J-
GIVE~ TIME PfRICC ~l$T 1;10 
( B~0~,2C~~,EPCM,EC~~- ~~~~YS CF 2EGIN A~C E~C ~(~TH A~C CtY FCR ~1ST 420 
----c------:---EifC1--Yl-~-E--n~-~C;'\-v·-:.·l1-:::--R-tVC::,--r:-------. i- TST-i.;-3"0 .. 
C . ~ Y R S - i' U ~~ e f R 0 1~ Y !=: :.. R S C C v :: ;! E 0 t_'. 'I' R E PC R 1 t· I S T 4 't 0 
C ~W~ - V~Kih5LE SCT TO -l IF ~~ILY l~T~RVAL RECG~STEC, 0 IF hEEKLY,~IST 450 ------ ·c-------c· n:·-y.::c,~-~--fFC'i'- ------------FTSI4-E:r 
C FCAY- f/1LSF. IF CAllY RCPGRT M;D 1'1\0 REPCR1S TC BE FRlr\TEC TRUE ~1ST 47J 
c CT~rn~ISE · ~rsr 4eo 
----- c----FC.ff~-;-tc"ti i"r---=-trt:·c·n~-:-.i\70C.':c--c:.-v < 1 - ::rc?l-TF~"ET'C?, :lsl--,~go--
l: f;r:L- Vll~l~P.LF. SFT fO -1 If \-rCU: STl\TF 11\CLLL.EC, 0 IF FEn t-IST 500 
C C CUr..: 1 [ f S , 1 l F U ~ i: L :, t; C :-n~ S C L R C E A l< c l\. • r l S T 5 l 0 
·c·- ----;,.-ccr--=.---~,!Ji .. Ccf.!--GF ____ CCC!~ n ::·s-·r\CL~CCEl:-TI\-rH:: PCK"T___ FrST-? 20--
C ARC - V~~IteLE SET TO -1 IF ~LL SPECIES l~CLLCEO, 0 IF ~ R~~GEt ~1ST ~30 
C A~C 1 IF G~[ S?rCIES ~1ST 540 
-- c ·------e-re-; (Yt-.=- e-CGT:-.-;-:~-5~0--~; .-c-r-,:;-~:C:• -2~~--s--rc:-r; t--11\-ClTGt;D1-;\!FiTS""7TVOr--~-TST-"5"5 n-
r 'TPT·- V~RIAeL~ SET TO -1 IF LSI~G SCALE CF ~l~BER FER TRAF CAY, rlST ~60 
C 0 I f S C •' l F. 0 F ? [ ~~ C E \ T , 1 I F S C A l E C t= 1 C T :t L • t- I S T ? 7 0 
----------~~-------------~---.~----
153 
C PET!- H t 
(. AT T R ;\ C - I f PART i C L l .\ ;{ t. 11 i~ A C L'\ N 1 R t C u: S T E C t 0 All l--IST 5<10 
....... _____ c _____ ~-n-_ r c l-f __ ::-__ r:.r T HJ_c __ ~tt:J.~.r: .:.. ... -.. ·--····· ..... :....:.: .. :·.·--------~~-~--:"------·-·------------·---'· 
C t-.1- ICl-.6 - ATTH/•CTA.'ll IF ' .. '.TT;.{AC' IS l 
C lFllt CATA FILE l--IST 
I(;\ 




' ' ' C 1 i" H\ S I 0 N T IT L [ ( 1 S ) , t-' :uU·' 0 { 1 2 ) , t:' C C L; i•'. ( l 2 } ., C i\ T L r< ! 2 l t S r E C L :"' ( 2 } t-IST 7'-10 
C/!Ttl 
1 ff'T t I 
SKIP/ 1 1 1 r ., I 4 !t \ ' t 
' ' ' ' 'PLAS 1 ,'T1C ','C.\i\C•,•py T', 1 KAP 
' 'WING',' 
, ' ' 












!·IS T 1040 
154 
~'~ •vt:t-I','CLE •,• •,• •,•eL.Tcs-;-·-oTKG•,• •,• •,t-rsrrr,·cr 
e • L 1 c 1- • , • r A 1 • , ' N I G • , ' t·. T • 1 r I s r 1 1 t: o 
c " T /) p c N T t- s I I J .\ t ' ' N L ,'\ :< I r I 'r' I ' r I s T 1 1 7 0 
-----·------1-----------,-r~::s-•--;--':~c:\r:: ·--;·-, '1---:------------------------:--.. rsr n 2 J-
2 M','f.RCH',' 1 , riSTllSG 
3 A1 ,'PRIL',' '• riSTl2C::J 
---ts -,-;•n~r"'-.-;-. , .-IsYr2-l)-
s • • J','LNE •,• •, riST1220 





Au I , , c-cs·T.-;-•· • , t- rs rY24 ;:;-
' s E P • , • 1 E ~-" e • , 1 ;: ~~ • , t- 1 s T 1 2 s ::) 
OC 1 l 1 TG3E 1 ,tt7_ t-IST12L,') 
-------~.--- • r~ov • , • t::--.6 t•-;-·-R • , t- rs-rT~r-(~-
e • CEC','t:~BE','~ 'I t-IST122C 
1\fiLE = 9 
------·--f ffE:tT--~-;;:.;-c-·r "T1t c E s s r r r L c A R o 
J-IST12'10 
- .. ------FlSTT3::o-
5 REAC (l,IC,F~C = 2CllCE~T,(ii1LE(I-'),P=l,l9) 
10 FC~r-'AT {2Ct-'-<} 
-----fz-fr-n-(1:-~T-:-~-C ~'(I TL) GC TO '~ C 
I f ( I C E: ~ f • E C • ! H~ I l G 0 l 0 S C C 3 
riSTL:slC 
t-TSTl320 
--------t=TS T r~ 3 T. 
t-IST154C 
'•; ~ I T F ( 3 , l 5 ) 1 C E :·J T 1 ( 1 I T l E ( :~ ) , :.' = i , 1 1:1 l 1- I S T 1 3 S C 
---------15Tc-R-tJAT-TTr~-~~-i-.-;-Lc-i~''_'_'7'-r:.;,c~-'CT.-rf;:m--~HE--RTlTiL~-;rkC;K"tCT1~Q-t:c. Fr.:.T-Cf~--~ 
1 PRCELEf-1 E:-.;c~f.'.' l I-1ST137:J 
C RCUTt~E TC REJECT PRC2LE~ I-1ST13EC 
--------r?-"ffEti_t_n:-;--fc, c.\: = 2 Cl-CD E r.-r;(fl-T ~:: ( ·"')-;1~-;-Tg~----·---------..-TS Tl3~ ~-
18 IF ( ( ICE i\ 1. E C • I IT L ) • 0 K. { 1 D c r\ T. f C ; I F \I i 1 G C T C 1 2 r. IS T l '· C C 
G C T C 1 7 1- I S T i_i, 1 J 
------26---;;;:rrr 'E-( -3;-i~-r ·-------------------Fna·f/;2 .J"--
25. FC::<:-'AT ( 1 FlNl CARC o.•iiTTEO.•) t-IST143:J 
GC TC ~C03 1-IST144J 
--------7;o~-~-rn:--r3-;L;:-f-rrrrc ::n-:,-..:'= r~-p;) FISTF, s :r-
4 5 F C R ~ A T { 11- 1 , 1 '-:i A .; l 1- I S T 1 11 6 :.; 
R b"' C ( 1 , 5 G l I r E :·; T , S U 8 I D :'i , ;-,; Y K S , C l , !.t 0 , 'f ~ t ( ~ H C l E ( P )', t< :-: l , 2 0 ) ~ t S T l 1t 7 ) 
--------S'Cl-·-Fr;f:i~"i-f-(i; 4-~--Tl;-::.·3~~C2-;TT;L rt::~ =-tST~i 7, 2 <J---
C PRCCESS C~Tl CA~C ~ISTlC.SC 
lf (lCE~T.EC.CATFl GC TO tC hTSTl5CJ 
-------h-fffT c· f 3~ ·;:;Tr;.-~CTFf::r~-=--1,-~Cl 't-1SIT5T0-
55 fCR~AT (31- ',2C~4,lh' I' E~CCL\TEREO ~HERE DATE CARD RECUIREC. P~~IST152~ 
l(ELH' E:'liCEC.' l t-1STJ53J 
--------c;t--Tt--TC- 1-TSITS ~,:;--
C 0· E C ~' F C i< V A L I C ; , 1_. ~· '2 E R. 0 F ':' r: A~ S t· I S T 1 5 5 ~ 
6 0 I F . ( >: Y :< S ) f::. 5 , f: "'" , 7 C 1-· 1 S T 1 :- !:: ;) 
·--·--- -65-k~rer~::-- tT;-t? l -F1 S Ti.'::.7:i-
6 (: l U~ :-' ~"- T ( ' r; ~~ ~ :.:; CR. 0 F 't' t: t.f\ S S P E C I r H: D o, 0 A 1 E C A R C f' U S T e E P C S IT I V E • t- I S ll. 5 '-<' 
t-IST1S90 
---------------.-TSTYEC:C-
70 IF (~UriC·:~t:~.:.~,.c.~;) GO TO S5 t-tST16lC 
IF CSUeiC~4EC.~?El GO TC fl J-IS1162C 
----------------·rF-·-rsu2 IC~-;c;·c:c·.i-fl_G_OIO_t_C---------------------- ·rTSTl£>jQ-
~RITf (J,7:l t-lSTlt-40 
7 5 c: C R :--' :, T ( • fl', I L ::; C 10 I:~ C· l C : .. T E I F r. ~ \ T C A 1 l Y , ~ E E K l Y , C R ~· C 1\ T h L Y e 1.: E .flt- IS T 1 6 5 (; 
··- .... ______ fi{c't:~R·:-··vRc·r:-cc~·-c\ r:rc:-·-r ---Fr ST1 E t. ~-r-
c;c TC 11 ~ISTlt?O 
-··- ---~-- ~_t~ C C ( S S C /1 1 L Y I~~ T t r:: V :\ L ?- E C.: L E S T 1- IS T 16 f 0 
~a C ,, V~---=-1 l--TSTT6-S c-
~CIV= 24 hiST17CO 
FCtY ~ .FALSE. ~IST1710 
--- --· ·---------------------------------
(C TC e.:~ 
C F~CCESS WEEKLY l~TERVAL R~QUEST 
.. - -----· _____ 8_ 1 __ [ 1\_~ __ :: ___ Q _____ _ 
i\CIV = 12 
B 2 IF ( C tv' C • l E • l 2 ) • AN 0 • U.> C • G E • 1 ) ) G C 1 C 9 C 
----· _, ____ H_5_!·•_f<_I_T_E__j_·,t,_~J l -----· 









s?-Ec r t= 1 E c. TnceT-{v-Et•~-Ts-rY' 2 c;-
risrl:so 
----------~ c:_ _ _T_G__l_]_ ----------··------------
90 IF ((C/l.LI.ll. Cft..(C;\ .Gr.r-·:,X.'-'Ci~Cll) GC TC 85 
--------=.- r s r 1 s co 
rlSTltlO 
ECATE = ~CCL~(~O)+ CA 
____ l_F __ (__f. ~ t:.!J_}..!.~_Lfc:..~.!~_f _ _:: __ fi D A l_L_:!___?_3 _____ _ 
IF {C~~.EC.Cl [CATE =OCATE + 83 
CC TO ltC 
riSTlfi2C 
riSTl£.'30 ·---------.. Ts_r_U: . .;~j-
t-IST1E5o 
-----· -~-f..!~C_<;J_S~ __ }_'_~_l.t!-:.L..l!'>; T E R V M. R EQ U E S T -~------------
95 i\Cl'J = 12 
riSTlf.cO 
---... -i ST-1 F 7 J·-
n. ~ = 1 
. ________ _(A = 1 
t-'C = 1 
er.qE = 1 
____________ Fj:_~l£.._:=_~s __ 5 
100 ~YR = BYR ~ ~YPS -1 






t- ISYi S-3~ 
t-1Sll<J40 
C REAC A~C P~CCESS AREA CARU. ~IST1950 
----------R ~A c-{T~ i i_G_'i'_ Ttf'r"if;s_C_B I Gr~, i~Ct, T, ( c·N T ~ ( N) ;·r\ = l, 3 5) , < ~HC L ~--u;),}--= 1, 20-l-F'Cs-=r-ls 60 
1 1 0 F c R [.1 /1 T ( .,t. L; ' 1 ) r J\ 3 ' 3 c I 2 ' 1 1 f 2 c .v. ) r I s T 1 ·n D 
IF (JCE~T.EC.~REAI GO TO l2C ~IST19f0 -----------h·R-fT_i:"_ ,-3 ~-l·l·s )(-;;~-ci.-tL'-'T;I;;;T~ic}---------------------------- --------·Frsffs 9 ~--
















LC~CTC ~ (CN1YC3) * tGl + C~l)C4) rlST233C 
T 23 0-
r!ST2390 
FCR A SI~GLE ~TST24C~ 
,;,, ________ ~---~-------------~--;------------------------------------------~-. 
((~CNT.tE.6J.A\C.INCNT.GE.liJ GG TC 145 riST2420 
riST2450 
t-IS T 24 (<J 
78'-
riST24~ 
r~ IS T 2'• S 
sc·o-
w r< n E t 3 • 1 s 5 > ( ~-. r- c u: u;. 1 , :.t = 1 , 2 c > r I s r 2 s 1 
155 1• E TEREO ~HERE SPEC C.\RC ~ECt;IRi:C. PRO·IST252 
GC TC lE riST254'J 
r!ST25S:'; 
IF lSUEIC~.EC.C~E) riST257 
~RITE (3,JE~) r1ST252J 
·--··---n;-s-·F~C'ff:·.-·Kr-t .. •·-ft:-·rt:-rc-ru-·prlffrrl"I-PRCPtRl'{\\fiTCR S FECrt:s-:;;-t:~ IE L. P~1."f}! ST2 s·;c·-
ll'i £:\CEC.' l riST26CO 
GC TC 7 riST261J 
17Q ARC = C rlST263J 
1 7 1 I F { C e I C • G E • S ;:'! ;:: C L ~·' { 1 ) l • . C. I H:: .. { t: I 0 • G E • S P E C l iV ( 1 ) 1 • A t\ 0 • ttH C. L E .. S P E C l 1>' ( 2 r i S T 2 ~' 4 J 
---~>···· ~----Tfr~-.rttC:T E"l r;rc-:S?TCC.JT'?TlTGC--·rc-p;'v 1:-rs T2 6 s:-
172 '\RITE (3,115)($?ECUH:·~),H=l,2) t-IST266G 
175 FCR~AT C' C~E S?ECI~S ON SP~C CARD CLl CF AlLChASLE RA~GE •,13. 1 TriS12670 
·----------1c·-" ·;-·- r3·--;,-.. -·?-::rczc::::·.rt::;rr;·r;-r;i-;-rr-- t--TsT2 t ·2 c:-
Gc TC 11 ~IST26SC 
CUEST FOR A SINGLE SP[ClES r1ST27CC 
EIC ::;. eiC 
JFli8IC~GE.SPeCtVCltl.A~O.CJID.LE.SP~Cl~C2ll) GC TC lqo 
·- "'--···--·--n=·--T c-·17 ;----
c PRCCESS RECLEST FCR All SPECIES 
lo!) ~~RC = -1 
, --·---.... ---·--eTc-·:::-··s P £CCVT1, 
f f C = S i) E C U" l 2 ) 
c 






'"""" ... -~ .... -








CC TC 12 
157 
2J_{) ___ I_F __ ( SU e_I C·'~~-· E ·:-.! Ti~ P) __ ~_Q __ ].Q_? ~-~­
IF <SUEIC~.EC.PCT> GO TO 225 
IF CSUeiCJ.EC.TOTl GO TO 222 
t-IST2cc0 
t-IST2~7G 
t- IS T 2 r] 2 G 
-------------------... · IS T 2:; c; C 
t-IST/'9CQ 
___________ t:_~_l_I_E _ _J_~_,_]_l_5 l t_jS T 2') 18_ 
2 1 5 F C i~ ~· A T ( ' F- A I l E C T 0 P R U ? t: P L Y i ~, C I C.\ l E C i\ R t:: R l C A R C ~ H E T h E R t\ lJ !I 2 E R t- I S T 2 '1 1: : 
1 P E R T R A P C A X 0 R P E R C !: i\T 0 F C C l l c C T I C: :; t. A i\ T E C • P R C 8 l c t-' c i\ C c C • 1 ) 1- I S T 2 'J 3 J 
______ ... _______ ( C_TC ___ l·l____ 1- IS T 2 CJ 4 G 
C PRCCESS RECUEST FOR A SCALE OF 
220 TPT = -1 
i'.LI-'3ER ?F.F<. Ti<AP CAY 
_ ____ __________ J_C __ I_C __ 2_;30._ --------------------
1-IST2')5: 
t-JST2S(;Q 
------------_1- l S __ T_?'(lO _ 
C PRCCESS RECGESl FOR A SCALE OF PERCEi\T t-IST2YfJ 
22) TPT = 0 t-1ST2;~c 
_____________ C_C_~G __ 2)_Q___ t- IST3uCC 
C P R C C E S S R E C U E S T F 0 R A S C A L :; 0 F 1 C l A L l\ L !-' S E !:\ C F I r-, S t: C T S C A IJ G H T t- (S -T ~ u 1 0 
226 TPT = l t-IST302J 
2 3 0 £ f ( f ( t-' E T i- CJ C • E :~ • tJ ~~ E l • C K • ( ~· E T f--J C: L ~c.;: • AlL ) l • A,\ 0. ( ( AT T R A C. E C. C 1\ E l • C R • ( td- 1 S T 3 .J3 ;_:; 
----------i11_R_Tc-:-E"c-:.~ t. CTiT_G_o·-r-o--2-L;_c _________________________ .--... -i s r-~--=: ~::.. 
\-: R I T E { 3 , 2 3 5 l t-TST30::0 
______ 2 3 S _ _f C_~ ~_[l_]_ ~£.~~!,._ ~~ __ I_O P R ~~_3__L'f _ _j_!:_~ C I_E_ Y ;., r. C 1 H c r~ __ C i\ [ C R A ll 1-' E T h C C S C R 1- I S T 3 ,_; c J 
1 t T r R A c 1 L\ ;·n s r. AN T E c • r ~ c s L r: ~" t: i" c c: c • 1 l t- I s T 3 : 7 o 
CC TC 17 ~1513020 
________ _? 4 0 __ l_f_ _ _(~'~-S! UJ~.-~~;: :~ S_J~-__!_1_-: :l !l 1 f- I S T 3 o s u 
I F ( il. E T !- 0 C • E C • A L L i ;.· t T 1-lJ 0 C ;- l S T 3 1 c.::: 
1 F ( A T1 R !< C • E C • C ;,, c ) :11 H: /, C r. IS T .?.· l. 1 8 
I F ( A 1 T R 1\ C .. E C • t, L l l A T T k t. C C 1- I S T 3 1 2 v 
. ------------ -ff:((.~rr·-~.:-~\ C:fC~~~4~~ r):-( t. r. ict="!."~ G 1. ~~ ,;·x:.-f1fl-GCT(-21~-----------}-L;"tj -13 c 
(C TO i5~ r1ST3l~C 
245 ~RITE c?,242l A~ICJ-A,~~XATT· riST3l50 
------.z-4T-FcR-:~~\rT•-.&~-zy-Tk~~c=r:::~-nr:--•; 12, • ,.:. s s;:;c:c r r= 1 E-c~Tsrs-c/l-Ri~1::R-fF~Ts-·(J-:(:-·--:-
l A l\ T !- f ,_, A X 11; C :·; /\ L L 0 h E C , ' , I 2 , 1 • P :~ C 2 L t: t• E ;, DE C • ~ ) i- I S T 3 1 7 0 
________ _G_Ll_Q_l_1 t-· I~ T 3 1 2 C 
2SO WRITE (3,2~5) 
2ss rc~~AT <I t.LL PROBLEM C•iRDS \AL rc.' > 
riST31.;c 
t-IST3ZC0 
t-IST321C R C..; I N C li F I L E 
----------fFTLE-,;--~J-(fL E ----------------------.. ,---x-s·r-_,-·z·;z·c 
FE~CF == .F/lLSr. 
_______ C _z t_R_~ ____ tJ_t:_L __ ~~ _c;_ldi:::_~_L AT CR. F I F~l-=-C-=-S _________ _ 
2 t. o c c ;: 7 o 1 = 1 , ,,J c r v 
TCTRECCI) = C 
___ __1_J_SLJ-_(_T_y_t:_ R ( 1 ) = C. 
Af\YR£( = 0 
2€0 TCTCCL = 0 
__________ .:_ _ _Ir_}_s_P(_=: ___ c_ ______ ·--------------· 












_______________ _I_i __ <_r~~c~>-~_c Ju ;cc 
C C t- E C K F C R P i~ C P c ~ C 1\ T E . ------------------------------t-lST333C ~ IS T 3 ::l i; \_1 
A C ,j= I i\ F C ( ? > 
/II"C= Ii\FC(2) --·-- -- --------i·v-~-;---~~ f: uTCi ___ _ 
t CAT E = ~CCL I/ ( A;.- 0 l -+ ,'\ C :\ 
______________ l_f __ C_f-_f_I~T i_~~-c-~3-~~_) __ Gn T0~·--=-2....:.S...:..5 _____ ~------
I F C C.~ t-' ) 2 <; C , "3 C c , 2 S 5 
290 IF CAC~TE.GE.24l GO TU 2S5 
2~2 /ICATE = /ICATE -+ 3f5 
t·IS13.EC 
t-IST33tC 
t- (S 1 3 J 7 C 
t-IST338C 
~·IS T 3 J9 C 





-·--------AVR =AY-R - 1 1- l ST-34-·3·0-
295 lf ((AYR.LT.BYRl.OR.fAYR.GT.EYR)) GO lC 2e0 1-1513440 
IF {(AChTE.tT.RDATE).OR.tADAlE.Gl.lUAlE)) GC TC 280 hiST3450 -----e;·c-TC 3 1_6________ - t- -~ s r"3 4 6 o 
300 JF (ACATE.CE.f4, GO TO 295 I-IST3470 
~0 TG 2q2 1-lST34eO 
--C--WIThTt·~l-f{[j···lifC-ATE RANGE. NOi-1 CbECK FGR CcQ\fy--CR lRA. ~lST)IiCJ0-
·310 IF (~FL) 3~C~32C,34C 1-IST3500 
320 A(!~TY " INF0(6l 1-lST3?10 
------·---c·c·-J3o r-;-·1-;N"tNr v ... ts r·3s2•:.·-
IF (ACf\TYnH:,.cNTY( 1)) GO 10 350 h!ST35JO 
330 CONTINUE I-IST3540 
---- co-1()--it~CY--------· r fST?,S'S0-
340 IF ( .r~C1 .FL fL) GO TO 345 ~IST356L) 
/llAT = (!'.iF0(23) * C::Cl-+ INF0(24) t-IST3570 
------ACcf\-=-CCi~ Fl:ff 2_5l __ * __ Fcl--:tll::Ft':(2 t l ----------··--FT$!"3"5"8 a-
IF ({ALAT.lU.LA1ITCl.AND~IALCN.EC.LCNG10)) GC TC 350 1-IST35SO 
CC TO 220 t-IST36CO 
----··345rF-(TT,Ft:1-:.TT ~ Ec.; .NCNTTliOTO 35C ~-ST3-Glo 
GC TU 220 ~IST362C 
C ChECK T~AT R~CGRC CONTAINS REOLESTEO ~ElHCO A~O ATTRACTt~T t-IST3630 
---356--n=<YE:TFtt::-rc:c-r--tc ro 3£c --n-sr36·;;·o-
I F . t H; r C l 2 1) • E Q • W H l C !-<' M ) G 0 1 0 3 e C t- I S T 3 6 50 
GC TO ;eo ~IST3660 
----~rr-n··r 1 1{7ic-:rr-:rrGt:rTCJ1; ST3 67u 
IF (INF0(22).EO.hi-ICH/I} GO H1 4CC f':IST3680 
CC TC 22C ~IST3690 
-----T.-CFITK-TF---15- ·i-n:-ctnn;hlTRrToS"R:CTFSRT.CURlJt-r:r;-·l:<·FJITTiT-vG"'I'RtPLTrr--FT s·rJTc·cr·· 
. 4 0 0 I F ( N S F l C .. tH • C l G 0 T 0 4 C 5 . t- I S T 3 7 1 J · 
IF OPT) -4Cl,280,4C2 t-'IST3720 
---·---w1-n--TTRFbT1eT:-E\J:·cTGO 10 2c ---~1ST3730-
402 ZPT = C.O t-1513740 
CO TO 4LO ~!ST3750 
--CifECCR-ctitcE=?TEt. I.::TST37f::.0-
405 A~YREC = ANYREC -+ 1 ~IST3770 
~10 IF (TPTJ 43C,-415,4-4C ~JST37EO 
----c-C"ALClJ"Cil1r---p E "f.:l·E-Nit'IT--COTTITITO N ~TST3 79 J-
415 CO 420 I = l,NSPEC t-1Sl3U00 
TCTCCL = TOTCOL -+ SPECNT (J) ~1ST381C 
----~2-o-n-n s? rcrrr:-t·r:-n-TcT-:7,::m-:-c-s-rrrn,.-;-rr:t ToTrlrTs-P~mTC+---.--rs T 3E2 o-
. 1 SPEUH (I) t-!IST3830 
ZPT = (TCTSPC * 1. )/TOTCCL t-lST3F340 
-------·-c-c-ro--~·zo . Tsr3·aso---
c C~LCUL~lE NC~BER PER lRAP DAY ~IST3860 
1;30 if.( J;\FC( lE I.Nt=.C) GO TO '140 ~IST3b70 
---C-REC:trH:·--p CJ fC (---8tl:)iiJSF-~TOP:iTeR-o---r-·nuir-----c"Av~l:T-s"PEl.TFT ED FTST3freo-
ANYREC.~ ANYREC- l 1-1$13890 
CC TO 2PC ~JST39CO 
--c-fFTS---P()f~TTtfC71LS"""EfUS"luTLJTITITrA---n:-TCJ7,"LKG'ITFR CF 11\--sECTS 1-i"S TJ<JTG-
440 tC 45C I~l,NSPEC t-IST3q2Q 
450 If ((SPFC(l).GE.E3iC •• AND.(SPEC(Il.LE.EJDll TCTSPC::: TCTSPC + •·!'"l"3930 
--------1----sf)"Co;rrn-------------- ~-, _, 1) :t4o 
ZPT = TCTSPC ~1ST3QSO 
IF {TPT) 4~5,460,4fC ~IST3g6Q 
4 s S ZPl--;---n-cTq1·C* ___ r: 1 I IN F 0 ( 18-r- -----,-..-. TI3 rn .T 
460 If (CW~) 47C,475,465 hiST39RO 
C NCH ~U~T C~LCULATE IN HHICH TIME SLOT THIS RECCRO E3ELC~GS. ~IST3990 ---
C f"Cl\H-LY lNTfR 
465 RL!IT ~: '"' Af.>;O 
------~66 lCTV,\R ( t<Ct. Tf: ):::lCJTV/\R ( RO:\ TC 
T C 1 rn C U~ C 1\1 F ) = T 0 T R E C ( fW li H 







~~~~-~bll_Y_ l~TlRVALS_ -~~--~---~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~·~-~~-~~~~~~~--~~$14050 
470 R[~Tt = ACATE ST4060 
CC IP '"'(;(: • .. IST4lHO 
___ (: __ \H fKt. Y I'~ I l FV/ILS .... ., __________________ ~--------------·-----~~--- I $14080 
4 "15 R C h T l = ( ( A C A + 1 I S T l: (j 9 0 
CC lC 4ct .. IST4100 
--- ~() __ Q_C_CNllt\U --·-·-----------------------------------------------· ST4ll0 
(C TC 2 ST4~20 
C Ct-:ECK Fer~ t-iC RFCO!~OS SELECTED 
---~5~~Q_SC. __ 51 o I .... 
IF tTf'TfHCl 
510 CU·d lhUE 





5 1 5 f C R :-· /1 T ( ' , i S T 1i l H 0 
lSPfClESt t·IETI-00 s\f~C 1\TPH\CTM:T t-.Ef~f: FCU\0. PRC8LE"' ci\CEC.') t-IST'd90 
C If NG RECGRCS iN FlPST lh[LVE, /\NO DAtl' HRl~~UC~~ RtCULSl~O, GC TC ~l$14200 
___ i ______ Ci="E CK s ECON c -r W[ L VE rr~ T E R "';.·t.•s ~-Cl Ht~-R-hTS·E·,---cc-··rc h [X r. "p R-C e l ~:·,..-:··------~Is T 't 21 J 
IF (CWP) 5J6,~,5 rlST~720 
/; f t-1514230 
_______ .....::....;::;..c;;..__, -----. ··--- ----····-······ 
t IS T 4 2 t;O 
tA = [A - ~AXMO(PO) f iST4?5G 
-~-----~-0 .. _::__ ~ 0 ___ +··-···"----· ·--------·---· ______ •. IS l'•? 60 
CC TC Po r1ST4271 
C ~CW PPI~T ~LACER FO~ REPORT ~1514280 
520 ~RlTE t-IST4290 ----s-is···Fcf<r;AY --=:-:.-;:.:;-,: .. :-:: .. ;-;:-..;..::: . .::_:.........:........._:...:.....:_::_.:._ ____________________ :.- sr4~;oo· 
C RCUTINE TC PRINT CATF. ~IST4310 
If ( C i·ll"' t S T 4 3 2 0 
---c ,.. ct::f~ cv -1 N r r Ld 3 o 
530 EtA = 31 ~IST4340 
El'C = 1 ~IST4350 
-·t c --fiT- 5 
C CALCULATE ENC CAlE FOR CAlLY INlER~ALS t-1514370 
~40 £CA rlST43RO ------------IF ff[. -~~~~~~·~-~~~-~~~~-~~~--~~-~-~~-~-~--~~~-~~~-~~~ )~· 
ECA = ECA - MhXMO(MO) t-IST4400 
Fl'C = ~1 0 -. 1 ;-IST'i4l0 
------------f r · t £ P c • c ·r ~-~ 21 
GC lC ~70 ~IST~~JO 
54 5 E ,, c = t r s T 4 , , o 
----------- r;c ··r o :::--·------------------·-----------,·---------·-= ~ T'' ~ ;cr 
t CALCULATE E~C LATE FOR hEEKLY lNlER~ALS ~IST4460 
55Q l[~ = ~IST4470 -----·-··--r·:, ;.;··---·----------·----------------------------. s r 114 H o·-
s !i 5 1 f ( ( C f• .Lt: • fl J\ X~~ 0 { f3 f>4 0 ) ) C 0 T 0 5 c C t- ! S T l1 4 q 0 
ECA = [A - MAXMO ~IST4500 
-------PfJC--=·-- ---------------------------------- Fl $ T4 ~ l 0-
IF (8,.,0.GT&12) PMO ~IST4~20 
~151453\) 
;~:;---;~---~-;;:------------------------·-----------..; .. ~ s i '• '>tt<). 
C WHITE [ATE t-ISTtt5~0 
_____ _21_9 _ _.!!B_l!..LL~ • 5]_1:_!_~1, fl A, E !:_~_0 A. r IS T 4 '; 6 0 
---57-C ·rc fi riA i ·1 n=:70Tt)cf~-~2~-,-7'-;T2-;-•rP ;{ c LGTJi-;Tz--;tfi;l-2 l 
C hRlTf CUT 1-d·IU- SCI\LE IS oEir~G l:SED 
IF (TPTI '.J7l,'J75,572 
-------5--i 2-W R 1 T l ( J t-5 7 3- ,-------- ----
573 FCRffll (11- ,'TDlhl iJLHBER OF SPeCIES') 
160 





~C TU S79 t--1514620 
---s-{5-~;R-lff-! 3~--SH: I ---FIST4£;;cf· 
57 6 f C R fJ f. f ( 1 b i ' P F R CENT 0 F SPEC IE S I ~ C C l L E"C T I C f\ S 1 ) .. I S 1 4 6 11 0 
CC TC 579 t-IST4650 
--~--5-i-i --W R I i E ( ; ~ 57 E ) --------------·--y IS T '• 6 t G-
~ 1 R F C R ~ A 1 ( 1 r , 1 l'l L r-' R F R P E R i R 1\ P 0 A Y ' I l- I S T 4 6 7 0 
C WRll[ I\LJI1 ~ER CF YEfiRS ltJCLLCED If\ REPnRT, i\~C '1-.HICH Ct-.ES t-'IST't680 
-------5"-7 9--- ff: ___ Tr~ v R s-~-Fc-:--11-c-o--To·--~Ti_________________ ---------rt s r 'l 6 s cJ 
· W R IT E. { 3 , 5 E C ) NY K S , B v R , E 't' f~ J- I S T 4 "f C 0 
580 FCIHAT(li-+,Tl04tl2,' YtAgs ff\CLLOEO 19'tl2t 1 - 19 1 ,12) .. ISI4710 -------- ---c c ---f c ~ e9 ___ ---------- ---- ---------------------------------TI ~ r 4 1 2 o 
~Bl wRllE (3,5E5) NYf<S,RYR flST4730 
~' 8 5 F C P r·' ~~ T ( 1 1- + , T 1 C 7 , I 2 , 1 'f E fl R T N C L L 0 E D - 1 S ' , 1 2 ) l- I S T 1i 7 1t 0 
---c--wRI"ft wF ICF Sf1-Et-iFS--A~-C-1TfcTCDE"I:-Tr\Tt:n:-REPC:-f'ct FT5l47SC( 
S89 Ir (hqU) 5SC,tCC,tlC ~tST4760 
5CJO fiPJT[ L:,5S5! ~JS14770 
------5_9 5---F G R I' t1 r - ( fj:-,-r1T3--;-'A L L S P F. C 1 E S • ) -----F 1 $ T 4 7 e 0-
GC TO 620 ~IST4790 
600 WRITF (~,6C5) BIC,EIC ~lST4dCO 
-----60·5--~t Rr.i /1 t ---< iT--;ITHf~rsp-EClT~-;T3.'-~--r;TTI-----.-------- F1 ST 4 81 o-
CC TC f2C ~lST~320 
610 WRITE (3,tl5) RIC ~IST4830 
----6T5-rcR t' AT--{ y~--,-r1T3,"~SF~Cn:s·-----r;TjT- -----------Fl ST'f 8 11_0_ 
C wRITE CUl WI-ICI- MfThOC tNC ATiRA~TANT RECCESlEO l-IST~8~0 
b 2 o I r- l t·' r r 1- G c 1 t 2 5 , t 2 5 , t 3 c t- 1 s r '; 11 c o 
------6--z-s---wrrrn=--c 3-;--62-IT TlSl'' ::,7(T 
628 FCRF/1l Ill- ,Tll3,'All ~Elt-"OUS') l-IST 1:t390 
GC TO 640 ~IST42SO 
--. ---.CfO-~Hfi TC- CJ-;·6~-5T-fVFn:::rrv-;'IT-!TCFrfll---;1T=Tf5,- F-iST 4 ~ C u-
635 FCRt-'AT(U-- ,T1Ct1, 1 f'.ETH1C ',5A4) ~.I$T4910 
6 4 0 1 F (t T TfU C } c 4 5 , 6 4 5 ,{_; 5 C l- I S T 4 q 2 0 
---645-kR!TT--c·:·;-ITe ) 1--:-1 S T 4 9 J o· 
6 4 8 F C R ti .tl. T ( t r , T 1 1 lt 1 A l l A T T R A C T 1\ N l 5 ' ) t· I S 1 'i g '1 0 
GC TC (;tO •ISl4950 
-------(--;5cf·1;·R-I T·f-- i 3~- 6 ~ 5-~--~-A-IT~~-( ;_;-;~1"CFA-l"7"V=--itlil -Fl S T '· 9 6 o· 
(:.55 F CRt·' l-. T ( l ~- , T 1 C 4 , ' A T T f{ ,\ C T A 1\ T ' , 4 A 4 ) ~- I S T t, 9 7 0 
C ri R 1T F C! T ~-'< r- I C 1- A R E A I S C UH 1\ I N E C 1 t\ T HE R E P C R T t- ! S T t'j 9 8 0 
--------66a···-n=---,/-. r L-f-Tt:"s;cro-;F·rs----- -r:-Ist.;gso· 
665 WRiit L:,tU:) t-IS_TS0CO 
6 6 6 · F C R I' t. T ~ 11- , T 1 1 3 , ' E t~ l 1 R E S 1 A T E ' ) l- I S T 'J 0 l 0 
--- --Ct- T C }: f S --FTST502C-
67 0 IF ( ~~ 0< i- • E C • 1 l GO 10 6 7 2 
\-iRtrr (J,671) 




l-ISTS060 ~C TC u:o 
6 7 2 \-! ~~ I 1 [ t 3 v t 1 3 ) OJ T Y ( 1 ) 
----------6L,- r c ;~ ~ ~ 1 ( 1-..-, rrrs~·-ccLrn y·--T--;-17> 
f:C 1C l:f-0 
6 7 5 IF ( Fl H. } CO TO (; 77 
---------------·--w R 11 t -{ 3 ~--6-Ttl-fJ(.N-T -----------
6 7 () f c R tJA T ( H-· ' T 1 0 9 ' I l A N lJ R E s 0 L R c (: A R [,\ I • l 2 ) 









1 WRITE (3,t7E) ( TY(P ,M= , 
b 7 8 f C i< tJ 1\ l ( l t , T 1 C 3 , ' L A T I 1 L D E ' , I 2 , 1 J.. , I 2 , • , l C h G I T L C E ' , I 2 , 1 X , I 2 ) 
1i0 
i-!ST5!~0 
t-TST5HO ________ (; ____ PB_Ef ARE t-· IS T C C~ ,j_~:_J::A.Jg J ~----------
660 CC t.90 I= 1,12 rtST5170 
J-IST51PJ 
f--IST5l10 
cc 690 J ~ l t 5 c 
__ ..__ 6__2_()_le..R.r\ I _t-J .J , _ u __ ::_7j~_l,\ ;liS 
C CALCULATE iWt~.iCE IF NC/TRAP 
r:c 1oc 1 = .1.12 
__ -..:ZR):C t I l ___ _::__I!=.TJJ.LU_l __ 
lF (lREC(lll tS2,6Se,tSl 
691 If fTPT J tS3, tS3tl:S2 
________ 6_9 2_?J!..LLLL __ - I~!~~ /l i<J.. I ) 
GC TC 7CC 
CAY 
693 ZeL(!l:::: (lOTVAi-Uil/ ZREC(iJ) 
698 7.2L(Il 
700 CCt\T!r\UE 
IF CTPTJ 13C,7C2,73C 
CR PCT. -·--,:-jS·:r-5-2 c 0-
1-IST52!0 






---C-CAL ClJi.AfE ___ (t;(]~--~:~s 1- E I G r i r-c R P t: k C E ~ T. 
J-IS153CO 
1-IST531 
Cf\E -ifCh FCR EACH 2 Ffff(fr:::-=r;···-~-T$"1'5'32 
702 CC 720 I= 1,12 
_____ tt~ !J L_::_ _ _l_t_Lj _ _Ij__~_)_f_~ • 
ELCCK = tlZeL(1) + 1.} I 2.)- 1. 
lf CCLCCKJ 715t715,7C5 
___ _]Q_?__l: __ L _ZI.O _ --~ __ :=_1 , E L_Q C K 
710 ZPRNT~(J, ll = ZEX 
715 ZPRi\H-{t:LCCK+l,!) = lAAA 






C Cl•LCiJL,Hf: E;'ICI- 2~::<tS t-EIGt-1 FOR. ~-iU1 BcR PER TRAP DAY CR PERCEf\T. FIRST t--IST5420 
__ £_ _________ _f __ t_~~-!::!:_~ y_ ~_S_}~!__I_!: E i~ S C 1'1_L E 0 H· E :.t S 0 C 'r. t\ · F !< C f' THE R E • 1- l $ T S 4 3 0 
730 l E: 1 G = U;L t l l --T)$-'(54_4_0 
CC 740 I-:: itl2 t·IST54:.i0 
IF CZPltii.LT.ZBJG) GO- TO 14C I-IST5460 ------z-e-rc- -;;;o··--z-i::·c~ z"1 --- --,:.-fst~~~~~--;-
740 CCf\ll~LE t-IST54e2 
Z~CIV = Z2IC/5C. l-iST54~0 ----------·t"c-· ?ic ___ f ·;·-~ i 12 .......... ~-------~.=-rs·T-~1-:..·:·o--
IF tZeL(J)t 141,?41,?42 1-IST55lC 
741 PLCCK = 8 I-!ST5~2C 
-~----""'G·c·, c--ite-------------------------------··-··---,-
742 tLCCK = CZELtll/Z~~CIVJ- 1. 1-IST5540 
-----~'-'.1 ~~J:_f_~7 ?f) __ L 7·"-:---·:·--=-=--:-----------------------------·-,-... _1_ s T :>55 G 
750 t:ri<NT!-- t.J. l 'Sf:.O 
7 (:. 0 l P ~-~-. 1 1- ( f L C C i< -+ l , l ) :::: Z A A A tiSi5S70 
i·ISY'.:•520 --··--··-------1 (; C C ;, T I 1\ U f 
------------------------~--~-- 5) 9'\'f--
C \-;f!ITE CC~t,:T[t,T<; CF 7PR~JTt.; ti~LF5S 
c ~ 
tAAA~·. THIS I~DICATES TfE TCP RCW flST56CG 
T ~L~RER. 1-fST5610 ---·-w-·-----··-
780 l ~.-6~~)--· 
IP 51- l 1-l$156;0 
WRIT[ <~.7 ~IS15640 
---·-----ies-·F-(R-r1 t'~-r' t l~·---:--------------------------------------_,- .. _ST~c5U-
LC ?<;':J J = 1, 12 t-!ST5(:c0 
1 F { :. F ~~ ~- ! 1- < x P , J 1 .. E c • z r.. t-. ,.. 1 G r 1 c 1 <; o r· t s T s 6 1 o 
----·--·"'---·----~r:vr·c3-) =---sK"T!1·cx)-------------·--------------------:--t--r~;rs6-ru-
wf~ iTt ( 3~ ~FI-T) tlPRNTH {P tJ)) r1Sl'56GO 
__ -----··--f~ ___ T_Q _ _?5.2__ t- 1ST 57 C 0 
-----·-··--~----
--~o-fF--(fPTT-7s·2;T9 2, 7 s 1 
791 IF~T(3) = SKIPlJ) 
162 
r -IS T? 7 l 0 
t-1ST572C 
... IST5730 lZeL = leL(J) 
------~ R ff~ .. ( 3-,- fF-1·; {~) -I fB L ---------------------------------------~~IST57~0 
(( TC 7S5 
792 RF~T(3) = SK[P(.j) -------h h (fT ()~F-IJi > z-'s-L_<_J_) __________ _ 
795 CCf\TJI\lJE 
fOO CCI\T H-UE 
-----{;~\c\~P-R·T~;-r--1-l~~-fN f"F:R V1~L S ofj-~iCH EACH-ti~rASED 
IF <cw~) e2c,scc,etc 
C t'CI\Ti-LY lt\lt:RVt.LS 
-----·e-f(}~lkT··n~-(3 ;-2T:;->--rri1 0r~ T FsTT-;J) , I= T-;-3T~-J-;:-r-;-r2 
f\15 FC;<t-'AT t H-C, l2{A~,A'ql\3)) 
CC TC IJSC 
----C.-CA I cv-n~-TT8V7;Cs 
820 WRITE (3,7f5) 
~ce = f'C 
·---·-------r~:fe---;-t·--:t.-------
c CALCUL~TE ~CNT~ OF [AC~ INlERVAL A~O hRIT~ 
CC 840 I = 1, 12 
1!:-··c c~ ·e-:rE. ~ /J"xV(fCv. o B ) f""Get c e 2 5 
[.118 :: 1 
t'Ce = tJC8 -t 1 ·---- rr·-n;:c:e-:t:c-:l·Ti :-:o e = 1 
825 CFf.'TL3) =-= SKlP(l) 
8~0 ~RITE (3,CFVT)(~O~T~S{~,MOB),~=l,3) 
---c-u~:.-co-c·;rl E·--c-~·~y--c r-Efltt=-----r~,rr"E lrv~·;~-A':\D~lrrTE 
CC 850 I= 1,12 
RCAYN(ll = CA 
cT-~--c.3-~f ------------
IF (CA.LE.~AXMO(~O)) GC TO E5C 











_ ... tsrso~o 
... IST5r50 
-FTSIS e c·c:· 
t-IST52.70 
t-IST?8EO 














---Fl ST 6\J 4 0-
Ir (~C.EC.l3) MO = 1 
850 CC~TI\Ut 
--------~ ·rn ·1 r-c 2, t< t c ) ( R l57\l'-:'[( tl. l , .... = r , 1 c J 
... JST6050 
t-IST6060 
----------------.:-r ST 6CTJ .. 
1360 f(f<,v,q ( 1!- t 12(4X, 12, 5X)) 
C:C TG 95C 
f-1$16080 
t-IST6090 
_____ C_ff ___ (AT[y-·flg~Et~-C1iY:f,f~- GO TO ~?.I TE 21'.0 PAb1:.' --tlSTbiC0-
865 IF (FCl>Yl GC TO 5 t-IST6ll0 
FC~Y =.lR~E. ~IST6!20 
------··----cT-ffio-· c-:;,;---l----;1-2 1- Is r6 13-. -
TCTREC{ I) = TCTREC( 1+12l ... 1S)6l't0 
8 7 0 · Z C TV /l R ( r ) = Z G TV A R ( I -t 1 2 l ~· 1 S T 6 1 ~ 0 ----------rc·· e H 0- -I -~-r,-r.~------ I-1ST 6Tt<)-
IF (TCT~ECCI).~E.C) GO TO ~2C t-ISTGl70 
880 Cl~~TI~lUE Lf$T6180 · ----~----------------------------------------------~r· 1 J ------------\._. R IT C.( 3-;-·ST5-} ::-rsT 6'19 o· 
C:C TC 950 1-IST6200 
C ~; i< IT E T R A I L t R f C R r. E E K 1 NT E ~ V /< l 5 t- l S T 6 2 1 0 
-----------9c-o·-r~·cvc f 1 ·,;-- vo tTST 62 2 o· 
ECAf(l) = C~ 1-I$16230 
C $ t T L r 1 2 1 ,\ T EF~ V ;'\ L S , B 1-1 C ;v , B D !•I-' 1 H R C l. (,II f: 1-' C ~ , E 0 A foi • -·-·----·--· -- tt ·--9 2 o-r-;; --~-;-c2·----- --·--------------·-- --~--------
Ir (l.EC4ll CO TO SlC 






C CAY L AT c R T t- fl ~~ r r l C C F P R t C E G 1 t\ G I ~ l f: R 'v /IL • I F 1 S C V l: R t" A X J I' U I" t\ C • t-IST6280 
t- I S T 6 2 ') ,) C C~YS FCR Tt-E ~DNT~, SCT ~O~I~ LP C~E, SET DAY TC C~E 
··--- _________ e;-'CJ (I ) __ =: ___ EI~CI"_( J-Jj_ _ 
e C /.. F ( I ) = E C /l !' ( l - l ) + l 
I F t f3 C ~ 1-' C I l • l E • ~~ 1\ X r..; 0 ( n r~ 0 ~ ( I l l l G C T C S 1 C 
_______ J'J ~ ~_tl__l---=-_L ___ _ 




EFC~(l) = EMC~( I) + 1 ~IST6340 
l F. ( 8/-'. 0 i1 ( I ) • G T • 1 2 l B ~~ C 1 ~~ { I l = I l- I S T 6 3 5 0 
C E N C fJ C 1\ T !- r. F I :\ l F R V ,\ l I S S f T T C: P. E G I t\ t' C t\ T H c 1\ C C tJ Y I S 6 C ,\ Y S L A T E R t- I S T 6 3 c 0 ----c.-- --~r-t- :.~\ -e E c-i~-~- -~-F -cA-f-rs -civc_R_r_t-_~----;~,;:-x ~-~(~-r=-c ~--1-r~. ~ --,;u.r-H-;--~-e:-1\-r~:---y·s----~ 1-s r 63 1c-
C UFFEC C~E, tNC CAY ACCORDl~GL) REDLCEO. t-1516380 
_______ ____2j_Q_I_i,._~_t'j _I) __ = --~~:~_ ( I l t-1 S T 6 3 CJ C 
ECAi'(ll = c[bi-1(1) + 6 
IF (ECA~(l).L~.~AXVC(E~G~C I))) GC 10 S20 
-------~-C-~_t:LI ) __ _:.:_LL~i:~.UJ_c_- ~A X!·'_QJ_Jj'_Ct' (_I_)) __________ _ 
E ;• C f' ( I l = 0 1 Ul ( I l + 1 




----..,· r·s· r"6 '~ 3 a 
t-IST6't't0 
920 CC~TI~UE ~IST6450 
---c~."R-ITE--~-L-L-BEGIN 1-'.or\iT~~L-~ c.cG i~ c:~ 't's-;-"ATL"Ef\c~fhs;!.LLE.\CCtiYs-~T$161•tO 
rl R I l f: ( 3 , <; 3 C } C ( 1-1 0 :'i T 1- ~ ( I·~ , n i' C f-' ( I l ) , fl.::: l , 3 ) ~ I = 1 , 1 2 ) r· I S T 6 ', 7 0 
____ ___i_~_Q_i_C_~ ~ t~_I __ Ltt __ ,_l ?_tP~_, _ _!~!t_.-~~- l _ _!-_)_~-~~-'if. o 
\i R 1 T E ( 3 , c; 4 C l C i5 C /\ t< ( l l , I = 1 , 1 2 l r I S T 6 4 9 0 
9 4 0 F C R ; ' A T ( 11- , 1 2 ( 4 X , 1 2 , ':: X l ) 1- I S T 6 5 0 0 
-··--·-----_!.'-~_l_l_f:_j)_, S 3_~j ___ U_0_0~T~~ ,v d:_ ~· C ~ t I > ) , 1-' = 1 , 3 l , I = 1 , 12 ) r IS 1 6 5 l 0 
h R 1 T E ( 3 , ; 4 C ) ( L C .\ I·~ ( I } , 1 ·= l , i 2 } 
C rn~ 1T E T C T.fll iW ,v 2 E P C C Ll E C T ! C '< S PER T I !J E PER I C C. 
riST6S20 
t-IST6~30 
950 ~RITF (3,StC)(TOT~ECC~l,~=l,l2l ... IST6~~0 
----------~ 6of= CR :-; 1\f--< ~~--;-12"{~-x-, TX, 4-x l_l ___ -- --- -------------·--------··--·- -------------i=--Is·-,--t.) -~. 0 
C IF CAllY BR~AKCD~N, GO TO C~~CK IF SECOND PAGE ~LST BE ~RITTE~. t-IST6~60 
C C T _1-_f ~~-L?-E , ( 0 T 0 N E\~ t1 R 1] F\ L E ;,. • t- I S T c ':i 7 0 
1 f { c w t-'. ) 8 t ; , 5 , 5 rTsYi; ~ i:i-0-
9003 STC? ~JST6590 
E~C ~IST6600 
164 
VARIABLE PRINT REPORT PROGRAM 
165 
-c~-rlTc1rlf£-ACTTT~-f;;r:rt-GTriTA.::.-E, r:;- 'Y)---;--rc-GTti\-I:TFf P-Fit\T-fO--
cct<fJCN /RfllCC/ hSPCC,t•,Fo<?C),S?::Ct<;l) ,5PEC~T(91l ,IFILE,Fti\CF FR\T 20 
C I I' E 1'. S I C ;, e I C ( ~ ) , ~ I r; ( c; ) , Z f C .\ 1 ( 5 ) , :. F .'' 1 l ( 7 ) , t. F r- T 2 ( S ) , S 1\ I P { 6 ) t t R C ( 5 ) F R i\ T 3 Ci 
----------c~~fA .. i.Fr·~f1/-.-Ct-r=+·-,--,--;---.-;-.----.--~--·x-~-xT·-~-,-~-it-i1-·--;-•T1·R·cc•-~-·-i.;_r;_l_'_t ____ Fr<i\T-4o-
cllrA AFI-'f2/'(li-'+ 1 ,', •,• •,•x,s;<',',l3)'/ PRf\T 50 
C/llA SKI?/' 63 1 , 1 7't 1 , 1 t5 1 , 1 S6',' 1C7',' tl8'/ PRi\T tO 
-------------cr:-i-Ft\s fc;J"-T-fYCt.~-crs-)-;-\~-~-CLECn:T;c:::-rrr3 5) t s·P-~tTrrz-r;n\·n::·l~ ( 2) P_R_i\_T_7~T-
CATA SPECLfJ}l,SCC/,CNTL~/1,4~/ PRhT eo 
LAT.'• TR?,PCT/ 1 TRP','PCT 1 / PRI\T 90 
----------c~-y-1\--YTfi--;--f f N I, c"ATE;:\~ft:-A--;-r-5-l c;;:(p ~: Tl'fT1T•-;•TTi\P-;-1c7iYc:--•-;•-AF:-E-;~-P-F i\ T-f c ·) 
1 1 SPEC','RPRT'/,ALL,EF'rt,LRA/ 1 ALL','fEI-. 1 t 1 LRA'/,TCT/'TCT'/,LTL/'LTLPR\T llJ 
1 1 / PR~T l2J 
---·- --------CATif-p~ c'T;;: E E ~1~ s\ Yi'Mo~·~ET1--;-·c:\ y t I ' k ;\-G-,-C!\E7'1fK_(;_•_;-·-·n\2 I I ~ ~ ;,-r-f3 :~-
c T~lS PRCGRA~ PRI~TS ALL ~tCCRCS I~ THE FILE THAT ~(CT CRITE~I~ GIVE/\ P~~T 140 
C I~ T~E PRCELEM C'RCS, A~D P~C~ICE~ CCL\lS I~ fE~~S CF ?ERCE~T, PR~T 15C ··--c-----r-.:-uve-ER-?rR"-f R /l-f)T;A--;;-,---u-R-Tc-fiiTT-F-t ~-~----;:A~\_G_E_s_ (F--s r ·cc" re-s-. --rF E_s_E __ F"P :--: r -r ::-;:-
c S E L [ C 1 E C R E C 0 i< C S ."J. 0l C C G UH S :-':. Y C P T l C i, A l L Y 8 E P L T C ~ T A P E f- (t{ US E P R i\ T l 7 J 
C I~ STliTISTt.CAL TESTS. PRt\T 120 
----·-cr-VfSPP-CG ~ -t::: --r<·f::-::IJTRE-S[T(b TP :< c l~ l ( 1-' -CfR_c_s-=----r-·rcrC-l.Fffr)-,--A-Cil'CE-CARG-;--r;;·~~T-1 (; ::r 
C M\ ARE A C ~~ H C , AN C F l \1 ~:: SPEC J c 5 C f•l\ C 5" P R f\ T 2 C 0 
C 1 !- IS P R C G R A;.: i< E C li I R t: S 0 i.; i... Y 0 >.; [ ~ L 8 R C l T I •'-;:: - P R t\ T 2 10 
----- ··c-----l-r--"R-f:J\·c-~-sf·~::iclffrr,rE-:·--:n:n-s~(C1-C-f;\--s~--F;-E-COfc_i=_ra::-r~-n:-r-r"A-vt:--rc-rTt--r:·;:: ~:.-r- 2-;(o-
c CALLING PRCG~AM ~IT~ T~E FIRST 3C \~?IABLES I~ I~FC, E~C~ PR~T 230 
C PECCRC~C SPECIES' IC IN l~E ~ATRIX SPEC, ~~G THE ~U~eE~ FCU~C fPi\T 2~0 -· ----c ---·-- --r r,-fri-cc RT-:_t_s_:s-c:;;~t_:r:';G -r>:..rs-rr-rci\-Tr\--s--;y~-c r\r:--r t1t"-t'l - El\-c-cr-r:Tr~:-rs-r-R1\ r·z 5o-
c REAC~EC, Tf[ VARIA9L~ FE~Cf IS RETLR~EC AS .lPLt. PR~T 260 
C S C !' t ~A J C P V ;. ::: ! ;: '~ l E S 0 F I :n [ R 1-: ~ 1 M' ;; - P fH, T 2 7 0 
----c-----Cft -=--Kt::-;-n:-'i'--hTTF--F-IVE_e_t:_GT:\·t~ fi\·;;-nys-ct=-ll,f-~t--;;;-M;-ccs '"F R I~T-22 ::;-
C E I C - A R ~~ A Y h I T r F I V c E ~\ C I t~ G I D S C F T t- E F l V F. f< A f\ G E S • F R 1\ i 2 S (l 
C Af~Tl - VARIABLE FORMAT FOR SPECIES CCLL~~ HfACI~GS FR~T 3CO 
---------c ------rr VT2--=--v-:;;r r F2Tt---r-c~ if:~~rrr:c r<~t'-•t:rrf?-s·-ccrc:~l\t-:~::; clr-~-c;-s ---p-R t~r-~ 1 -:r-
c S~IP - A-FGR~AT ARRAY CSEU lC SL3Sli1LTE I~ Af~Tl,AFPT2 PR~T 320 
C e t-' C, E Y R 1 £Y 0, t: Y R - DE G I;< :, ,'~ 0 E f\ C CAT c S ( I r\ C l uS 1 V E } F C R REP CRT P R :\ T 3 3 G 
-------c;----ffC 1\·Yvr.r-:.:·--r~ UV2TR-·o-J-:--c~rTC:\n Cs-t:-t--fi\"G--RT;YQ TC:D--C~f'vllll.:T:J.-ILTCTAl_--F~ l\~3 .;-e;-
C ~U~~ER CF COUNTIES) FR~T 350 
C R C r, l Y - t~ AT R I X t·i IT H R C :n Y N Elf i" t ~ T S L S E 0. C C L f\ T l' 1\ U tv' B!: R S R E CUES T P R r--, T :~ 6 G 
·--------- ------f\"F-n::-·c·;--s . ·---r::pr-,-r-37 ~.:--
c REAC Tlllf CARC PR~T 380 
5 REAC (l,!C;,ENC 2CllCE;-..;T.(TITLE(i"'),r-'=l,lS) PRi\l 390 
--- ------yo--f.--(R:J;~·r·r;:c:.';) ---PRi<T-z;co-
L~C~T = tC PR~T 410 
FLTL = .fALSE. PRi\T ~~Q 
------.,-------12-n--·crt(:;. r:-tc-:-rrrr-> ce-re ., c ·r;Rhr-:.~-3J-
t F ( I C E i\ T • t C • I F ,'-J I ) G 0 T 0 S C C 3 P R 1\ T 4 4 0 
\-; ~ .! T E ( 3 , 1 5 ) l C EN T , ( T [ 1 L E ( :-' ) , :- = l , 1 S ) P R r-> T 4 S G 
·· -----r·:>~n~k:if.c·-~-~. ~r;-n·-, ,-~--2-c·Ji-~-;-,-,-,-·-r•--c:~-ccThTtRu~HE1<1:Tm---c·~"~<1:~C\TrR"Er:- v;<?\T-. .:,-cc--
1 P ~ c r~ L E :.· :: r ~ c: E c • • l 
C RCUTI\~ TC PEJECT PRC8LC~ 
. --------·--··r-.,---·p;: 1\ c-( r-;--f c- E :\ c-:;--- 2Cilt~-::':;T7"fTTlLFT1ll--;-J.~:OT~T9l 
le IF((ICE.~T.EC.Tllll.OR~CICE:~T.EC.IF:\!)) GC TC 12 
CC TC 17 
· ----------ic-\-;:nYE·--, r. "2-5-r----
2 5 f c R ~, .~ r ( ' ,. r N r c Af{ o o .-~ I 1 T r c • • ) 
cc ·r u sc o.:; 
--------- --- ·4a--·~;;f(r C-{ 3·;4: ·rcfYTCET7TI-;-~---;-p; 
!, 5 f C R ~ 1\ T ( ! !- 1 , 1 <; fl't ) 











-. ----------~~-f:-:-c-Tl.~ t .) l LCJ T 1 r~-c-,~U'·:()' p 'tR 'EUA-;E/'C ~-E )'R-,---, 1-.HC L ET.Vl;'~;:; c;-zo-)---p-~~-r-·--5-Ro-
46 FCR~~T (~~,fX.312.2X,3I2,Tl,2CA4) PR~T 540 
_________ _l_L. U_C_E~~J.._E~.J~-~-~E l JC 6C:) 
\·i R I T 1:: ( 2 , ~ ? ) ( V. I l l L E ( ;.~ ) , r'. =- l , ~ T t. 1 0 
47 FCR:-·t.T ( lt- , 2Cf<4, 1 t:_::,counrru::o .,.,HER£: DATE C1iRC RECL,l REC. PRCf:U:l-' PRI\T 620 
GC TC 1 f 
C Ct-ECK Tt-:>1 CliTES GIVf~l ;\Rt 'v1\LIC PR:'il 650 
_ .... ____ _:-!_Q._J_LJ. Le.::.:=..!_c;J_!._l_l~-~-; c __ .J_.~· ~·.o.!.1;:: ._ 1 2_1.. 11. i\u ·-.L~YB.~_L..l~J.! .. ~ ~g_~_ls c~q_;_._l > __ __:~?i:-J ___ t,.c ;) 
1 .lli\C. (PC~.LE.3l>) CG TO 54 PR~T 67) 
PFH\T 620 ~RITE {3,52} ecA,R~G,G~? 
---·--·----~_? __ f_Gf···~0_l.L'.._.J'.f_~lN __ ,£:J•.tC_~-~-C IF lf.D ,_,_,_L~-'-~-~d 2, 'I', I~-'', 
1 CATE. PRC~L[~ E~CEC.') 
GC T C 12 
1 s ~ ~ uw ~ L L~P-~_~_r_ 690_ 
P R ~, T 7 C 0 
PRi\T 710 
_ ----- .. -----'""'-'-·--=-:.--... "-- C E r' 0 • C E • 1 l • .t, ~: r; • ( E ~' D • L f: • l 2 ) • .'1. r-..- C • { E 'i R • G E • 1 C l .. 1"> t\ C • I E C :.. • G E .. 1 ) P R :\ T 7 2 J • ";~-c-- ~- c- c: c "A-~LT~-3 -i>l-c e:-:rc":--5--f------ -------------------------p R l\ r -, 3 o 
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